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PREFACE

Thk volume is a compendium of the papers and commentaries that were presented at
the fourth in a series of conferences on interpretation of environmental data conducted by
the American Statistical Association and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agenc~'s
Statistical Policy Branch of the Office of Standards and Regulations/Office of Polic:
Planning, and Evaluation. The ASA Committee on Statistics and the Environment
developed this series and has general responsibility for it.
>The purpose of these conferences is to provide a forum in which professionals from
the academic, private, and public sectors exchange ideas on statistical problems that
confront EPA in its charge to protect the public and the environment through regulation of
toxic exposures.,, They provide a unique opportunity for Agency statisticians and scientists
to interact with,u1eir counterparts in the private sector.
The eight papers and accompanying discussions in this volume of proceedings are
about "compliance sampling" to determine how well environmental standards are met.
These papers provide valuable guidance in the planning of future environmental studies.
The papers address many aspects of compliance, and are intended for statisticians involved
in planning how to ascertain general levels of compliance and identify noncompliers for
special attention. Such work is inherently statistical and must be based on anticipation of
the statistical analysis to be performed so that the necessary data can be collected. These
proceedings should help the statistician anticipate the analyses to be performed. In
addition, the papers discuss implications for new studies. No general prescriptions are
offered; none may be possible.
The emphases in these papers are quite different. No two authors have chosen the
same aspect of compliance to examine. This diversity suggests that a major challenge is
to consider carefully each study aspect in the planning process. Meeting this challenge
will require a high degree of professiona1ism from the statistical community.
The conference itself and these proceedings are primarily the result of the efforts of
the authors and discussants. The discussants not only describe how their views differ from
those of the authors, but provided independent ideas as well. The coordination of the
conference and of the publication of the proceedings was carried out by Mary Esther
Barnes and Lee L. Decker of the ASA staff.
The views presented in this conference are those of individual writers and should not
be construed as reflecting the official position of any agency or organization.
This fourth conference, "Compliance Sampling," was held in October 1987. Others
were the first conference, "Current Assessment of Combined Toxicant Effects," in May
1986, the second, "Statistical Issues in Combining Environmental Studies," in October
1986, and the third , "Sampling and Site Selection in Environmental Studies," in May 1987.

John C. Bailar III, Editor
Chair, ASA Committee on Statistics and the Environment
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics, McGill University
and
Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
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INTRODUCTION
The general theme of the papers and associated discussions is the design and
interpretation of environmental regulations that incorporate, from the outset, statistically
valid compliance verification procedures. Statistical aspects of associated compliance
monitoring programs are considered. Collectively the papers deal with a wide variety of
environmental concerns including various novel approaches to air emissions regulations and
monitoring, spatial sampling of soil, incorporation of potential health effects
considerations into the design of monitoring programs, and considerations in the statistical
evaluation of analytical laboratory performance.
Several papers consider aspects of determining appropriate sampling frequencies.
Allan Marcus discusses how response time frames of potential biological and health effects
due to exposures may be used to decide upon appropriate monitoring interval time frames.
He demonstrates how biokinetic modeling may be used in this regard.
Neil Frank and Tom Curran discuss factors influencing required sampling frequencies
to detect particulate levels in air. They emi:Jhasize the need to specify compliance
monitoring requirements right at the time that the air quality standard is being
formulated. They suggest an adaptive monitoring approach based on site specific
requirements. Those sites that are clearly well above or well below the standard need be
sampled relatively infrequently. Those sites that straddle the standard should be sampled
frequently
to
decrease
the
probabilities
of
misclassification of
more
attainment/nonattainment status.
Tom Hammerstrom and Ron Wyzga discuss strategies to accommodate situations
when Allan Marcus' recommendations for determining sampling frequency have not been
followed, namely when monitoring data averaging time intervals are very long relative to
exposure periods that may result in adverse physiological and health consequences. For
example, air monitoring data may be averaged over one hour intervals but respiratory
symptoms may be related to the highest five minutes of exposure during that hour. The
authors model the relationships between peak five minute average concentration during an
hour and the overall one hour average concentration under various stochastic process
assumptions. They combine monitoring and modeling to predict short term peak
concentrations on the basis of observed longer term average concentrations.·
Bill Nelson discusses statistical aspects of personal monitoring and monitoring
"microenvironments" such as homes and workplaces to assess total personal exposure.
Such data are very useful for the exposure assessment portions of risk assessment. Dr.
Nelson compares and contrasts personal monitoring with the more traditional area
monitoring. The availability of good personal exposure data would permit much greater
use of human epidemiologic data in place of animal toxicologic data in risk assessment.
Richard Gilbert, M. Miller, and H. Meyer discuss statistical aspects of sampling
"frequency" determination in the spatial sense. They consider the development of a soil
sampling program to estimate levels of radioactive solid contamination. They discuss the
use of multilevel acceptance sampling plans to determine the compliance status of
individual soil plots. These plans have sufficient sensitivity to distinguish between
compliant/noncompliant plots yet result in substantial sample size economies relative to
more naive single stage plans.

iii

John Holley and Barry Nussbaum present an economist's approach to environmental
regulation. The "bubble" concept specifies that average environmental standards must be
maintained across a dimension such as area, time, auto fleet, or industry group. This
dimension constitutes the "bubble." Lack of compliance in one part of the bubble may be
offset by greater than minimum compliance in other parts. Emissions producers have the
option to trade, sell or purchase emissions "credits" with, from, or to other emissions
producers in the bubble. Alternatively, they may "bank" emissions "credits" for use in a
future time period. Such an approach to regulation greatly enhances the emissions
producers' flexibility, as a group, to configure their resources so as to most economically
comply with the overall standard.
Soren Bisgaard and William Hunter discuss statistical aspects of the formulation of
environmental regulations. They emphasize that the regulations, including their
associated compliance monitoring requirements, should be designed to have satisfactory
statistical characteristics. One approach to this is to design regulations that have
operating characteristic curves of desired shape. Alternative candidate formulations can
be compared in terms of the shapes of their associated operating characteristic curves.
Bert Price discusses yet another statistical aspect of environmental regulation;
evaluating the capabilities of analytical laboratories. He contrasts and compares
strategies to evaluate individual laboratories based only on their own bias and variability
characteristics (intralaboratory testing) with strategies that evaluate laboratories as a
group (interlaboratory testing). Price's paper has commonality with that of Bisgaard and
Hunter in that he argues that first the operating characteristic of a regulation needs to be
specified. This specification is then used to determine the types and numbers of
observations required in the associated compliance tests.
The eight papers in this volume of proceedings deal with diverse aspects of the
statistical design and interpretation of environmental regulations and associated
compliance monitoring programs. A unifying theme among them is that the statistical
objectives and characteristics of the regulations should be specified right at the planning
stage and should be drivers of the specific regulation designs rather than being
(in)consequential afterthoughts.
Paul I. Feder
Chair, ASA/EPA Conference on Compliance Sampling
Battelle Memorial Institute
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TIME SCALES: BIOLOGICAL. ENVIRONMENTAL.

REGULAfJ~Y

Allan H. Marcus
Battelle Columbus Division
P.O. 5o-< l 3758

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
1.

INTRODUCTION

E.P.A. has established primary air qualitv standara~ to cr~te~c t~e
general public against the adverse nealth effec:s of air pollutants. ard
secondary standards to protect against othe~ ad~erse environmental
impacts.
Comoliance with these standards is usuall~ crescr:oe~ tv an
explicit sampling protocol for the pollutant, with soecified orooerties
of the instrumentation and its calibration. a~prooriate locatio0 of ~he
sampling device, and the freouenc1 and averaging t1me af ~h~ s~moles.
The temooral orooerties of the comcliance sampling protccal recr~sent a
co111cromise among time scales of biolo9ical resoonse to ai-. en·-~ronr.-12ntal
insult. var1ation in concentration to which the pooulaticn i~ e·.,oose·j,
cost and precision of the samole data.
Biological and he.31th ~ffei::ts
issues ~re orimarv and shoula be keot always in mind. lnaceQ~~te samcling
schedules for compliance testing might allow fluctuatiroa E·~o-~:;u,-;:.i:; 0f
toxicolcgical significance to esc~oe detection. Resources fer testing
comcliance are •Jsually going to be scarce, ,snd focusir<q 'Jn t.e,-,l~h eff';;,c~~
may ailow the analyst and designer of environmental regulations to fi~a
seine oatn beti... e_en oversamoling and undersamollnq environmi;:'1t5l j;;t.3.
In this review I will emphasize air aualitv standar~s f~~ lead.
Lead is a soft dense metal ,.,hose toxic effects have lona beei1 ~·1"101·11;. In
modern times atmospheric lead has become a co~munity proble~ because of
the la;ge quantities of lead used as gasoline> additivei:. l.Jt-1i le t 1;is
problem was substantiallv reduced as a result of E.P.A.·~ leaded ga5oline
phasedown regulations,
there are
still significant quantities of
atmosoheric lead around primary and secondary metal s~e!ter5, batter~
olants ate., and substantial residues of previous lead e·T1i~s1onc:: j,-,
surface soil and dust.
Other regulatory authorities ccntrcll lead
coilcentrations in drinkinq water,
in consumer oroducts. ,;snd i··· :-:-,e work
place. E.F.A. 's air lead regulations are spelled out in C.F.R. ~0:
58 ( 1982>.
I will describe these in mere detail
belo1·1, aloi-.o \·•:ti-. ;;ome
alternative aoproaches that are beinq considered.

will also very oriefly describe some of the biol~cical and
phvsical time scale ~roblems arising in the effects of ozone on less of
agricultural croo yielos.
This will allow us to look 3t a gaseous
pollutant whose effeits include economic welfare as well 35 human nealth.

2.

~IR

LEAD STANDARDS

Atmospheric lead is largely found as inorganic lead salts on small
particles, thus many of the data collection issues are simil~r ta those
encountered in sampling Total Suspended Particulate5 <TSPi. A g;~~t deal

of data has been collected by the State and Local Air Monitoring Sta~ions
<SLAMS> network. These provide information aoout areas wn~re ~he lead
concentration and pooulation density are highest and monitoring for
testing comoliance with standar,js ·1s mos·t crit1cal.
Ir; or-jec fo,·.:; SLAMS
station ta be part of the National Air Monitoring Station INAMSl networ~.
very specific criteria must be satisfied about sampler 11Jcat10n ii• te1·ms
of height above ground level, distance from the neare~t major roadway,
.and soatial scale of whu:h tne station is suppo"=>ed to be ;·:pr<?s21-,t::itive.
The citing study must also have a sufficiently long sampling ~E~~od to
exhibit typical wind speeds and directions, or a sufficie0tlv larqe
number of short periods to provide an average value consistert with a 2~
hour exposure <CD, 1986l.
The C>Jrre11t averaging time for the lead primary Matlonal A;;;bie.1t Aii
Quality Standard <NAAQS> is a calendar quarter C3 monthsl. and the air
lead NAAQS is a quarterly average of t.5 ug/m3 that snaLI nnt ba
exceeded. The lead standard proposed in 1977 was based on an averaging
time of one calendar month.
The longer period has the advantage of
greater statistical stabilitv. However, the shorter period allows some
extra protection. Clinical studies wit·h adult mala '1olunte'=:· ;ub;ects
showed that blood lead concentration <PbBi char.ged to e r1e•.rJ e1::1 Ji l ibrium
level after 2 or 3 months of exoosure <Rabinowitz et al •• 1q73, l 0 "76:
Griffin et al .• 1975>.
The shorter averaging time wa; also thought to
give more protection to young ctii.ldren <42 FR 63076> E'''E::•1 tr.oug;-, there
was na direct evidence then <or nowl) on blood lead kine!;jc; i.1 <:!1iJ.jre'-1.
":he r i. sl< of shorter term e'~posures to air lead cone en tr; ti·.;,·.: E le,,,.; t2•j
above a quarterly-averaged standard that might go uncetected were
considered in the 1978 standard decision to be m1nimizec ~EC3use I 1 ~asec
on the ambient air quality data available at that time, the co::ibili~ies
fer significant. sustained excursions were considered small, 3rd 21 it
was determined that direct ir,halation of air lead is a ri:'.:;ti ,;;:] / :mall
component of total airborne lead exoosure ;43 FR '+6246l.'· (:c:.i-,'.::?,i, 1986>.
The biological reasons for reevaluating the averaging :ime 2re discu5sed
in the next section.
1

Alternative forms of the air lead sr.andard are nm" beina ;::,,.::;LJ,;ted
E.P.A.'s Office of Air Qualitv Planning and Standarjs IOACPSi.
The
averaging time is onlv one of the comoonents in 5ettinq ~n 2ir lead
standard. The "characterizing value" for tec;;ting compliance i::an assume a
wide variety of forms, e.g. the maximum monthl~ <or quarterly> aver9ge as
used in the "deterministic" form of the standards.
the 11a:<imum of the
average monthly mean over a specified number of vears ~.g. 3 C3nsecutive
years. the average of the maximum monthly averages for each "eai- ~·n"thin a
specified number of years, the average of the three highest months <or
quarters> within a specified number of years etc. Some a~eraging of the
extreme values certainlv smoothes cut the data, but also conce:als ei~ti-eme
high-level excursions. Some attention has been given to the statistical
prooerties of the alternative characterizing v.:.1ues (Hunt, lc;St:l. The
consequences of different characterizing values for bioloqic3J ~xoos~r~
indices or health effects indicators has not vet been e~aluatea.
by

A final consideration is the sampling frequency. The current normal
situation is a 24-hour average collected everv 6th day.
The number of
samoles collected also depends on the fraction of lost davs: it is not
2

uncommon for 25~ of the data to be lost. Thus one might have onlv 3 or 4
valid samples oer month.
Hunt (1986i examined more frequenc sampling
schemes: every day, every other day, every thiro day.
He also comoared
the conseau·ences of deterministic vs. "statistical" form of tr<;.> ;tar.dare,
monthlv vs. quarterlv characteristic values, 25% data loss ·~s. ,·,o less.
The community air lead problem in the U.S. is now more 1 i~~l~ to te
related to point sources than to area-wide emissions. thus the ~ollow1nq
three scenarios for location were evaluatea:
Ill source orientea sites
with maximum annual quarterly averages less than l.5 ug:~J: (21 ;ource
oriented sites with ma~dmum annual auarterly average grearer- than 1.5
ug/m3; <3l NAMS urban maximum concentration si~es.
Some conclusions
suggested by h1s study for quarterly averaging time are:
<ii The characterizing value with the best preci~ion for Eoecifieo
sampling frequency is the statistical Quarterly average.
<ii> The required sampling frequency could
1ar·:, wit:h ::ite t:'{pe·.
Resoectively, <1> every other day for source orient2d si~es
1.5 ug1m3;
(21 e 1ery day for source oriented sites> 1.5 uq/m3; (3) for
MAMS ;1tes.
every third day. The required precision here is +/-10% of the mean.
1

1

Hunt also found that more frequent sampling would oe re~uired if the
were used.
The .source-oriented sites would
require every day sampling and the NAMS sites everv-other-dav sampling
to achieve +/- LOX precision.
monthlv averaging times

Is such inte!"lsive sampling actually reouired'.
An? '.·1e ,·eall:
interested in specified precision for atmosoner1c concentratlons. or
should we shift the focus of compliance sampl1ng t;:> m01-:::; ;·2l.21ant
indicator~
of
biological effect?
Let u5 exam1ne some ~, these
indicators.
3. BIOLOGICAL KINETICS OF LEAD
Lead is absorbed from tr.e environme11t through t~e lu1ia:; <direct
inhalation> and through the gastro-intestinal tract linges~ion1. Organic
compounds of lead may also be absorbed through the skin.
Once lead is
absorbed into blood plasma through the alveoli or througn the gut lumen.
i t is quickly ionized and may henceforth regarded as indistlnquishable by
source.
Thus the internal kinetics of lead may be ·deduced from
excerimental data whether lead uptake is by intravenous injection,
inhalation or ingestion.
Lead is distributed from plasma ta the red
blood cells. kidney, liver, skeleton, brain, and other ~issues.
The
fractional absorption of lead from the plasma varies great!v from tissue
to tissue~ thus the time scales for transfer of lead also ,-.,;i·v gn~atl;.
It is often assumed that lead equilibrates quickly and comoletelv between
plasma and red blood cells, thus the whole blood lead con~entration ~an
be used as a surrogate indicator of internal exoosure. This is not tne
case.
The initial uptake of lead from plasma to the red blood cells is
very rao1d. occurring within a few minutes to tens of miPutes !Camobell
et al.~ 1984; Chamberlain, 1984; De Silva, 1981>. Comol.ete eou1libration
does not occur at all concentrations. however. since the relationship
between ""hole blood lead and plasma lead becomes strildngl·1 nonlinear at
higher concentrations <Manton and Cook, 1985; Marcus, 1985a>. The most
3

plausible exolanation is that there is reduced transfer af lead to tne
red blooa cells at higher concentrations, whether attributed to reduced
lead-binding caoacity of the erythrocytes or reduced tr3nsfer rate a~rass
tne ervthrocvte membrane as l~ad ccncentraticns ircrease.
This is
reinforced by multi-dose experiments on rats in which lead c~ncentratians
in brain. kidney, and femur are proportional to dose, which is e~ce~tea
if tissue concentrations equilibrate witn plasma concentr3t1ons, not ~it~
whole blood lead concentrations.
lead concentrations in perioheral tissues can be modeled by :cuoled
of ordinary differential equations. Parameters for such systems
can be estimated by iterative nonlinear least sauares ~et~ods. ofren wit~
Maroua~dt-type modifications to enlarge
the domain of ini~ial parsmeter
estimates which allow convergence to the optimal solution !Berman and
Weiss, 19781. Data sets with observations of two or more camoanents
often sustain
indirect infei-ences
about unabser·1ed ti::sue :Jool<:.
Analyses of oata in !Rabinowitz et al •• 1973, 1976; Griffi~ et al .. 1~75;
De Silva. 19811 reported in (Marcus. 1985abc: Cr1ambe.-lain, t?85: C'.J.
19861 show that lead is absorbed into oeripheral tissues in 3cuit humaGs
within a few days. The retention of lead by tissues !s mwch l::li'ry~i- tr,a.-,
is the initial uptake. Even soft tissues such as kidney an~ ~iver ~ooe~r
to ;-eta in lead for a month or so, arid the skeleton rel:ains l~-:io ~or /'?a:-=:
or tens of years IChristoffersson et al .• 1~86l.
sy~tems

The relevance of blood lead and tissue lead concentr~tions to ~vert
toxicity is not unambiguous. As in anv biologically var1~~le cooulatian.
scme individuals can exhibit extremely hiqh biood lead ~1th onlv mi lo
le3d ooisoning <Shambe~lain and Massev, 1972J. A mere d~~~ct crecursor
of toKicity is the ervthr~cyte protoporphyrin
!EP 1 =oncentr3tion.
Elevated levels of EP snow that lead has deranqed the heme bios:nthetic
pathway~ reducing
the rate of production of heme For hE8oglcbin. EP is
now widely used as a screening indicator for potential
to~1city.
An
example of the utility of EP is that after a brief mas~ive e·:oosure cf a
Br:tish worker (Williams, 1984l, zi11c EP increased to ver'r elt=:vated
levels within a wee~ of exposure even the wor~er was still largely
asvmptomatic. Even though there is considerable biological ~ariabilit~.
EP levels in adults increase siqnificantlv within 10 to 20 davs af~er
beginning an experimental increase of ingested lead (5tuiK.
1974; Cools
e>t al..•
1976; Schlegel and Kufner,
19'78>.
Thus biolog1c;;i effects in
adult humans occur very shortly after exoosur~. certainly within a month.
While the uptake of lead and the onset of ootentiai to::icit:,.. cccur
raoidly during increased exposure. the reduction of exoosure does not
cause an equally r-3pid reduction in either body tlurjen 01· toxicit·,
indices. Accumulation of mobilizable pools of lead in the skeleton and
other tissues create an endogenous source of lead that is onlv slcwlv
eliminateo. Thus the raoid uptake of lead during periods of i~creasEd
exposure should be emphasized in setting standards for le~d.
The experimental data cited above are indeed human data. but all for
adults lalmost all for males>. We are not aware of anv di~ect studies en
lead kinetics in children. One of the more useful sets of data involves
the uptake of lead by infants from formula and milk <Ryu et al., 1984,
1985>.
Blood lead levels and lead content of food were measured at 28
4

The results ac·e negatlve but
infori!1ati·1e: Blood le:3.d
levels in these infants appeared to eauilibrate so much faster that no
estimate of the kinetic parameters was possible.
A .er; r0uah e~timate
bv Duggan !1984> based on earlier ·input-outcut studie5 in infant5
<Ziegler et al., 1978> gc.ve a blood lead half life<= me-31"1 11f'? • log<2il
of ~ to 6 days. Duggan's method has many assumptions and uncertainties.
An alternative method, allometric scalinq based .:::;n su1-f:1:si :31·e:i. :uq·~e:.:ts
that if a 70 kg adult male has a blood lead mean life of 30 days, then a
7 kg infant should have a blood lead mean life of about 3 1avs.
day ir.tervals.

The above estimates of lead kinetics in children are rot strictly
acceptable.
Children are ~inetically somewhat differe0t fr~m adults.
with a somewhat larger volume of blood and much smaller b•;~ r~oialy
developing skeleton <especially dense cortical bore that 'et3tns ~ost of
the adult body burden of leadl.
Children also absorb lead from ~ne
environment at a greater rate, e>s t.11~'/ r1=ve greater qai::troi:-•tes~:.r:al
absorpti~n of ingested lead
and a more raoia ventilation rats th?n do
adults:
A b1omathematical
model has been developed bv Ha~lev 3nd ~neip
<198~) and modified for use by
OAQPS.
This uotakelbio~inetic model is
bas2d on lead concentrations in infant and juvenile bacoons, •11r•o =.r:?
believed to constitute a valid animal model for human growth and
development.
Preliminary apolications of tne 111odel 31·: described b/
<Cohen, 1986; ATSDR, 1987; Marcus et
al..
1987).
The mocel incl ..1des
annual changes of kinetic pa1·a111eter s such as the tr-5r1sf~r rates for
blood-ta-bone, blood-to-liver,
liver-to-gastrointestin3l
tr3ct.
and
growth cf blood. tissue. and skeleton.
The model ;::ii-edicts -'.' .ne::H1
re5idenc~ time for lead in blood of 2-vear-old children a~ 8 oavs.
1

Blood

lead

concentrations

change

suostantidll,.

.ju·111g

.::~1ildhood

'Rabinowitz et al., 1984). These changes reflect the wa~hout ~f in utero
lead. the exposure of the cnild to cnanging patterns of food ;nd water
ccnsumotion, and the exoo:ure of the toddler to leaded soil ano dust in
his or her environment.
i·Je must
tt-1us coiisid~!- also trie temoor-at

variations of exoosure to environmental lead.

4. TIME SCALES OF LEAD EXPOSURE
Air lead concentrations change ~ery raptdlv, depending a~ ~ina soeec
and direction and on emissions oatterns.
E~ological
k?netics teno to
filter out the "hic:;n-frequency" ·1ariations in environmental lead. so that
only environmental variations on the order of a few days are li~elv ~o
clay much of a role. The temooral patterns deoend on averaging time and
samoling frequency, and thus will vary from one location to another
depending on the major lead sources at that site. Figure 1 shows the
time series for the logarithm of air leao concentration <leg PbAl near a
orimary lead smelter
in the northwestern U.S. The data are 24-hour
concentrations sampled every third day <with a few minor sliopagesl.
We
analysed these data using Box-Jenkins time series ~rograms. The temooral
structure is fairly cample~. with a significant autoregre~~i~e component
at lag 0 (27 days> and signific::Snt .no·dnq average comooi-.~nt:.: at laas 1
and 3
<3 days and 9 daysl.
Time series analyses around point source
sites and general urban sites may thus be informative.
5

Direct inhalation of atmoscheric leaa may be only a minor part of
lead exposure attributable to air lead.
Previously elevat?d air lead
levels may have deposited a substantial reservoir of lead in surfac~ soil
and house dust in the environment: these are the primary p~t~wa1s far air
lead in children aged 1-5 years.
Little is kncwn abcu~ cemooral
variations in soil and house dust lead.
Preliminarv result~ ~ited in
!Laxen et al., 19871 suggest that lead levels in surf~ce du!t anc soil
around redecorated houses and schools can change over pei-iod: of ti~e of
two to six months. While lead levels in undisturbed soils ~an o~rsist
for thousands of ·'{ears, the turnover of lead in urban soils due to human
activities is undoubtedly much faster.
Individuals are not stationary in their environment. Thus. the lead
concentrations to which individuals are exposed must include both spatial
and temporal patterns of exposure. The oicture is comple~. but much is
being learned from personal exposure monitoring programs.
The amount of '1ariatior1 in ai1- lead conc2nc1-atio11s at .:. stationary
monitor can be extremely large. Coefficients of variation in ev.cess of
100% are
not uncommon around point sources such as lead smelters, even
wnen monthly or quarterly averages are used. This variabili~~
is far in
excess of that attributable to meteorological
~ariation and
is due to
fluctuations in the emissions process e.g. due to variations in feed
stock.
orocess
contra l.
or
prod•Jc ti on ,-ate.
Fur thermo re, the
concentration distributions are very skewed and neavv-tailed, more nearly
log-normall·1 distributed than normal even for long .:S·1e1-3gin-::i time;:. The
st~chastic properties cf the process are
generallv unknow"·
although it
mav be assumed that air, dust. and soil lead concent;-at:io1': -31 .:w11d :ioir1t
sources that have been in operation for a long time are aoora~imatelv
stationar·y.
In most olaces in ttie United 5tates, t.ead le,,el: i11 all
sources of exoosure. including food, water, and paint. as well as those
pathways from gasoline lead, Mave been declining. With these points in
mind, we can be~in to constn.1ct a auantitative characterization cf a
health effects target for comol1ance stwaies.

5. HEALTH EFFECTS CHARACTERIZATION: A THEORETICAL APPROACH
We will here briefly descrioe a possible aocroach ca tne proolem of
choosing an averaging time that is meaningful
for health effects.
Related problems such as sampling 1requency then depend on the pr~cision
with which one wishes to estimate the health effects characterization.
The basic fact is that all of the effects of interest are driven by the
environmental concentration-exposure C(tl at time t
integrated over some
oeriod of time, ~itn an aoprapriate weighing factor.
As people are
exposed to diverse pollutant sources, the uptake from all pathways must
be added up.
If the health effect is an instantaneous one ~hose ~alue at
time t i s denoted Xlt>, and if the biakinetic proces5es are all linear
<as is assumed for OAQPS upta~ebiakinetic moaell or can be (E5Sonabl:t
aoprcximated by a linear model driven bv CCul
at time l f ,
then the
biokinetic model can be represented by an aftereffect: '"e• r;, ;-c t-1_1> after
an interval t-u.
Mathematically.

6

x ( t)

=

J

f(t-u> [(ui du

The after effect function for linear compartmental model: is
exponential terms.

~ mtdu1·e

of

The time-averagec concentratioi-.-exoo~ui"e at time t, denc.ted 'dt1, is
also a moving average of c:onc:entratian C<ul at time u. "1ith a •...ieiqht.
given by glt-ul after an interval t-u. Thus compliance will be based on
the values of the variable YCtl in adjacent intervals, where
Y(tl

=

J g(t-u>

Clui

du

The simple time-weighted average.for an averaging time of lenath T is
g < t-u l

=

l/T

=

0

if t-T

<'

u '

t

otherwise.

The properties of the moving a~erage processes are easily evaluated, e.g.
the expected value ECJ, variance (J, covariance cov(,J, are:

ECX<t>J =
varCXltl) =

r f( t-u>

J

ECClul] du

r r f<t-u>

J

cov(Xlt>,Y<s>J

flt-~1

r Jr f(t-u>

=J

c:o~(C1ul.Civl]

9\;;;-·1i

du dv

covCClul,C(,Jl] du .:Ji

Thus, we could formalize the problem of selecting an averaging time T bv
the following mathematical problem: choosing the averaoino time T that
maximizes the correlation b!?J'!"een .~<t> and Y<sl, for that ti.!11~ t a..L.!:!hich
!;[X<tl] is maximum.
That is. look fo1- tt1e ti1ne(s)
tat \·inich 1-1e :xpect
the largest adverse health effect or effect indicator <e.g. blood leadl,
Then find the averaging time T such the moving average at ~o~e other time
s is
as highly correlated as possible with X<t>. Nate tha~ we do not
require tnat s = t. We may also restrict the ~ange of ~atues of T.
EXAMPLE: ONE-COMPARTMENT BIOKINETIC MODEL, MAR.KOV EXPOSURE MODE!....

Suppose that the relevant biokine~ic mooel is a simpl~ one
The aftereffect of a unit pollutant 11ptake is an
compartment model.
exponential washout <e.g. of blood lead, to a first approximation> with
time constant k,

f<t-u>

= exp<-k
=

<t - u>>

if u •,

if u

0

t

> t

We will also assume tnat the concent~ation-exposui"e process C<t> is
stochastically second-order stationary with covariance function
covCC<u>,CCv>J = var(CJ exo<-a
7

I

u -

~fl

After some algebra, one finds that:
var[Xlt>J

= varCCJ

var(Y<tl}

=

I

~(a

•

~J

var(CJ 2 (aT-l +

e~<p<-aT))

i

.;·"

T:;i

If s-r < t < s then
c:ov(X(t),Y(s)J = ·1ai-CCl C 2:.:;v.

... 2a eKo(-ldt+T-s»lk(k-a1<ad'.1



-expl-a!t•T-s)J/a(k-a> -exo1-acs-t>l1a<a+kiJ/T
If t

< s-T then
cov(X< tl

If t

t

>

,Y(sl

J = var[CJ (e'<p(-a(5-t-T)

l-O?:-:al-als-tl 1 J/T5(:,+1-')

> s (for predicting from the •:'1rrent samoling times

to

fwt!.l•E

':i1T:E

then

-2a exo<-k( t:-sl l < 1-exc<-kTl > /k•:a+•: l <¥-a) ];T

A small table of correlations between XCtl and Y( t1 aie snow~ in Table
for an assumed averaging time T=30 days.
Note that the correldtions
between fluctuations in blood lead concentration X{t> and mon~nl~
averaged lead concentration Y<t> are fairly high, but much worse cr
children than for aaul ts wne11 e1w ironmenta 1 concent;: t i".lr1s flue tua t;::.
rapidly. These correlations are long-term averages fer one subject: the
correlation in real populations wi 11 be gre5t l;· '3ttenuat::d due to
differences in biological parameters and e~oosures among peccle.
1

TABLE l
Correlation between Blood Lead and Monthl'/ Averace
Blood Lead Kinetic Parameter
l / ( 8 d l Ch

1

ld

I

ea·:!

~

1 / < '+0 d

1

Adu l

t:

Environmental Lead
Time Constant a
1/(4 d)

0.7707

0.8783

l/(10d)

0.8476

0.8933

l/<25 d)

0.9236

0.9132

The uses of this method for assessing the re1at:ian:h1o betw-ieen
health effects and averaging time are shown in Table 2 for the sensitive
case of rapid fluctuations in air lead concentration.
It is clear that
for this simple model, the averaging time T with highest corr~lation for
8

children or for adults is about 1.Slk, and that much longer or much
shorter averaging
times w\ll not .. :aoture significant e~·:c1J1-sions in blood
lead.
An averaging time of 15-20 days will make Yltl reasonably
oredicti~~ of Xltl for oath adults and cnildren.

TABLE 2
CORRELATION

BETWEEN

BLOOD

LE.;D COl'ICENTRAT!ON AND A'.JERAGE E!i'JIROl'-IMEMTAL

LEAD CONCENTRATION AS A FUNCTION OF AVERAGING TIME T
Assumed environmental lead correlation scalE a= l/14 da;5J

CORRELATION
Averaging
Time T, Days

CHILD
k = l

i (

AOUL i

8 ,jays>

k = l .' ( 4:) ja·tS)

5

0.87~2

7
10

0.9287
0.9588

( 1•

14

(),9tt9'7

1), 72r)7

0.8020
0.8783
0.9141
0.85"9

20

0.8900

30

l).

60
90

:) • 4.:.+()2

0.5062
5674

0.6430

771)7

0.5451

Samoles collected fer compliance testing have a 1ncre co1noli·:a.ted
structure for the weight functi·)n g1t-u1, namei'i (f.::i1· t1-t-1our :amples 011ce
avery m days in an internal of T davs>.
g<t-ul

where H

= m/hT

= 2~m

if

t .. +

< j-1 ) H

<

1..1

<

t ,-, +-

( j -1 )

< H+h

l

hours

t .., =beginning of last comolia11ce interval befo,-e t
j

=

and

l~

ooo,

m

g<t-u> = 0

otherwise

That is. g(t-ul is the sum of Ttrn rectangies spaced
Similar calculations could be done using this g<t1.

II-hours aoart.

Assessment of realistic situations will require careful attention to
both the biol<inetic rnodel represented by flt>, and
the
t&1nooral
variations in exposure represented by covCC<ul ,C<vl} e~·=· The exa1nple
represented above is the simplest
representation of
the int'er·pla ..· of
biological time scales <represented by kl, environmental time scales
<reoresented by al,
and regulatory time scales (1·2p1e=.=e11ted b<1 Tl.
Numerical evaluation of realistic examples should proceed as aoove.
If
the underlying biokineatic model
is severely nonline:ai-, tr.en comout:::r
simulations will be needed.
The concentration-exposure f1mction here
subsumes all
spatial variation.
Realistic human exoosure models to
various microenvironments may be needed as well. Thus the function C<t:
here is a composite,
including fractional absorption of environmental
9

lead, volume of environm&ntal intake <e.g. rn~/d of air, Lid of water,
mg/d af leaded soil and dust, g/d of foodl as wel! as concentra~ion CC t i .

6. TIME SCALES FOR THE EFFECTS OF OZONE ON AGRICULTURAL CROP f!ELDS
The regulation of ozone has for some time been one cf E.P.A.·~ mcst
pressing problems -- a regulatorv in-itant as '.·iell ==.:; lung irritant.
The secondary standards for ozone have drawn considerable att~r.ticn, owe
to the knowledge that exposure to
ozone may
cause econom1c~ll;
significant damage to cash croos and forests.
The time of day of the
ozone exposure. and the day of exposure during the growing season, mav
seriouslv det,rmine the effects of exoosure and consecue~tlv of the
stat1stics that ai-e used to formulate the standa1·d.
i:1
nvnber of
aporoaches to defining a biologically relevant standara are bei~g
investigated (Lee et al, I987ab; Larsen et al., 1987l,
Air monitoring data have been collected in ccnnecci~~ wit~ ~~e
of the National Ci-op Loss and Assessmenr.: i·let;..101t.. <NCL.AN)
and related studies have be~n carried out at
E.P.A. 's Corvallis
Env i ro11menta l Research Laooi-a tor'r <CERL l. The -?ac lie: MCL~r.1 data •·•e·-e
based on seven hours of monitoring C0900-16001 and statistics ~po~oor1ate
to that period.
More recer.t studies use longer sanoling oer:ods,
including 24-hour samples at CERL.
Examoles of the time p~tt21ns of
exposure used ·at CERL
are shown in Lee et al.,
ics7ab.
The
characterizations of the air monitoring data considered for use as
exposure statistics and compliance specifications include the f~llow1ng,
all based en the mean hourly ozone concentration C(hl at ~cu~ n:
chamber studies

MEAN STATISTICS
M7 =seasonal

Ml

= seasonal

Effective Mean
PEAK

mean of C(ld fer 0900-1600 r1r each d:.·1
mean of daily maximum CChl during 7 hawrs

=

STATISTICS
P7 =seasonal peak of 7-hour daily mean ove1- Oq00-!6C>C1 hrs.
Pl

= seasonal

peak

hourly

cancentrati~n

CUMULATIVE STATISTICS
Total Exposure==$ ccni
Total Impact =

5 CChl**P l**l/o

Phenologically Weighted

10

Cu~ulative

Impact <PWCll

EXCEEDANCE STATISTICS
HRS,:x = number of 1"1ours in 1-.hich C<hl .·

.:~::

C'PTt 0:3,·.e

SUMxx = total ozone concentration X hours •..ii th Ci"! l

.

< .~

and at least six other ;tatistics cl1aracterizinq episode lengths etc.
most frequently considered for czone ch~r~cte~i:~t10·~ :s
However, the statistics that b~st Dredict croo los: ~::.:. °'.rn::ti·::.-, -=·i
e~cosure are
peak-weighted cumulative measures Cnot ave~agea by the
number of hours in the growing season> such as Tctal Impact. 5UM~x, or
PWC!. The PWCI inoex allows different weight to be placed at different
time-s in the growing season. For example, the dr·.· :r.oot ""eight of tt-.r-F?e
cuttings of alfalfa in a CERL exoeriment was transformed to a Fraction of
the controls.
The values of M7 clearly measure the d"1mac;i:.g e'f<?.ct of
o:one, but with a great deal of scatter around the regression line.
T~e
somewhat ·clustered values of 117 a1 e spreaa ·:Jut by the st:;i;i:ti·::: P'.~CI that
gi-.·es .nuch higher 11-1eight to large 'talues of C(hl (as C(hl•H•c) arnl
~c tr.e:
most 1ecent ozone exoosures <weight 1 to the most 1ecer.t e•oo~ures.
weignt 0.8 to those preceding the previous cutti~g. ~nd ~eight 0.1 t~
those oreceding the next eai-lier cutting>. Ci-op las: i: 11u!:n bette1
defined bv the values of PWCI. with relatively little scatter about the
fitted Ctffve of "Weibull" form.
The
M7.

stat~stic

T!,e ozone example s•.Jgqests that biological time ;c:::d~s of re;;:ic11se
better caotured by compliance statistics tha~ give hioner weight" to
recent exoosures, as in our lead example. However, the bio~inetics are
clearly nonlinear in ozone concentration so t~at some nonc~moar:mental
mecnanism of damage, repair, and metabolism must be 5S5~~ed t8 ce
oc:eratinq. The PWCI is a cumulative value and not a oeak l'.Jr e·,i::edanc-:o
statistic, thus even low levels of ozone exoas~re apcEa~ to be =~using
scme damage.
The biological statistic for compliance samcling <for
alfalfa. anvwavl
is thus a 2'+-hour peak-weignted cum!:l:;t1ve e~q:ioi:ure
statistic. The one-hour averaging time aopears appropriate.
ar~

7. CONCL'JS IONS
The variables that are used to f.Jr-tHulat.:e pollution standai-os and
de:ermine camoliance with those standards are usually de~ined in ter1ns of
moving averages of "instantaneo1Js" concentrations.
In tr.is p3oe1· we ha·Je
shown that weighted moving averages of
·concentrations, closer to
orEdictive models of biological effects or indicators of effects. ar~
sometimes also moving averages of concentrations.
Thus certain asoects
of monitoring and compliance sampling Ce.g. averaging lime and samoling
freo11ency>
could be evaluated in terms of the correiat1on of the
compliance statistic ~"'ith predicted biological effects, and the precision
wi:h wnich
the predicted
biological effect
<not the comoliance
st3tistics> could be measured. Thus ttiere are some polluta1·,t; f.1r ..... 11ich
compliance sampling could be tied more directly to models af health
effects and biological damage. providing E.P.A. with ~n inexoensive
metnodo!agv for assessing potential risks to exposed pop11lation~.
Th~se
me"tr.oos mav also oe used to assess tt.e l ikel itiood that loo:e comol iance
samoling schedules will allow excursions of high oollutant concentration
that are potentially toxic.
11

For

most

chemicals

i1-it.:?1est

•Jf

there

1s

not

ne~rl'i

e:;;-,c;ugh

information on pharmacokinetics, toAicokinetics, or temporal ~ariabilit•
of e·<posure pattern to allo.,., these calculations to be m.,;d~. Ho\·H2·1e1·, f::>i·
manv cri~er1a pollutants, the
level of information is adequate ~nd the
ratio bet ...een typical population
le·1els so cliJse to a '•e:O!ltr. e.f'fects
criterion level as to make this a serious issue.
For examole.
in l978 1
the criterion level fo1 blood lead . .,as 30 uqldl. D•.'': t.h~ i:;ieo•1:'?t:·i:: a1ean
biood lead in urban children was about 15 ugldl, of io'1hic:M 12 11g'·jl
was assumed to be "non-air" backgro 1_.1·1a
(i.e .
.-equla•:d
bv so.11e att::r
offic:e>.
Due to the reduction of leaded gasoline durinq the 1°,o·s. the
mean blood
lead level for urban children haa fallen t-o O-lO uq/dl bv
1980. and is likely to be somewhat lower toaav. However. better d~ta on
health
effei:ts <e.g. erythrl)cyte oi-otoooror1vrin
i··,cr;:>:'i:e::;
ti. irondeficient children or he~ring loss and neuroOehavioral pr~blemsl in
children with lead burdens now suggest a 11t1.1Ch lower r,e3ltr, criterion
level
is appropriate, perhaps 10-15 ug/dl. Thus there i : ':till ver-v
little "margin of sa.fetv" against ,·a;1dJ111 excursions oi lt="'1d EMP<::L••=·
This is also true for other criteria pollutants.
especially for
sensitive or vulnerable subpopulatior1s.
Fo.- .::xa.11ole, ast,t-irriat:ico: ,11av
el<oerience sensitivity to ele"ated levels of sulfur d~OMlde or ozone!
esoecially when el<ercising.
i:.,ti.'it:
le·1ei.s cert~~•th affact
t~.e
kinetics of gaseous pollutant uptake and elimination.
Subocoulaticn
variations in kinetics and 011::.1 <11aco1:y11a1111cs ma·1 be imoort,;ont. Acute
exposur~ sampling in air
or water
(e.g.
l-day Health Ad:1isori~s for
drinking water> should be sensiti:e to pha.-macokinetic t:1·1"le :;:;c3les.
Bioidnetic information on pollutant uotake and :r.etab.:Jl ':11< in humans
is not often available fo1·
voiatile oi-gar:ic c:.i111pou11d:;:; :31.d foi· rnost
carcinogens.
Thus large unc:ertaint" factors for animal extr~polacion and
for route of exposure variations are used to oro•11de:; :::ii"1servative le·1el
of
exposure.
The methods shown her~ mavbe
less useru1
in such
situations. But the de~elopment of
, ealistic
biologic5lly motivalec
pharmacokinetic models for e>:trapolatinq animal
dat~
to h11ma11s may
establish a larger role for assessmer1t of compl1anc=
test!ng for these
substances.
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DISCUSSION
Richard C. Hertzberg
Environmental Criteria and Assessment Office, U.S. EPA, Cincinnati, OH 45268
Comments on
"Time Scales: Biological, Environmental, Regulatory," Allan H. Marcus

The second question, that of data requirements,
cannot be answered from this presentation alone. But
some issues can be mentioned. lt is not clear that the
correlations between blood lead (Table 1) and monthly
average lead are good predictors of the correlation
between monthly average lead and neurological
impairment. But is the correlation the best indicator of
performance? A better question, perhaps, is: do
changes in blood lead which could be allowed by using
the weakest sampling protocol actually result in
significantly Increased incidence of neurological
dysfunction, when compared to the best compliance
sampling procedure as determined using Marcus'
scheme? It is not clear how much data would be
required to answer that question.

Summary of Presentation
Marcus presents a case for consideration of
physiologic time scales in the determination of
compliance sampling protocols. The general theme of
incorporating physiologic time into risk assessment is
certainly scientifically supportable (e.g., NAS Workshop,
1986, "Pharmacokinetics in Risk Assessment," several
authors), but has been previously proposed only for
setting standards. Marcus takes the application one
step further by showing how improper sampling can fail
to detect exposure fluctuations that have toxicological
significance.
The Regulatory Context
The modeling and data that Marcus presents seem
reasonable, but key items seem to be missing, at least if
this approach is to become used by regulatory agencies.
The examples should show that the refinement will
make a practical difference in the "cost-benefit"
evaluation, and that the required data are accessible.

Also, it seems that Marcus' approach must have
pharmacokinetlc data on
humans.
The
data
requirements are then more severe for most of the
thousands of environmental chemicals, where only
animal data are available. The situation is even worse
for carcinogens, where human cancer incidence data are
not available at the low regulatory levels. In fact, the
orders-of-magnitude uncertainty in the low-dose
extrapolation of cancer bioassays easily swamps the
error due to non-optimal compliance sampling.

The first question is: does it matter? Most
standards are set with a fair degree of conservatism, so
that slight excW"Sions above the standard will not pose a
significant health risk. The first impression of Marcus'
proposal is that it is fine tuning, when in fact it is the
coarse control which needs to be turned. Let us
consider the example of lead. Recent research has
suggested that significant impairment of neurological
development can be caused by lead concentrations much
lower than previously thought. In fact, some scientists
have suggested that lead toxicity may be a no-threshold
phenomenon. If such Is ·the case, then EPA's approach
to setting lead standards wm change drastically. and
Marcus' example, though not necessarily bis proposal,
will probably not apply. But even with the current
standard, it ts not clear that results from Marcus'
method will not be lost in the usual noise of biological
data. For example, consider his figure showing the
graphs of data and model fits for 11 human subjects.
First, these results may be irrelevant to the air
pollution issue since that data are following "ingestion"
of lead, not "inhalation." Lead inhalation \s in many
ways more complicated than ingestion. Also, using day
30 as an example, the fitted erythrocyte protoporphyrin
levels vary dramatically across individuals (mean-49,
s.d.•20.3, range-30-73). I could not read the graphs
well, but even accounting for differing starting values,
the curve shapes also change across individuals, so that
predictions for any untested individual might be
difficult.

So where might this research go? Certainly it
should be further developed. This approach will
definitely be useful for acute regulatory levels, such as
the I-day Health Advisories for drinking water, where
internal dose and toxicity are closely tied to
pharmacoklnetics. It will probably be more significant
for sensitive subgroups, such as children and those with
respiratory disease. where the pharmacokinetics are
likely to be much different from the norm, and where
the tolerance to chemical exposure is already low. For
those cases, scaling factors and uncertainty factors are
highly inaccurate. Most important is the example
Marcus presents, chemicals where uptake and
ellmination rates are dramatically different. For
control of those chemicals, using the "average"
monitored level is clearly misleading, and some
approach such as Marcus' must be used. I would
recommend the following steps:
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•

First, demonstrate the need. List at least a
few chemicals that are being improperly
monitored because of their pharmacokinetic
properties.

•

Then, show us that your method works and is
practical.

Statistical Issues in Human
William

c.

Expo~urJ

Monitoring

Nelson, U.S. EPA, EMSL, Research Triangle Park
ABSTRACT

. Pollutant exposure information provides a critical link.in risk
assessment and therefore in environmental decision making. Traditionally.
outdoor air monitoring stations have been necessarily utilized to relate
air pollutant exposures to groups of nearby residents. This approach is
limited by (1) using only the outdoor air as an exposure surroga~e when
most individuals spend relatively small proportions of time outdoors and
(2) estimating exposure of a group rather than an individual. More
recentiy, air monitoring of non-e:tmi:>ient locations. termeci microenvironments,
such as residences. offices, and shops has increased. Such data when
combined wi.th time and activity questionnaire information can provide
more accurate estimates of human exposure. Development of portable
personal monitors that can be used by the individual study volunteer
provides a more direct method for exposure estimation. Personal samplers
are available for relatively few pollutants including carbon monoxide and
volatile organic compounds (VOC's) such as benzenet styrene, tetrachloroethylene,
xylene. and d1chlorobenzene. EPA has recently performed carbon monoxide
exposure studies in Denver, Colorado and Washington, D.C. which have
provided new information on CO exposure for individual activities and
various microenvironments. voe personal exposure studies in New Jersey
and California have indicated that, for some hazardous chemicals,
individuals may receive higher exposure from indoor air than from outdoor
air. Indoor sources include tobacco smoke, cleanserst insecticides,
furnishings, deodorizers, and paints. Types of exposure assessment
included in these studies are questionnaires. outdoor, indoor. personal,
and biological (breath) monitoring.
As more sophisticated exposure data become available, statistical
design and analysis questions also increase. These issues include survey
sampling, questionnaire development, errors-in-variables situation, and
estimating the relationship between the microenvironment and direct
persondi exposure. rietilodoiogicai deveiopm(:nt is needed for models wMch
permit supplementing the direct personal monitoring approach with an
activity diary which pr.ovides an opportunity for combining these data
with microenv1ronment data to estimate a population exposure distribution.
Another situation is the appropriate choice between monitoring instruments
of varying precision and cost. If inter-individual exposure variability
1s high, use of a less precise instrument. of lower cost which provides an
opportunity for additional study subjects may be justified. Appropriate
choice of an exposure metric also requires more examination. In some
instances, total exposure may not be as useful as exposure above a threshold
level.
Because community studies using personal exposure and m1croenvironmenta1
measurements are expensive, future studies will probably use smaller
sample sizes but be more intensive. HoweverJ since such studies
provide exposure data for individuals rather than only for groups. they
may not necessarily have less statistical power.
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INTRODUCTION
Pollutant exposure information 1s a necessary component of the risk
assessment process •. The traditional approach to investigating ths
relationship between pollutant level in the environment and the concentration
available for human inhalation, absorption or ingestion, has been 1)
measurements at an outdoor fixed monitoring site or 2) mathematical model
estimates of pollutant concentration from effluent emission rate information.1
The limitations of such a preliminary exposure assessment have become
increasingly apparent. For example, recognition of the importance of
indoor pollutant sources. particularly considering the large amount of
time spent indoors, and concern for estimating total personal exposure
have lead to more in-depth exposure assessments.
One of the major problems to overcome when conducting a risk assessment
is the need to estimate population exposure. Such estimates require
information on the availability of a pollutant to a population group via
one or more pathways. In many cases, the actual concentrations encountered
are influenced by a number of parameters related to activity patterns.
Some of the more important are: the time spent indoors and outdoors,
commuting, occupations, recreation, food consumption, and water supply.
For specific situations the analyses will involve one major pathway to
man (e.g. outside atmospheric levels for ozone), but for others, such as
heavy metals or pesticides, the exposure will be derived from several
different media.
A framework for approaching exposure assessments for air pollutants
has been described by the National Academy of Science Epidemiology of Air
Pollution ColTl1littee.2 The activities shown in Figure 1 were considered
to be necessary to conduct an in-depth exposure assessment.
As knowledge about the components of this framework, particularly
sources and effects, has increased, the need for improved data on exposures
and doses has become more critical. A literature review published in
1982 discussed a large number of research reports and technical papers
with schemes for calculating population exposures.3 However, such schemes
are imperfect, relying on the limited data available f~om fixed air
monitoring stations and producing estimates of upotential exposures" with
unknown accuracy. Up until the 1980's, there were few accurate field
data on the actual exposures of the population to important environmental
pollutants. Very little was known about the variation from person to
person of exposure to a given pollutant, the reason. for these variations,
or the differences in the exposures of subpopulations of a city.
Furthermore. a variety of field studies undertaken in the 1970s and early
1980s showed that the concentrations experienced by people engaged in ·
various activities {driving, walking on sidewalks, shopping in stores,
working in buildings, etc.) did not correlate well with the simultaneous
readings observed at fixed air-monitoring stations.4-9 Two reviews have
surrmarized much of the literature on personal exposures to environmental
pollution showing the difficulty of relating conventional outdoor monitoring
data to actual exposures of the population.I0,11 No widely acceptable
methodology was available for predicting and projecting future exposures
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of a population or for estimating how population exposures might change
in response to various regulatory actions. No satisfactory exposure
framework or models existed.

TOTAL HUMAN EXPOSURE
The total h~man exposure concept s~eks to provide the missing
component in the full risk model: estimates of the total exposures of
the population to environmental pollutants, with known accuracy and
precision. Generating this new type uf information requires developing
an appropriate research program and methodologies. The methodology has
been partially developed for carbon monoxide {CO), volatile organic
compounds (VOC's) and pesticides, and additional research is needed to
solve many problems for a variety of other pollutants.
The total human exposure concept defines the human being as the
target for exposure. Any pollutant in a transport medium that comes into
contact with this person, either through air, water, food, or skin, is
considered to be an exposure to that pollutant at that time.
The instantaneous exposure is expressed quantitatively as a
concentration in a particular carrier medium at a particular instant of
time, and the average exposure is the average of the concentration to the
person over some appropriate averaging time. Some pollutants, such as
CO, can reach humans through only one carrier medium, the air route of
exposure. Others, such as lead and chloroform, can reach humans through
two or more routes of exposure (e.g., air, food, and water). If multiple
routes of exposure are involved, then the total human exposure approach
seeks to determine a person's exposure (concentration in each carrier.
medium at a particular instant of time} through all major routes of
exposure.
Once implemented, the total human exposure methodology seeks to
provide information, with known precision and accuracy, on the exposures
of the general public through all environmental media, regardless of
whether the pathways of exposure are air, drinking water, food, or skin
contact. It seeks to provide reliable, quantitative data on the number
of people exposed and their levels of exposures, as well as the sources
or other contributors responsible for these exposures. In the last few
years, a number of studies have demonstrated these new techniques. The
findings have already had an impact on the Agency's policies and priorties.
As the methodology evolves, the research needs to be directed toward
identifying and better understanding the nation's highest priority
pollutant concerns.
·
The major goals of the Total Human Exposure Program can be summarized
as follows:
Estimate total human exposure for each pollutant of concern
Determine major sources of this exposure
Estimate health risks associated with these exposures
Determine actions to eliminate or at least reduce these risks
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The total human exposure concept considers major routes of exposure
by which a pollutant may reach the human target. Then, it focuses on
those particular routes which are relevant for the pollutants of concern,
developing information on the concentrations present and the movement of
the pollutants through the.exposure routes. Activity information from
diaries maintained by respondents helps identify the microenvironments of
greatest concern., and in many cases, also helps identify likely contributing
sources. Biological samples of body burden may be measured to confirm
the exposure measurements and to estimate a later step in the risk assessment
framework.
In the total human exposure methodology, two complementary conceptual
approaches, the direct and the indirect, have been devised for providing
the human exposure estimates needed to plan and set priorities ror reducing
risks.
Direct Approach
The "direct approach" consists of measurements of exposures of the
general population to pollutants of concern.12 A representative probability
based sample of the population is selected based on statistical design.
Then, for the class of pollutants under study, the pollutant concentrations
reaching the persons samp1ed are measured for the relevant environmental
media. A sufficient number of people are sampled using appropriate
statistical sampling techniques to permit inferences to be drawn, with
known precision, about the exposures of the larger population from which
·the sample has been selected. From statistical analyses of subject
diaries which list activities and locations visited, it usually is possible
to identify the likely sources, microenvironments, and human activities
that contribute to exposures, including both traditional and nontraditional
components.
To characterize a population's exposures, it is necessary to monitor
a relatively large number of people and to select them in a manner that
1s statistically representative of the larger population. This approach
combines the survey design techniques of the social scientist with the
latest measurement technology of the chemist and engineer, using both
statistical survey methodology and environmental monitoring in a single
field survey. It uses the new miniaturized personal exposure monitors
(PEMs) that have become available over the last decade,13,14,15 and it
adopts the survey sampling techniques that have been used previously to
measure public opinion and human behavior. The U.S. EPA Office of Research
and Development (ORD) has recently conducted several major field studies
using the direct approach, namely, the Total Exposure Assessment Methodology
(TEAM) Study of VOCs, the CO field studies in Washington, D.C. and Denver,
and the non-occupational exposure to pesticides study. These studies
will be described later.
Indirect Approach
Rather than measuring personal exposures directly as in the previous
approach, the "indirect approach" attempts to construct the exposure
profile mathematically by combining 1nformation on the times people spend
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in particular locations (homes, automobiles, offices, etc.} with the
concentrations expected to occur there. This approach requires a
mathematical model, information on human activity patterns, and statistical
information on the concentrations likely to occur in selected locations,
or 11 microenvironments 11 .l6 ·A microenvironment can be defined as a location
of relatively homogeneous pollutant concentration that a person occupies
for some time pe~iod. Examples includ~ a house, office, school, automobile,
subway or bus. An activity pattern is a record of time spent in specific
microenvironments.
In its simplest form the "indirect approach 11 seeks to compute the
integrated exposure as the sum of the individual products of the concentrations
encountered by a person in a microenvironment and the time the person
spends there. The integrated exposure permits computing the average
exposure for any averaging period by dividing the time duration of the
averaging period. If the concentration within microenvironment j is
assumed to be constant during the period that person i occupies
m1croenvironment j, then the integrated exposure Ei for the person 1 will
be the sum of the product of the concentration Cj in each microenvironment
and the time spent by person i in that microenvironment

where Ei
Cj

= integrated

exposure of person i over the time period of interest;

= concentrations

experienced in microenvironment j;

t1j =time spent by person i in microenvironment
J

j;

and

= total

number of microenvironments occupied by person i over
the time period of interest.

To compute the integrated exposure E; for person i, it obviously is
necessary to estimate_both Cj and tij· If T is the averaging time,
the average exposure E1 of person i lS obtained by dividing by T; that is
E; = Ei/T, where Ei is summed over time T.
Although the direct approach is invaluable in determining exposures
and sources of exposure for the specific population sampled, the Agency
needs to be able to extrapolate to much larger populations. The indirect
approach attempts to measure and understand the basic relationships
between causative variables and resulting exposures, usually in particular
microenvironments, through "exposure modeling. 11 An exposure model takes
data collected in the field, and then, in a separate and distinct activity,
predicts exposure. The exposure model is intended to complement results
from direct studies and to extend and extrapolate these findings to other
locales and other situations. Exposure models are not traditional
dispersion models used to predict outdoor concentrations; they are
different models designed to predict the exposure of a rather mobile
human being. Thus, they require information on typical activities and
time budgets of people, as well as information on likely concentrations
in places where people spend time.
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The U.S. EPA ORD has also conducted several studies using the indirect
approach. An example of a recent exposure model is the Simulation of
Human Activities ad Pollutant Exposures (SHAPE) model. which has been
designed to make predictions of exposures to population to CO in ~rban
areas. This model is similar to the NAAQS Exposure Model (NEM). The
SHAPE model used.the CO concentrations ~easured in the Washington-Denver
CO study to determine the contributions to exposure from commuting,
cooking, cigarette smoke, and other factors. Once a model such as SHAPE
is successfully validated (by showing that it accurately predicts exposure
distributions measured in a TEAM field study), it can be used in a new
city without a field study to make a valid prediction of that population's
exposures using that city's data on human activities, travel habits. and
outdoor concentrations. The goal of future development is to apply the
model to other pollutants (e.g., voes, household pesticides) making it
possible to estimate exposure frequency distributions for the entire
country, or for major regions.
Field Studies
The total human exposure field studies from a central part of the
U.S. EPA ORD exposure research program. Several studies have demonstrated
the feasibility of using statistical procedures to choose a small
representative sample of the population from which it is possible to make
inferences about the whole population. Certain subpopulations of importance
from the standpoint of their unique exposure to the pollutant under study
are "weighted" or sampled more heavily than others. In the subsequent
data analysis phases, sampling weights are used to adjust for the
overrepresentation of these groups. As a result, it is possible to draw
conclusions about the exposures of the larger population of a region with
a study that is within acceptable costs.
Once the sample of people has been selected, their exposures to the
pollutant through various environmental media {air, water, food, skin)
are measured. Some pollutants have negligible exposure routes through
certain media. thus simplifying the study. Two large-scale total human
exposure field studies have been undertaken by U.S. EPA to demonstrate
this methodology: the TEAM study of VOCs and the Denver - Washington DC,
field study of co.
The first set of TEAM Studies (1980-84) were the most extensive
investigation of personal exposures to multiple pollutants and corresponding
body burdens. In all. more than 700 persons in 10 cities have had their
personal exposures to 20 toxic compounds in air and ·drinking water measured,
together with levels in exhaled breath as an indicator of blood
concentration. 7-19 Because of the probability survey design used,
inferences can be made about a larger target population in certain areas:
128,000 persons in Elizabeth/Bayonne, NJ; 100,000 persons in the South
Bay Section of Los Angeles, CA; and 50,000 persons in Antioch/Pittsburg,
CA.
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The major findings of the TEAM Study may be sul1ll1arized as follows:
1.
Great variability (2-3 orders of magnitude) of exposures occur even
1n small geographical areas {such as a college campus) monitored on the
same day.

2.
Personal and overnight indoor exposures consistently outweigh outdoor
concentrations. At the higher exposure levels, indoor concentrations may
be 10-100 times the outdoor concentrations, even in New Jersey.
3.
Drinking water and beverages in some cases are the main pathways of
exposure to chloroform and bromodichloromethane -- air is the main route
of exposure to 10 other prevalent toxic organic compounds.
4.
Breath levels are significantly correlated with previous personal
air exposures for all 10 compounds. On the other hand, breath levels are
usually not significantly correlated with outdoor levels, even when the
outdoor level is measured in the person's own backyard.
Activities and sources of exposure were significantly correlated
5.
with higher breath levels for the following chemicals:
benzene: visits to service stations, smoking, work in chemical and
paint plants;
tetrachloroethylene: visits to dry cleaners.
6.
Although questionnaires adequate for identifying household sources
were not part of the study, the following sources were hypothesized:
p-dichlorobenzene: moth crystals, deodorizers, pesticides;
chloroform: hot showers, boiling water for meals;
styrene: plastics, insulation, carpets;
xylenes; ethylbenzene: paints, gasoline.
7.
Residence near major outdoor point sources of pollution had little
effect, if any, on personal exposure.
The TEAM direct approach has four basic elements:
Use of a representative probability sample of the population under
study
Direct measurement of the pollutant concentrations reaching these
people through all media (air, food, water, skin contact)
Direct measurement of body burden to infer dosage
Direct recording of each person's daily activities through diaries
The Denver - Washington, DC CO Exposure Study utilized a methodology
for measuring the frequency distribution of CO exposures in a representative
sample of urban populations during 1982-83.20-22 Household data were
collected from over 4400 households in Washington, DC and over 2100
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households in the Denver metropolitan areas. Exposure data using personal
monitors were collected from 814 individuals in Washington, DC, and 450
individuals in Denver, together with activity data from a stratified
probability sample of the residents living in each of the two urb~n areas.
Established survey sampling procedures were used. The resulting exposure
data permit statistical comparisons between population subgroups (e.g.,
commuters vs. noncommuters, and residents with and without gas stoves).
The data also provide evidence for judging the accuracy of exposure
estimates calculated from fixed site monitoring data.
Additional efforts are underway to use these data to recognize indoor
sources and factors which contribute to elevated CO exposure levels and
to validate existing exposure models.
Microenvironment Models
Utilizing data collected in the Washington, DC urban-scale CO Study,
two modeling and evaluation analyses have been developed. The first,
conducted by Duan, is for the purpose of evaluating the use of microenvironmental
and activity pattern data in estimating a defined population's exposure to
co.16 The second, conducted by Flachsbart, is to model the microenvironmental
situation of commuter rush-hour traffic {considering type and age of
vehicle, speed, and meteorology) and observed CO concentrations.5 With
the assistance of a contractor, U.S. EPA has collected data on traffic
variables, traffic volume, types of vehicles, and model year. An earlier
study measured ~O in a variety of microenvironments and under a variety
of conditions.2
·
The indirect method for estimating population exposure to CO was
compared to exposures to the CO concentrations observed while people
carried personal monitors during their daily activities. The indirect
estimate derived from personal monitoring at the low concentration levels,
say 1 ppm but higher at levels above that. For example, at the 5 ppm
level, indirect estimates were about half the.direct estimates within the
regression model utilizing these data. Although the results are limited,
it appears that when monitoring experts design microenvironmental field
surveys, there is a tendency to sample more heavily in those settings
where the concentration is expected to be higher, thereby causing exaggerated
levels of the indirect method. The possibility of using microenvironmental
measurements and/or activity patterns from one city to extrapolate to
those of another city is doubtful but not yet ful1y e~a1uated.
Dosimetry Research
The development of reliable biological indicators of either specific
pollutant exposures or health effects is in its early stages. A limited
number of biomarkers such as blood levels of lead or CO have been recognized
and used for some time. Breath levels of voes or CO have also been
measured successfully. However, the use of other biomarkers such as
cotinine, a metabolite of nicotine, for a tracer compound of environmental
tobacco smoke is still in its experimental phase. This also applies to
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use of the hydroxyproline-to-creatinine ratio as a measure of N02 exposure
and also to use of DNA adducts which form as a result of voe exposure and
have been found to be correlated with genotoxic measures. Dosimetry
methods development, though still very new and too often not yet Peady
for field application for pumans, is obviously a very promising research
area.
Exhaled breath measurements have been used successfuly in voe and CO
exposure studies. Since breath samples can be obtained noninvasively,
they are preferred to blood measurements whenever they can meet the
exposure research goals. A methodology to collect expired samples on a
Tenax adsorbent has been developed and used on several hundred TEAM study
subjects. Major findings have included the discovery that breath levels
generally exceed outdoor levels, even in heavily industrialized.petrochemical
manufacturing areas. Significant correlations of breath levels with
personal air exposures for certain chemicals give further proof that the
source of the high exposure is in personal activities or indoors, at home
as well as at work.
The basic advantages of monitoring breath rather than blood or tissues
are:
1.
Greater acceptability by volunteers. Persons give breath samples
more readily than blood samples. The procedure is rapid and convenient,
taking only 5-10 min. in all.
2.
Greater sensiti.vity. Since volatile organic compounds often have a
high air-to-blood partition coefficient, they will have higher concentrations
in breath than in blood under equilibrium conditions. Thus, more than
100 compounds have been detected in the breath of subjects where
simultaneously collected blood samples showed only one or two above
detectable limits.
3.
Fewer analytical problems. Several "clean-up" steps must be completed
with blood samples, including centrifuging, extraction, etc., with each
step carrying possibility for loss or contamination of the sample.
Measurements of CO in expired air often are used as indicators of
carboxyhemoglobin (COHb} concentrations in blood, although the precise
relationship between alveolar CO and blood COHb has not been agreed upon.
The U.S. EPA exposure monitoring program therefore included a breath
monitoring component in its study of CO exposures in Denver and Washington,
DC. The purpose was (1} to estimate the distribution of alveolar CO (and
therefore blood COHb} concentrations in the nonsmoking adult residents of
the two cities; and (2) to compare the alveolar CO measurements to preceding
personal CO exposures.
The major findings of the breath monitoring program included:
The percent of nonsmoking adults with alveolar CO exceeding 10 ppm
1.
{i.e., blood COHb 2%} was 11% in Denver and 6% in Washington, DC.
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2.
The correlations between breath CO and previous 8-h CO exposure were
0.5 for Denver and 0.66 for Washington. DC.
3.
The correlations between personal CO exposures at home or at-work
and ambient CO at the nearest stations averaged 0.25 at Denver and 0.19
at Wash1ngton, DC. Thus, the ambient data explained little of the
variability of CO exposure.
Sampling Protocols
Statistical sampling protocols are the design for large-scale total
human exposure field studies. They describe the procedures to be used in
identifying respondents, choosing the sample sizes, selecting the number
of persons to be contacted within various subpopulations, and other
factors. They are essential to the total human exposure research program
to ensure that a field survey will provide the information necessary to
meet its objectives. Because one's activities affect one's exposures,
another unique component of the total human exposure research. program is
the development of human activity pattern data bases. Such data bases
provide a record describing what people do in time and space.
Whenever the objectives of a study are to make valid inferences beyond
the group surveyed, a statistical survey design is required. For exposure
studies, the only statistically valid procedure that is widely accepted
for making such inferences is to select a probability sample from the
target population. The survey designs used in the total exposure field
studies have been three-stage probability-based, which consist of areas
defined by census tracts, households randomly selected within the census
tracts, and stratified sampling of screened eligible individuals.20,24

STATISTICAL ISSUES
TEAM Design Considerations
It appears that some variability in the TEAM exposure data might be
due to meteorological factors such as some receptors being downwind of the
sources while others are not. A more careful experimental design that
includes consideration of these factors, including measurement of
appropriate meteorological parameters, may lead to more meaningful data
in future studies.
Other TEAM design considerations are:
1.

The intraperson temporal variation in VOC exposure is crucial in
risk assessment and should be given a high priority in future studies.

2.

Given the substantial measurement error, the estimated exposure
distributions can be substantially more heterogeneous than the true
exposure distributions. For example, the variance of the estimated
exposures is the sum of the variance of the true exposures and the
variance of the measurement errors, assuming that: a) measurement
errors are homoscedastic, and b) there is no correlation between
measurement error and true exposure. Empirical Bayes methods are
available for such adjustments.
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3.

The relatively high refusal rate in the sample enrollment is of
concern. A more rigorous effort in the future to assess the impact
of the refusal on the generalizability of the sample is desirable.
For example, a subsample of the accessible part of the refusals can
be offered an incentiye to participate, or be offered a less intensive
protocol for their participation; the data from the would-be refusals
can then be· compared with the "regular" participants to assess the
possible magnitudes of selection bias.

4.

In future studies, the following might be used:
a.
b.
c.

use of closed format questionnaires,
use of artifical intelligence methodology,
use of automated instrument output.

Development of Improved Microenvironmental Monitoring Designs
The direct method of personal exposure is appealing but is expensive
and burdensome to human subjects. Monitoring microenvironments instead
is less costly but estimtes personal exposure only indirectly. Obviously
these approaches can be used in a complementary way to answer specific
pollutant exposure questions.
With either method, a crucial issue is how to stratify the
microenvironments into relatively homogeneous microenvironment types
(METS).12 Usually there are many possible ways to stratify the
microenvironments into METs, thus there can be many potentially distinct
METs. Obviously one cannot implement a stratification scheme with five
hundred METs in field studies. It is therefore important to develop
methods for identifying the most informative ways to stratify the
microenvironments into METs. For example, if we can only afford to
distinguish two METs in a field study, is it better to distinguish indoor
and outdoor as the two METs, or is it better to distinguish awake and
sleeping as the two METs?
Some of the more important issues which will require additional
methodological development are:
1.

How to identify the most informative ways to stratify mi croenvi ronments
into METs.

2.

How to optimize the number of METs, choosing between a larger number
of METs and fewer microenvironments for each MET, and a smaller
number of METs and more microenvironments for each MET.

3.

How to allocate the number of monitored microenvironments across
different METs: one should monitor more microenvironments for the
more crucial METs (those in which the human subjects spend more of
their time} than the less crucial METs.
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Development and Validation of Improved Models for Estimating Personal
Exposure from Microenvironmental Monitoring Data
Methodological development is needed for models which allow
supplementing the direct personal monitoring approach with an activity
diary enabling these data to be combined with indirect approach
microenvironmental data to estimate personal exposure through a regression
like model. The basic exposure model which sums over microenvironments

can be interpreted as a regression model with the concentrations being
the parameters to be estimated. To fully develop this approach; it is
necessary to make crucial assumptions about independence between individuals
and between METs. Therefore. it is very important to validate the method
empirically.
Errors-in-Variables Problem
It is important to recognize an errors-in-variables situation which.
may often occur in exposure assessment. In estimating the relationship
between two variables, Y (a health effect) and X (true personal exposure),
when X is not observed but a surrogate of X, say Z, which is related to X
is observed. Such variables may have systematic errors as well as zero
centered random errors. The effects of the measurement bias are more
serious in estimation situations than for hypothesis testing.
Choice Between Monitoring Instruments of Varying Precision and Cost
When designing monitoring programs, it is common to have available
instruments of varying quality. Measurement devices that are less
expensive to obtain and use are typically also less accurate and precise.
Strategies could be developed and evaluated that consider the costs of
measurement as well as the precision. In situations of high between
individual exposure variability, a less precise instrument of lower cost
may be preferred if it permits an opportunity for enough additional study
subjects.
Development of Designs Appropriate for Assessing National Levels
At the present time, the data available for the assessment of personal
exposure distributions are restricted to a limited number of locales.
The generalization from existing data to a very general population such
as the national population requires a great deal of caution. However, it
is conceivable that large scale studies or monitoring programs aimed at a
nationally representative sample might be implemented in the future. It
would be useful to consider the design of such studies using data presently
available. It would also be useful to design studies of more limited
scales to be conducted in the near future as pilot studies for a possible
national study, so as to collect information which might be useful for
the design of a national study.
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An issue in the design of a national study is the amount of clustering
of the sample: one has to decide how many locales to use, and how large
a sample to take for each locale. The decision depends partly on the
fixed cost in using additional locales, and partly on the intracluster
correlation for the locale~. For many of the VOC's measured in the TEAM
studies, there is far more variability within locales than between locales,
1n other words, there is little intracluster ~orrelation for the locales.
This would indicate that a national study should be highly clustered,
with a few locales and a large sample for each locale. On the other
hand, if there is more variability between locales than within locales, a
national study should use many locales and a small sample for each locale.
Further analysis of the existing TEAM data base can help to address
these issues. For example, the TEAM sample to date can be identified as
a "population" from which various "samples" can be taken. The characteristics
of various sample types can be useful for the design of any followup
studies as well as for a larger new study.
Evaluating Extreme Values in Exposure Monitoring
Short term extreme values of pollutant exposure may well be more
important from a biological point of view than elevated temporal mean
values. The study of statistical properties of extreme values from
multivariate spatio-temporally dependent data is in its infancy. In
particular, the possibility of synergy necessitates the development of a
theory of multivariate extreme values. It is desirable to develop estimates
of extreme quantiles of pollutant concentration.
Estimation Adjustment for Censored Monitoring Data
One should develop low exposure level extrapolation procedures and
models, and check the sensitivity of these procedures to the models
chosen. In some cases a substantial fraction of exposure monitoring data
is below the detection limit even though these low exposure levels may be
important. The problem of extrapolating from measured to unmeasured
values thus naturally arises. Basically this is a problem of fitting the
lower tail of the pollutant concentration distribution. Commonly used
procedures assume either that below detectable level values are actually
at the detection limit, or that they are zero, or that they are one·half
of the detection limit.
In many monitoring situations we may find a good fit to simple models
such as the lognormal for that part of the data which lies above the
detection limit. Then the calculation of total exposure would use a
lognormal extrapolation of the lower tail.
SUMMARY
Personal exposure assessment is a critical link in the overall risk
assessment framework. Recent advances in exposure monitoring have provided
new capabilities and additional challenges to the environmental research
team, particularly to the statistician, to improve the current state of
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information on microenvironment concentrations, activity patterns, and
particularly personal exposure. If these opportunities are realized.
then risk assessments can more often use human exposure and risk data in
addition to available animal toxicology information.
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DISCUSSION
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William C. Nelson's paper provides an
excellent overview of exposure monitoring
and associated statistical issues.
The
reader must keep in mind that the paper
is directed at estimating air pollution
in microscale environments--in the home,
at work, in automobiles, etc., as well as
in the ambient air to which the general
public has access.
While it is important to better
understand air pollution levels in each
of these microenvironments, it must be
clearly understood that the principal
focus of the nation's air pollution
control
program
is
directed
at
controlling ambient outdoor air pollution
levels to which the general public has
access. The Clean Air Act (CAA) of 1970
and the CAA of 1977 emphasized the
importance of setting and periodically
reviewing
the
National
Ambient Air
Quality
standards
(NAAQS)
for
the
nation's most pervasive ambient air
pollutants--particulate matter, sulfur
dioxide,
carbon
monoxide,
nitrogen
dioxide, ozone and lead.
NAAQS(s) were
set to protect against both public health
and welfare effects.
One
of
these
pollutants,
carbon
monoxide (CO), is discussed extensively
in Dr.
Nelson's paper.
CO is a
colorless, odorless, poisonous gas formed
when carbon in fuels is not burned
completely.
Its major source is motor
vehicle exhaust, which contributes more
than
two-thirds
of
all
emissions
nationwide.
In cities or areas with
heavy
traffic
congestion,
however,
automobile exhaust can cause as much as
95 percent of all emissions, and carbon
monoxide concentrations can reach very
high levels.
In Dr. Nelson's paper, he states that
the correlations between personal CO
exposures at home or at work and ambient
co at the nearest fixed site air
monitoring stations are weak. This does
not mean from an air pollution control
standpoint,
however,
that
there
is
something wrong with the fixed site CO
monitoring network.
As stated earlier,
the air pollution control program is
directed at controlling outdoor ambient
air at locations to which the public has
access.
The microscale co moni taring
sites are generally located in areas of
highest concentration within metropolitan
areas at locations to which the general
public has access.
The Federal Motor Vehicle Control
Program has been very successful in
reducing these concentrations over time.
In fact, CO levels have dropped 32

percent between 1977 and 1986,
as
measured at the nation's fixed site
1
·monitoring networks .
This improvement
has a corresponding benefit for people in
office buildings which use the outdoor
ambient air to introduce fresh air into
their buildings through their ventilation
systems.
A major benefit occurs for
people who are driving back and forth to
work in their automobiles, for new cars
are much less polluting than older cars.
This should be clearly understood when
trying to interpret the major findings of
the breath monitoring programs that are
described
in
Dr.
Nelson's
paper.
Otherwise, the reader could mistakenly
conclude
that
somehow
the
Federal
Government may be in error in using fixed
site monitoring. such a conclusion would
be incorrect.
Further, it should be
pointed out that a fixed site network
also has the practical advantages of
identifying the source of the problem and
the amount of pollution control that
would be needed.
Another area of concern that needs to
be addressed in the future regarding the
breath
monitoring
program
is
the
relationship between alveolar co and
blood carboxyhemoglobin (COHb).
Dr.
Nelson
states
that
the
precise
relationship between alveolar co and
blood COHb has not been agreed upon.
Given that, is there an inconsistency in
not
being
able
to
determine
the
relationship between alveolar CO and
blood COHb and then using alveolar CO
measurements in Washington, o.c. and
Denver, Colorado to estimate blood COHb?
A final point, which needs to be
addressed
in
the
breath monitoring
program, is the ability to detect volatile
organic chemicals, some of which may be
carcinogenic.
What is the significance
of being able to detect 100 compounds in
breath, yet only one or two in blood
above the detectable limits?
Does the
body expel the other 98 compounds that
cannot be detected in the blood? If so,
why?
STATISTICAL ISSUES
I
agree
with
Dr.
Nelson
that
meteorological
factors
should
be
incorporated into future TEAM studies,
through more careful experimental design.
The statistical issues identified under
TEAM
design
considerations,
the
development
of
improved
microenvironmental monitoring designs,
errors-in-variables
problem,
choice
between monitoring instruments of varying
precision and cost, the development of
designs
appropriate
for
assessing
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National
levels,
evaluating
extreme
values
in
exposure
monitoring,
and
adjusting for censored monitoring data
are all well thought out and timely.
I
strongly aqree with his recommendation
that when considering multiple pollutant
species, as in the case of the volatile
and semi-volatile organic chemicals, as
well as polar compounds, the possibility
of synergistic effects necessitates the
development of a theory of multivariate
extreme values.

exposure monitoring and the associated
statistical issues.
It should be an
excellent reference for people interested
in this topic.
The reader should be
aware, however, of the importance of the
nation's fixed site monitoring network in
evaluating
the
effectiveness of the
nation's air pollution control program.
REFERENCE
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SUMMARY

In conclusion, Dr. Nelson's paper
provides a well thought out overview of
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respiratory mucous membranes and other lung tissues in
sensitive individuals as well as healthy exercising persons.
In 1971, based on the best scientific studies at the time, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) promulgated a
National Primary and Secondary Ambient Air Quality
Standard ruling that "an hourly average level of 0.08 pans
per million (ppm) not to be" exceeded more than I hour
per year.'' Section I 09(d) of the Clean Air Act calls for a
review every five years of the· Primary National Ambient
Air Quality Standards. In 1977 EPA announced that it was
reviewing and updating the 1971 ozone standard. In
preparing a new criteria document, EPA provided a number
of oppommities for external review and comment. Two
drafts of the document were made available for external
review. EPA received more than 50 written responses to
the first draft and approximately 20 to the second draft.
The American Petroleum Institute (API), in particular, sub
mined extensive comments.

• Public debate on proposed environmental regulations
often focuses almost entirely (and naively) on the allow
able limit for a particular pollutant, with scant attention
being paid to the statistical nature of environmental data
and to the operational definition of compliance. As a
consequence regulations may fail to accomplish their pur
pose. A unifying framework is therefore proposed that
interrelates assessment of risk and determination of compli
ance. A central feature is the operating characteristic
curve, which displays the discriminating power of a regula
tion. This framework can facilitate rational discussion
among scientists, policymakers, and others concerned with
environmental regulation.

Introduction
Over the past twenty years many new federal, state,
and local regulations have resulted from heightened con·
cern about the damage that we humans have done to the
environment - and might do in the future. Public debate,
unfonunately, has often focused almost exclusively on risk
assessment and the allowable limit of a pollutant.
Although this "limit part" of a regulation is important, a
regulation also includes a "statistical pan" that defines
how compliance is to be determined; even though it is typi
cally relegated to an appendix and thus may seem unimpor
tant, it can have a profound effect on how the regulation
performs.
Our purpose in this article is to introduce some new
ideas concerning the general problem of designing environ
mental regulations, and, in particular, to consider the role
of the "statistical part" of such regulations. As a vehicle for
illustration, we use the environmental regulation of
ambient ozone. Our intent is not to provide a definitive
analysis of that particular problem. Indeed, that would
require experts familiar with the generation, dispersion,
measurements, and monitoring of ozone to analyze avail
able data sets. Such detailed analysis would probably lead
to the adoption of somewhat different statistical assump
tions than we use. The methodology described below,
however, can accommodate any reasonable statistical
assumptions for ambient ozone. Moreover, this methodol
ogy can be used in the rational design of any environmental
regulation to limit exposure to any pollutant.
Ambient Ozone Standard
For illustrative purposes, then,
ambient ozone standard (1,2). Ozone
oxygen that has serious health effects.
about 0.15 parts per million (ppm),

The criteria document was the subject of two meet
ings of the Subcommittee on Scientific Criteria for Photo
chemical Oxidants of EPA's Science Advisory Board. At
each of these meetings, which weic open to the public, crit
ical review and new information were presented for EPA 's
consideration. The Agency was petitioned by the API and
29 member companies and by the City of Houston around
the time the revision was announced. Among other things,
the petition requested that EPA state the primary and
secondary standards in such a way as to permit reliable
assessment of compliance. In the Federal Register it is
noted that
EPA agrees that the present deterministic form of
the oxidant standard has several limitations and
has made reliable assessment of compliance
difficult. The revised ozone air quality standards
are stared in a statistical form that will more
accurately reflect the air quality problems in vari
ous regions of the country and allow more reli
able assessment of compliance with the stan·
dards. (Emphasis added)
Later, in the beginning of 1978, the EPA held a public
meeting to receive comments from interested panics on the
initial proposed revision of the standard. Here several
representatives from the State and Territorial Air Pollution
Program Administrators (STAPPA) and the Association of
Local Air Pollution Control Officials participated. After
the proposal was published in the spring of 1978. EPA held
four public meetings to receive comments on the proposed
standard revisions. In addition, 168 written comments were
received during the formal comment period. The Federal
Register summarizes the comments as follows:
The majority of comments received (132 out of
168) opposed EPA's proposed standard revision,
favoring either a more relaxed or a more

let us consider the
is a reactive form of
Concentrations from
for example, affect

*) Deceased.
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stringent standard. State air pollution control
agencies (and STAPPA) generally supponed a
standard level of 0.12 ppm on the basis of their
assessment of an adequate margin of safety.
Municipal groups generally supported a standard
level of 0.12 ppm or higher, whereas most indus
trial groups supponed a standard level of 0.15
ppm or higher. Environmental groups generally
encouraged EPA to retain the 0.08 ppm standard.
As reflected in this statement, almost all of the public dis
cussion of the ambient ozone standard (not just the 168
comments summarized here) focused on the limit part of
the regulation. In this instance, in common with similar
discussion of other environmental regulations, the statisti
cal part of the regulation was largely ignored.
The final rule-making made the following three
changes:

not an unobserved expected number. How should this
conversion be made? In Appendix D of the new ozone
regulation, it is stated that:
In general, the average number of exceedances
per calendar year must be less than or equal to I.
In its simplest form, the number of exceedances
at a monitoring site would be recorded for each
calendar year and then averaged over the past 3
calendar years to determine if this average is less
than or equal to 1.
Based on the stated requirements of compliance, we have
computed the operating characteristic functions for the old
and the new ozone regulations. They are plotted in Figures
1 and 2. (The last sentence in the legend for Figure 1 will
be discussed below in the following section, Statistical
Analysis.) To construct these cwves, certain simplifying
assumptions were made, which ~ discussed in the section
entitled "Statistical Concepts." Before such curves are
used in practice, these assumptions need to be investigated
and probably modified.
According to the main part of the new ozone regula
tion, the interval from 0 to 1 expected number of
exceedances of 0.12 ppm per year can be regarded as
defining "being in compliance." Suppose the decision
rule outlined above is used for a site that is operating at a
level such that the expected number of days exceeding 0.12
ppm is just below one. In that case, as was noted by Javitz
(3), with the new ozone regulation, there is a probability of
approximately 37% in any given year that such a site will
be declared out of compliance. Moreover, there is approxi ·
mately a 10% chance of not detecting a violation of 2
expected days per year above the 0.12 ppm limit; that is,
the standard operates such that the probability is 10% of
not detecting occurrences when the actual value is twice its
permissable value (2 instead of 1). Some individuals may
find these probabilities (37% and 10%) to be surprisingly
and unacceptably high, as we do. Others, however, may
regard them as being reasonable or too low. In this paper,
our point is not to pursue that particular debate. Rather, it
is simply to argue that, before environmental regulations
are put in place, different segments of society need to be
aware of such operating characteristics, so that informed
policy decisions can be made. It is imponant to realize that
the relevant operating characteristic curves can be con
structed before a regulation is promulgated.

The primary standard was raised to 0.12 ppm.
(2) The secondary standard was raised to 0.12 ppm.
(3) The definition of the point at which the standard is
attained was changed to "when the expected number
of days per calendar year" with maximum hourly
average concenttation above 0.12 ppm is equal to or
less than one."
(1)

The Operating Characteristic Curve

Environmental regulations have a structure similar to
that of statistical hypothesis tests. A regulation states how
data arc to be used to decide whether a particular site is in
compliance with a specified standard, and a hypothesis test
states how a particular set of data arc to be used to decide
whether they are in reasonable agreement with a specified
hypothesis. Borrowing the tenninology and methodology
from hypothesis testing, we can say there arc two types of
errors that can be made because of the stochastic nature of
environmental data: a site that is really in compliance can
be declared out of compliance (type I error) and vice versa
(type II error). Ideally the probability of committing both
types of error should be zero. In practice, however, it is not
feasible to obtain this ideal.
In the context of environmental regulations, an operat
ing characteristic curve is the probabi/iry of declaring a site
to be in compliance (d.i.c.) plotted as a function of some
parameter e such as the mean level of a pollutant This
Prob{d.i.c. I 9) can be used to determine the probabilities
of committing type I and type II errors. As long as 9 is
below the stated standard, the probability of a type I error
is 1-Prob{d.i.c. I 9}. When 9 is above the stated
standard, Prob{d.i.c. l 0) is the probability of a type 11
error. Using the operating characteristic curve for the old
and the new regulations for ambient ozone, we can evalu
ate them to see what was accomplished by the revision.
The old standard stated that "an hourly average level
of0.08 ppm [was] not to be exceeded more than 1 hour per
year." This standard was therefore defined operationally in
terms of the observations themselves. The new standard, on
the other hand, states that the expected number of days per
calendar year with a maximum hourly average concentra
tion above 0.12 ppm should be less than one. Compliance,
however, must be determined in terms of the actual data,

Statisrica/ Concepts
Let X denote a measurement from an instrument such
that = 9 + £, where is the mean value of the P._Ollutant
and e is the statistical error term with variance 02- . The
tenn e contains not only the error arising from an imperfect
instrument but also the fluctuations in the level of the pol
lutant itself. We assume that the measurement process is
well calibrated and that the mean value of e is zero. The
parameters and cr2 of the distribution of e are unknown
but estimates of them can be obtained from data. A
prescription of how the data are to be collected is known as
the sampling plan. It addresses the questions of how many,
where, when, and how observations arc to be collected.
Any ftinction f (!) f (X 1 ,X 2 , ..• ,X,.) of the observa
tions is an estimator, for example, the average of a set of
values or the number of observations in a sample above a
certain limit. The value of the function f for a given sam

e

x

e

=
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ple is an estimate. The estimator has a distribution, which
can be determined from the distribution of the observations
and the functional form of the estimator. With the distribu
tion of the estimator, one can answer questions of the form:
what is the probability that the estimate f f
is smaller
than or equal to some critical value c? Symbolically this
probability can be wrinen as P =Prob{/(~):!> c I 9).
If we want to have a regulation limiting the pollution
to a certain level, it is not enough to state the limit as a par
ticular value of a parameter. We must define compliance
operationally in tenns of the observations. The condition of
compliance therefore takes the fonn of an estimator
f (X 1 , ••• ,X,,) being less than or equal to some critical
value c, that is, { f (X l • ... ,Xn):S c }. Regarded as a func
tion of 0, the probability Prob( f (XI• ... ,Xn):S c I 0) is
therefore the probability that the site will be declared to be
in compliance with the regulation. It is, in fact, the
operating characteristic function.
The operating characteristic function and conse
quently the probability of type I and type II errors are fixed
by appropriate choice of the critical value and sampling
plan. It is common statistical practice to specify a max
imum type I error probability « and then to find a critical
value c such that Prob{/ ~)Sc I 0<>}:: 1-a. To contr0l the
probability of type 11 errors, one would then design a sam
pling plan such that the probability of the type n error is at
most ~ for a specified value 9 1 outside the compliance
region. It is important to recognize that 9o and c are dif·
ferent; 90 is a point in the parameter space and c is a point
in the sample space. Ignoring this subtle difference (which
is almost always done in legal, legislative, and policymak
ing discussions) has led to unnecessary confusion. Because
this difference exists, type I and type II errors exist. These
errors should be confronted and balanced, not ignored.

Po1d=Prob{d.i.c.

I 9}=Pro~i~l(Xi)~l 10}
(1)

=±[~Pi (1-PL)"-i ·
j=i) 4

= <4>

This probability Pold• plotted as a function of 9, is the
operating characteristic curve for the old regulation (Figure
1). Note that if the old standard had been written in terms
of an allowable limit of one for the expected number of
exceedances above 0.08 ppm, the maximum type I error
would be 1.00 -0.73 =0.27. The old standard, however, is
actually wrinen in terms of the observed number of
exceedances so type I and type II errors, strictly speaking,
arc undefined.
The condition of compliance stated in the new regula
tion is that the "expected number of days per calendar year
with daily maximum ozone" concentration exceeding 0.12
ppm must be less than or equal to 1." Let Yj represent the
daily maximum hourly average (j=l, ...• 365). Suppose
the random variables Yj are independently and identically
distributed. EPA proposed that the expected number of
days (a parameter) be estimated by a three-year moving
average of cxceedances of 0.12 ppm. A site is in compli
ance when the moving average is less than or equal to I.
The expected number of days above the limit of L 0.12
ppm is then

=

36S

9 = E{l:h(Yj) =I}= 365 XPL.
j=I

The three-year specification of the new standard
makes it hard to compare with the previous one-year stan
dard. If, however, one computes the conditional probability
that the number of exceedances in the present year is less
than or equal to O. l, 2 and 3 and multiplies that by the pro
bability that the number of exceedances was 3, 2, l and 0,
respectively, for the previous two years, one then obtains a
one-year operating characteristic function.

Statistical Analysis
For purposes of illusn-ation, let us consider the old and
new regulations for ambient ozone. Let X denote the
hourly average ozone level and let L be the limit, which for
the old regulation was 0.08 ppm. Suppose the random vari
able X represents a single hourly average reading for
ambient ozone that is independently and identically distri
buted. (This simplifying assumption is not necessary for
application of this approach, but it is made here for X and
below for Y for ease of exposition. Similar remarks apply
to the assumptions of a normal distribution and a particular
of
cr2 stated below.)
Denote
by
value
PL= Prob{ fi(X) = l} the probability that X exceeds the
limit L 0.08 ppm. Ji(x) is the indicator function, which
is one for x>L and zero otherwise. A year consists of
approximately n 365 x 12 =4380 hours of observations
(data are only taken from 9:01 am to 9:00 pm LSn. The
expected number of hours per year above the limit is then

3

P- =Prob{ d.i.c. I 9}

I k,0} P (k)

""°
7
P (k) =Proj 1! 1 (Yj) = l = [ ~~ PiO - pi)
1
J

where

5

73

<>-"(2)

;=I

and

=

Prob{ d.i.c. I k,9}

.
36S-.
=3-k[
l: 36~
j j pf_(l - PL)
{3)
j=O

=

where k=0,1,2,3. A plot of the operating characteristic
function for the new regulation, P_ versus 0, is presented
in Figure2.
Figures t and 2 show the operating characteristic
curves computed as a function of (1) the expected number
of hours per year above 0.08 ppm for the old ambient
ozone regulation and (2) the expected number of of days
per year with a maximum hourly observation above 0.12
ppm for the new ambient ozone regulation. We observe
that the 95 % de facto limit (the parameter value for which
the site in a given year will be declared to be in compliance

4380

9=£{

=!:,Prob { d.i.c.

l: ft(X;) = l} =PL x 4380.

i=l

The probability that a site is declared to be in compliance
(d.i.c.) is
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For a fixed value of the variance a2, one can compute
the operating characteristic curves for the old and new
regulations to provide a graphical comparison of the way
these two regulations perform. Figure 3 shows these curves
for the old and new ambient ozone regulations computed as
a function of the mean hourly values when it is assumed
that CJ= 0.02 ppm. We observe that the 95% de facto limit
is changed from 0.0046 ppm to 0.045 ppm. That is, it is
approximately ten times higher in the new ozone regula
tion.

with 95 % probability) is 0.36 hours per year exceeding
0.08 ppm for the old standard and 0.46 days per year
exceeding 0.12 ppm for the new standard. If the expected
number of hours of exceedances of 0.08 ppm is one (and
lherefore in compliance), the probability is approximately
26% of declaring a site to be not in compliance with the old
standard. If the expected number of days exceeding 0.12
ppm is one (and therefore in compliance}, !he probability is
approximately 37% of declaring a site to be not in compli
ance with the new standard. (Y{e are unaware of any other
legal context in which type I errors of this magnitude
would be considered reasonable.) Note that the parameter
value for which the site in a given year will be declared to
be in compliance with 95% probability is 0.36 hours per
year exceeding 0.08 ppm for the old standard and 0.46 days
per year exceeding 0.12 ppm for the new standard.
Neither curve provides sharp discrimination between
"good" and "bad" values of 9. Note that the old standard
did not specify any parameter value above which non
compliance was defined. The new standard, however,
specifies that one expected day is the limit, thereby creating
an inconsistency between what the regulation says and how
it operates because of the large discrepancy between the
stated limit and the operational limit
The construction of Figures l and 2 only requires the
assumption that the relevant observations are approxi
mately identically and independently distributed (for the
old standard, the relevant observations are those for the
hourly ambient ozone measurements; for the new standard,
they are the maximum hourly average measurements of the
ambient ozone measurements each day). The construction
does not require knowledge of the distribution of ambient
ozone observations. If one has an estimate of this distribu
tional form, however, a direct comparison of the new and
old regulation is possible in terms of the concentration of
ambient ozone (in units, say, of ppm.) To illustrate this
point, suppose the random variable xi is independently
and identically distributed according to a normal distribu
tion with mean µ and variance d2, that is, Xi-N (µ, cr2 ).
Then the probability of one observation being above the
limit L:;0.08 is
Prob{J(X);;l)=pL=<l>[

µ~L]

We have three observations to offer with regard to the
old and new regulations for ambient ozone standards. First,
notwithstanding EPA's comment to the contrary, the new
ozone regulation is not more .statistical than the previous
one; like all environmental regulations, both the new and
old ozone regulations contain statistical pans, and, for that
reason, both are statistical. Changing the specification
from one in tenns of a critical value to one in terms of a
parameter does not make it more statistical It actually
introduced an inconsistency. The old standard did not
specify any parameter value as a limit but only an opera
tional limit in terms of the parameters. This therefore con
stitutes the standard. The new standard, however, specifies
not only an intent in terms of what the desired limit is but
also an operational limit. The large difference between the
intented limit and the operational limit constitute the incon
sistency. This inconsistency is a potential and unnecessary
source of conflicL Second, the new regulation is dependent
on the ambient ozone level for the past two years as well as
the present year, which means that a sudden rise in the
ozone level might be detected more slowly. The new regu
lation is also more complicated Third, it is unwise first to
record and store every single hourly observation and then
to use only the binary observation as to whether the daily
maximum is above or below 0.12 ppm. This procedure
wastes valuable scientific information. As a matter of pub
lic policy, it is unwise to use the data in a binary form
when they are already measured on a continuous scale.
The estimate of the 1/365 percentile is an unreliable statis
tic. It is for this reason that type I and type II errors arc as
high as they are. In fact, the natural variability of this
statistic is of the same order of magnitude as the change in
the limit which was so much in debate.

(4)

If instead, for example, one used a procedure based on
the t-statistic for control of the proponion above the limit.
as is commonplace in industrial quality control procedures
(4), one would get the operating characteristic curve plotted
in Figure 4 (see also appendix). For comparison, the curve
for the new regulation is also plotted as a function of the
expected number of exceedances per year. With the new
ozone regulation, the probability can exceed 1/3 that a par·
ticular site will be declared out of compliance when it is
actually in compliance. The operating characteristic curve
for the t-test is steeper (and hence has mon: discriminating
power) than that for the new standard. The modified pro
cedure based on the t-test generally reduces the probability
that sites that are actually in compliance will be declared to
be out of compliance. In fact, it is constructed so that there
is 5% chance of declaring that a site is out of compliance
when it is actually in compliance in the sense that the
expected exccedance number is one per year. Furthermore.
when a violation has occurred, it is much more certain that

where <l>( ) is the cumulative density function of the stan
dard nonnal distribution. The probability that a site is
declared to be in compliance can be computed as a function
ofµ by substitutin&PL from (4) into (1).
For the new regulation let X;j represent the one-hour
(i=l, ... , 12;j=l, ... ,365),
and
average,
Yj max{X lj• ... ,X 12.j). If X;;-N(µ, a2), then Y;-H(y)
where

=

H(y)

= [<l>[ ~]

12

=Prob{Yj $y}

By substituting PL in (2) and (3) with
PL =Prob{ Y > 0.12) = l -[ <l>(

O.l~-µ]]

12

one obtains the operating characteristic function for the
new standard.
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dose/risk curve, the maximum allowable dose. The first
three elements have received considerable attention when
environmental regulations have been formulated, but the
last six elements have not received the attention they
deserve.
The maximum allowable dose defines the compliance
set 8 0 and the noncompliance set 0 1 , which is its comple·
ment. The pollution process can be considered (d) as a sto
chastic process or statistical time-series '(0; r). Fluctua
tions in the measurements X can usefully be thought of as
arising from three sources: variation in the pollution level
itself t. the bias b in the readings, and the measurement
error e. Thus X t + b + e. Often it is assumed that t = 0,
a fixed constant and that variation arises only from the
measurement error e; however, all three components
f, b, and£ can vary. Ideally b=Q and the variance of E is
small.
Measurements will only have scientific meaning if
there is a detailed operational description of how the meas
urements are to be obtained and the measurement process
is in a state of statistical control. A regulation must include
a specification relating to how the instruments are to be
calibrated (c). These descriptions must be an integral part
of a regulation if it is going to be meaningful. The subject
of measurement is deeper than is generally recognized,
with imponant implications for environmental regulation
(5, 6, 7). The pollution process and the observed process
as a function of time are indicated in Figure 5.
Logically the next question is (f) how best to obtain a
sample !
(X 1.X 2•..• ,X,.) from the pollution process.
The answer to this question will be related to the form of
the estimator f (!) and (g) the decision rule.

it will be detected with lhe l·based procedure. In this
respect, the t-based procedure provides more prolection to
the public.
We do not conclude that procedures based on the t
tcst are best. We merely point out that there are alterna
tives to the procedures used in the old and new ozone Stan·
dard. A basic principle is that information is lost when data
are collected on a continuous scale and then reduced to a
binary form. One of the adva,.tages of procedures based on
the t-test is thal they do not waste infonnation in this way.
The most imponant point to be made goes beyond the
regulation of ambient ozone; it applies to regulation of all
pollutants where there is a desire to limil exposure. With
the aid of operating characteristic curves, informed judge
ments can be made when an environmental regulation is
being developed. In particular, operating characteristic
curves for alternative forms of a regulation can be con
structed and compared be/ore a final one is selected. Also,
the robusmess of a regulation to changes in assumptions,
such as normality and statistical independence of observa
tions, can be investigated prior to the promulgation. Note
that environmental lawmaking, as it concerns the design of
environmental regulations, is similar to design of scientific
experiments. In bolh contexts, data should be collected in
such a way that clear answers will emerge to questions of
interest, and careful forethought can ensure that this desired
result is achieved.

=

Scientific Framework
The operating characteristic curve is only one com
ponent in a more comprehensive scientific fr~work that
we would like to promote for the design of environmental
regulations. The key elements in this process arc:

=

0 : process in compliance
d(j(!)) =
{ 1 : process not in compliance

(a) Dose/risk curve
(b) Risk/benefit analysis
(c) Decision on maximum acceptable risk
(d) Stochastic nature of the pollution process
(e) Calibration of measuring instruments
(f) Sampling plan
(g) Decision function
(h) Distribution theory
(i) Operating characteristic function

The sample, the estimator, and the decision function are
indicated in Figure 5. Based on knowledge about the sta·
tistical distribution of the sample (h), one can compute (i)
the
operating
characteristic
function
P =Prob {d (j (~)) 0 I 0) and plot the operating charac
teristic curve P versus 0. An operating characteristic func
tion is drawn at the bottom of Figure 5. (In practice it
would probably be desirable to construct more than one
curve because, with different assumptions, different curves
will result). Projected back on the dose/risk relationship
(see Figure 5), this curve shows the probability of
encountering various risks for different values of 0 if the
proposed environmental regulation is enacted. Suppose
there is a reasonable probability that the pollutant levels
occur in the range where the rate of change of the dose/risk
relationship is appreciable; then the steeper the dose/risk
function, the steeper the operating characteristic curve
needs to be if the regulation is to offer adequate protection.
The promulgated regulation should be expressed in terms
of an operational definition that involves measured quanti
ties, not parameters. Figure 5 provides a convenient sum
mary of our proposed framework for designing environ
mental regulations.
In environmental lawmaking, it is most prudent to
consider a range of plausible assumptions. Operating

=

Currently there may be some instances in which all of these
clements arc considered in some form when environmental
regulations arc designed. Because the particular purposes
and techniques are not explicitly isolated and defined, how
ever, the resulting regulations are not as clear nor as effec·
rive as they might otherwise be.
Often the first steps towards establishing an environ
mental regulation arc (a) to estimate the relationship
between the "dose" of a pollutant and some measure of
health risk associated with it and (b) to carry out a formal
or informal risk/benefit analysis. The problems associated
with estimating dose/risk relationships and doing
risk/benefit analyses are numerous and complex. and unccr·
tainries can never be completely eliminated. As a next step
a political decision is made - based on this uncertain
scientific and economic groundwork · as to the maximum
risk that is acceptable to society (c). As indicated in Figure
5, the maximum acceptable risk implies, through the
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characteristic curves will sometimes change with different
geographical areas to a significant degree. Although this is
an awkward fact when a legislative, administrative, or
other body is trying to enact regulations at an international,
national, or other level, it is better to face the problem as
honestly as possible: and deal with it rather than pretending
that it docs not exist.

elements (a), (b), ... , (i). Funhermore, more research needs
to be conducted that takes a global view of how all the ele
ments function together. It would be beneficial to analyze
many of the already promulgated standards using the
framework outlined above and in particular to compute
operating characteristic curves. Such research will some
times require the development of new disoiburion theory
because standards typically use rather complex decision
rules. Moreover, most environmental data are serially
correlated and consequently the shape of the operating
characteristic function will be affected. At present little
statistical theory is developed to cope with this problem.
Preliminary studies we have done show that operating
characteristic curves for binary sampling plans as used in
the ozone standard seem to be seriously affected by serial
correlation. Monte Carlo simulation might prove a viable
alternative to disoibution theory in evaluating the operating
characteristic function for complex decision rules and seri
ally correlated time series.
In our discussion above we only considered one pollu
tant and its regulation. The interaction among several pol
lutants and other environmental factors, however, might
create higher risks than would be anticipated from separate
studies on the individual pollutants themselves. Such
issues arc only beginning to be addressed (8).
A related issue is the problem of what constitutes a
rational attitude towards risk. It seems irrational to impose
strict standards for one pollutant when other equally hazar
dous pollutants have much more relaxed standards. A har
monization among standards seems desirable. In order to
address such issues it is necessary to develop methods for
comparing convolutions· of probability of occurrence,
dose/risk relationships, and operating chancteristic func
tions for several pollutants simultaneously. This will
require an extension of the framework outlined above to
multiple pollutants. However, that framework can be used
as a first step in attacking these more comprehensive prob
lems that are so important to protecting our environment.

Operating Characteristic Cw-ve as a Goal, Not a Conse
quence

We suggest that operating characteristic curves be
published whenever an environmental regulation is
promulgated that involves a pollutant the level of which is
to be controlled. When a regulation is being developed,
operating characteristic curves for various alternative forms
of the regulation should be examined. An operating
characteristic curve with specified desirable properties
should be viewed as a goal, not as something to compute
after a regulation has been promulgated. (Nevertheless, we
note in passing that it would be informative to compute
operating characteristic curves for existing environmental
regulations.)
In summary, the following procedure might be feasi
ble. Frrst, based on scientific and economic studies of risks
and benefits associated with exposure to a particular pollu
tant, a political decision would be reached concerning the
compliance set in the form of an interval of the type
0 S 9 S 00 for a parameter of the distribution of the pollu
tion process. Second. criteria for desirable sampling plans,
estimators, and operating characteristic curves would be
established. Third, attempts would be made to create a
sampling plan and estimators that would meet these cri
teria. The costs associated with different sampling plans
would be estimated. One possibility is that the desired pro
perties of the operating characteristic curve might not be
achievable at a reasonable cost. Some iteration and even
tual compromise may be required among the stated criteria.
Finally, the promulgated regulation would be expressed in
terms of an operational definition that involves measured
quantities. not parameters.
Injecting parameters into regulations, as was done in
the new ozone standard, leads to unnecessary questions of
interpretation and complications in enforcement In fact,
inconsistencies
(such
as
that
implied
by
Prob{/ (!) ~ c I 0o } =37% for the new ozone standard)
can arise when conceptual differences between c and 0 0
and between /(~) and 0 are ignored. These entities are
commonly confused with one another and type I and type Il
errors are ignored. What is needed is a more refined con
ceptual model than that which underlies current environ
mental regulations, a model that makes these distinctions
and acknowledges type I and type II errors.

Conclusion
One of the purposes of environmental law, which has
been defined as the rules for planetary housekeeping (9), is
to prevent harm to society. Assessment of risk is one of the
key issues in environmental lawmaking and continued
research is needed on how to measure risk and make deci
sions regarding risk; but risk assessment is not enough. If
laws with good operating characteristics are not designed,
the effort expended on risk assessment will simply be
wasted. With limited resources, we need to develop
methods for economically and rationally allocating
resources to provide high levels of safety. Ideally a system
of environmental management and control should be com
posed of individual laws that limit potential risk in a con
sistent manner. The ideas outlined in this article give par
tial answers to two connected questions: (i) how can we
formulate an individual quantitative regulation so that it
will be scienti.fically sound and (ii) how can we construct a
rational system of environmental regulations?
ff the framework outlined above is used properly in
the course of developing environmental regulations, some
of the important operating properties of different alterna
tives would be known. The public would know the probili

Research Needs

Research that is used in designing environmental stan
dards has focused on the first three clements of our frame
work (a), (b), and (c). If the last six elements do not
receive relatively more attention than they currcntly
receive, the precision obtained in estimating risk may well
be lost by the lack of precision in estimating compliance.
The above analysis, therefore, points to the need to have
research resources more evenly spread among all the key
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ties of violations not being detected (type n errors); indus
tries would know the probabilities of being accused
incorrectly of violating standards (type I errors); and all
parries would know the costS associated with various pro
posed environmental control schemes. We believe that the
operating characteristic curve is a simple, yet comprehen
sive device for presenting and comparing different alterna
tive regulations because it brings into the open many
relevant and sometimes subtle points. For many people it
is unsettling to realize that type I and type II errors will be
made, but it is unrnalistic to develop regulations pretending
that such errors do not occur. In fact, one of the central
issues that should be faced in formulating effective and fair
regulations is the estimation and balancing of the probabili
ties of such occurrences.
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Appendix
The t-statistic procedure is based on the estimator
f (!) = (L-X)I s where L is the limit (0.12 ppm), the sam
ple average, and s the sample standard deviation. The deci
sion function is
f (!) ;<?: c : in compliance
(Al)
d if (!,}) { f (~) < c : not in compliance

x

=

The critical value c is found from the requirement that

Proi

L~x > c IL~µ =zf =1-a

(A2)

where z o = <1>- 1 (1-00) and 0o is the fraction above the
limit we at most want to accept (here 1/365).
The exact operating characteristic function is found
by reference to a non-central t-distriburion, but for all prac
tical purposes the following approximation is sufficient:

Proj

1

L-x > c kl_ =<l>( ../n(<l>-l (1-0)- c)
s

IJ

. (A3)

.../t+c 2 t2

The operating characteristic function in Figure 4 is con
structed using a=0.05, 0 0 =1 /365 and n=3x365. Substitut
ing (A3) into (A2) yields

<I>

../n(<l>-1(1-00)-c)j
[

..J1+c 2 12

= l -0.05

which solved for the critical value yields c
for example to (4) for more details.

=2.6715.

(A4)
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Figure 1. Operating characteristic curve for the 1971 ambient ozone standard (old
standard), as a function of the expected number of hours of exceedances of 0.08 ppm
per year. Note that if the old standard had been written in terms of an allowable limit
of one for the expected number of exceedances above 0.08 ppm, the maximum type I
error would be 1.00 - 0.73 =0.27.
Figure 2. Operating characteristic curve for the 1979 ambient ozone standard (new
standard), as a function of the expected number of days of exceedances of 0.12 ppm
per year.· Note that the maximum type I error is 1.00 - 0.63 = 0.37.
Figure 3. Operating characteristic curves for the old and the new standards as a func
tion of the mean value of ozone measured in parts per million when it is assumed that
ozone measurements are normally and independently distributed with O' = 0.02 ppm.
Figure 4. Operating characteristic curves for the new ozone standard and a t-scatistic
alternative as a function of the expected number of exceedances per year.
Figure S. Elements of the environmentaJ standard-setting process: Laboratory experi
ments and/or epidemiological studies are used to assess the dose/risk relationship. A
maximum acceptable risk is determined through a political process balancing risk and
economic factors. The maximum acceptable risk implies a limit for the "dose" which
again implies a limit for the pollution process as a function of rime. Compliance with
the standard is operationally determined based on a discrete sample ! taken from a
particular site. The decision about whether a site is in compliance is reached through
use of a statistic f and a decision function d. Knowing the statistical nature of1.he pol
lution process, the sampling plan, and the functional form of the statistics and the
decision function, one can compute the operating characteristic function. Projecting
the operating characteristic function back on the dose/risk relationship, one can assess
the probability of encountering various levels of undetected violation of the standard.
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DISCUSSION

EPA PROGRAMS AND ENVIRONMENTAL
STANDARDS

w. Barnes Johnson
the MCL concentration value. However,
relatively little work is done to ensure
that, when compliance with the MCL is
evaluated, appropriate sampling and
analysis methodologies are used to
ensure a designed level of statistical
performance.

I appreciate the general points
that Dr. Bisqaard has made regarding
the development of environmental
standards. I agree that generally,
when standards are developed, most of
the technical emphasis is placed on
developing the magnitude of the absolute
number, which Dr. Bisgaard calls the
"limit part" of the standard. In
contrast, frequently little work is
expended developing the sampling program
and the rules that are used to evaluate
compliance with the limit in applica
tion, which he calls the "statistical
part" of the standard. At EPA some
programs do a thorough and thoughtful
job of designing environmental stan
dards. However, other EPA programs
could benefit from Dr. Bisgaard's work
because they have focused strictly on
the magnitude of the standard and have
not considered the "statistical part" of
the standard.

Similarly, risk-based cleanup
standards are used in EPA's Superfund
program as targets for how much aban
doned hazardous waste sites should be
cleaned up. These are concentration
levels either borrowed from another pro
gram {e.g., an MCL) or developed based
on site-specific circumstances. A great
deal of effort has been expended on
discussions of how protective the actual
risk related cleanup standards should
be; however, virtually no effort has
been focused on the methodology that
• will be used to evaluate attainment of
these standards. Drinking water MCLs
and superfund cleanup standards could
benefit from the approaches offered by
Or. Bisgaard.

However, I insist that the ozone
standard and all of the National Ambient
Air Quality Standards fall into the
category of standards where both the
"limit part" and the "statistical part"
of the standard have been designed based
on extensive performance evaluations and
practical considerations.

PRACTICAL ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS
DESIGN: POLITICS, POLLUTANT BEHAVIOR,
SAMPLING AND OBJECTIVES
Dr. Bisgaard clearly points out
that his use of the ozone standard is
only for the purpose of example and
that the message of his presentation
applies to the development of any
standard. I have responded by trying
to identify other EPA program areas
that could benefit from the perspective
offered by Dr. Bisgaard's approach.
However, it is important to realize that
the development of the "statistical
part" of an environmental standard must
consider the nature of the political
situation, pollutant behavior, sampling
constraints, and the objective of the
standard. Ignorance of these practical
considerations can limit the usefulness
of a proposed standard regardless of the
theoretical basis. The developers of
the ozone standard were quite aware of
these contingencies and it is reflected
in the form of the "statistical part" of
the ozone standard.

There are other EPA programs that
have also done an excellent job of
designing and evaluating the "limit
part" and the "statistical part" of
their standards. For example, under
the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)
regulations, there are procedures for
managing PCB containing wastes. In
particular, PCB soil contamination must
be cleaned up to 50 ppm. Guidances have
been prepared that stipulate a detailed
sampling and evaluation program and
effectively describe the procedure for
verifying when the 50 ppm limit has been
achieved. Also under the TSCA mandate,
clearance tests are under development
for verifying that, after the removal
of asbestos from a building, levels are
not different from background levels.

Central Tendency versus Extremes

There are, however, many programs
at EPA that have not performed the
analysis and inquiry necessary to
design the "statistical part" of their
standards. One example is the Maximum
Contaminant Levels (MCLs) which are
developed and used by EPA'S drinking
water program. MCLs are concentration
limits established for controlling
pollutants in drinking water supplies.
Extensive health effect, engineering,
and economic analysis is used to choose

I must agree that a standard based
on central tendency statistics will be
more robust with better operating
characteristics than a standard based on
peak statistics. The difficulty is that
EPA is not concerned with estimating or
controlling the mean ozone concentra
tion. Ozone is a pollutant with acute
health effects and, as such, EPA's
interest lies in control of the extremes
of the population. Peak statistics were
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the primary concern when the ozone
standard was developed.

Dr. Bisgaard is quite correct in
pointing out that the operating charac
teristics of a standard based on the
mean are better than a standard based
on the largest order statistic. How
ever, as mentioned above, a standard
based en the mean does not satisfy the
objectives of the ozone standard. EPA
staff have tendered proposals to
improve the operating characteristics
of the standard. One of these involved
the development of a three-tiered
approach that would allow a site to be
judged: in attainment, net in attain
ment, or too close to call. The
existing structure of the attainment
program was not flexible enough to
permit this approach.

EPA, in the development of NAAQS's,
has tried to balance statistical per
formance with objectives by examining
the use of other statistics that are
more robust and yet retain control of
the extremes. For example, EPA has
suggested basing the standard on the
fourth or fifth largest value; however,
commenters maintained that EPA would
lose control of the extremes and cause
undo harm to human health. It has also
been suggested that the peak to mean
ratio (P/M) be considered. The problem
with this approach is that the P/M is
highly variable across the United States
because of variation in the "ozone
season." The objective of developing a
nationally applicable regulatory frame
work would be quite difficult if each
locale was subject to a different stan
dard.

Pollutant Behavior
ozone is a pollutant which exists
in the environment at a high mean ambi
ent level of approximately one-third the
existing standard. Effort expended
tryinq to drive down peak statistics
indirectly by controlling the mean would
be futile. This is because mean levels
can only be reduced to the background
mean which, relative to the standard, is
high even in the absence cf air
pollution.

Decision Errors and Power
In addition, regardless of the
standard that is chosen, decision
errors will be highest when the true
situation at a monitoring station is at
or close to the standard. As the true
situation becomes well above or below
the standard, certainty increases and
our decisions become less subject to
error. Of course, it would be most
desirable to have an operating charac
teristic function with a large distinct
step at the standard. This operating
characteristic would have no error even
when the true situation is slightly
above or below the standard: however,
this is virtually impossible. There
fore, when standards are compared for
their efficacy, it is important to
compare performance along the continuum
when the true situation is well above,
at, and well below the standard. One
should not restrict performance evalu
ation to the area at or immmediately
adjacent to the standard, for most
statistics the performance will be
quite low in this region.

Another point to consider is that
ozone behavior is influenced by both
annual and seasonal meteorological
effects. This is the reason that the
newest standard is based on three years
of data. The effect of an extreme year
is reduced by the averaging precess
associated with a three year standard.
As mentioned above, work has also
focused on controlling the peak to mean
ratios: however, because ozone seasons
vary radically across the country, this
sort cf measure would be difficult to
implement.
Dr. Bisgaard has also questioned
the new standard because of the use of
the term "expected." This terminology
was probably included in the wording
because of the many legal and policy
edits that are performed on a draft
regulation. It was not intended that
the term "expected" be applied in the
technical statistical use of the term.
The term was "intended to show that EPA
had considered and reflected annual
differences in ozone conditions in the
three year form cf the standard.

Dr. Bisgaard points out from his
Figure 2 that when a site is in compli
ance and at the standard, expecting to
exceed the standard on one day, there
is a 37\ chance that the site may be
indicated as exceeding the standard.
However, it can also be shown that when
a site is below the standard and
expects to exceed the standard on one
hal f of a day, there is only about a 6%
chance that the site may be indicated
as exceeding the standard. Conversely,
it can be pointed out that when the site
is above the standard and expects to
exceed the standard en three days, there
is only a 3% chance that the site will
be found to be in compliance.

CONCLUSIONS
Dr. Bisgaard brings an interesting
and useful perspective to the develop
ment of environmental standards. The
important idea is that an environmental
standard is more than a numerical limit
and must include a discussion of the
associated sampling approach and
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decision function. I tried to extend
this central idea by adding two primary
points. First, there are several pro
grams within EPA that can benefit from
Dr. Bisqaard's perspective; however, the
NAAQS program is fully aware of and has
considered these sampling and decision

issues in exhaustive detail. Second,
the practical issues that influence the
implementation of an environmental
standard are a primary constraint and
must be understood in order to develop a
standard that offers a useful measure of
compliance.
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ABSTRACT
Testing compliance with a reg~latory standard intended to
control chemical or biological contamination is inherently a
statistical decision problem. Measurements used in compliance
tests exhibit statistical variation resulting from random
factors that affect sampling and laboratory analysis. Since a
variety of laboratories with potentially different performance
characteristics produce data used in compliance tests, a
regulatory agency must be concerned about uniformity in
compliance decisions. Compliance monitoring programs must be
designed to avoid, for example, situations where a sample
analyzed by one qualified laboratory leads to a noncompliance
decision, but there is reasonable likelihood that if the same
sample were analyzed by another qualified laboratory, the
decision would be reversed.
Two general approaches to designing compliance tests are
discussed.
Both approaches have, as an objective, controlling
statistical decision error rates associated with the compliance
test. One approach, the approach typically employed, depends
on interlaboratory quality control (QC) data. The alternative,
referred to as the intralaboratory approach, is based on a
protocol which leads to unique QC data requirements in each
laboratory. An overview of the statistical issues affecting
the development and implementation of the two approaches is
presented and the approaches are compared from a regulatory
management perspective.
SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
Testing compliance with a regulatory standard intended to
control chemical or biological contamination is inherently a
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statistical decision problem. Measurements used in compliance
tests exhibit statistical variation resulting from random factors
affecting sampling and laboratory analysis. Compliance decision
errors may be identified with Type I and Type II statistical
errors (i.e.,. false positive and false negative compliance test
results, respectively). A regulating agency can exercise control
over the compliance testing process by establishing statistical
decision error rate objectives (i.e., error rates not to be
exceeded). From a statistical design perspective, these error
rate objectives are used to determine the number and types of
measurements required in the compliance test.
Bias and variability in measurement data are critical
factors in determining if a proposed compliance test satisfies
error rate objectives.

Various quality control {QC) data

collection activities lead to estimates of bias and variability.
An interlaboratory study is the standard approach to obtaining
these estimates.
(The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
[USEPA] has employed the interlaboratory study approach
extensively to establish bias and variability criteria for test
procedures required for filing applications for National
Pollution Discharge Elimination System [NPDES] permits - 40 CFR
Part 136, Guidelines Establishing Test Procedures for the
Analysis of Pollutants Under the Clean Water Act.) An
alternative means of estimating bias and variability that does
not require an interlaboratory study is referred to in this
report as the intralaboratory approach. The intralaboratory
approach relies on data similar to those generated in standard
laboratory QC activities to extract the information on bias and
variability needed for controlling compliance test error rates.
The purpose of this report is to describe and compare the
interlaboratory and intralaboratory approaches to collecting QC
data needed for bias and variability estimates w~ich are.used in
compliance tests.

Toward that end, two statistical models, which
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reflect two different attitudes toward compliance test
development, are introduced. Model 1, which treats differences
among laboratories as random effects, is appropriate when the
laboratory producing the measurements in a particular situation
is not uniquely identified, but is viewed as a randomly selected
choice from among all qualified laboratories.
If Model 1 is
used, an interlaboratory study is necessary to estimate "between
laboratory" variance which is an essential component of the
compliance test. Model 2 treats laboratory differences as fixed
effects (i.e., not random, but systematic and identified with
specific laboratories). If Model 2 is used, bias adjustments and
estimates of variability required for compliance tests are
prepared in each laboratory from QC data collected in the
laboratory. Model 2 does not require estimates of bias and
variability from interlaboratory data.
The remainder of this report consists of five sections.
First, in Section 2, statistical models selected to represent the
data used in compliance tests are described.
In Section 3, a
statistical test used in compliance decisions is developed. The
comparison of interlaboratory and intralaboratory approaches is
developed in two steps. Section 4 is included primarily for
purposes of exposition.

The types and numbers of measurements

needed for a compliance test are derived assuming that the
critical variance components - i.e., within and between
laboratories - have known values. This section provides the
structure for comparing the interlaboratory and intralaboratory
approaches in the realistic situation where the variance
components must be estimated.
Section 5.

The comparison is developed in

A summary and conclusions are presented in Section 6.

SECTION 2 - STATISTICAL MODELS
Compliance tests are often complex rules defined as
combinations of measurements that exceed a quantitative standard.
However, a simple rule - an average of measurements compared to
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the standard - is the basis for most tests. This rule provides
the necessary structure for developing and evaluating the
interlaboratory and intralaboratory approaches. Throughout the
subsequent discussion, the compliance standard is denoted by c 0
and interpreted as a concentration - e.g., micrograms per liter.
Samples of the target medium are obtained, analyzed by chemical
or other appropriate methods and summarized as an average for use
in the test. The statistical design issues are:
o

total number of measurements required;

o

number and type of samples required; and

o

number of replicate analyses per sample required.

The design issues are resolved by imposing requirements on the
compliance test error rates (i.e., the Type I and Type II
statistical error rates).
Many sources of variation potentially affect the data used
in a compliance test. The list includes variation due to sample
selection, laboratory, day and time of analysis, analytical
instrument, analyst, and measurement error. To simplify the
ensuing discussion, the sources have been limited to sample
selection, laboratory, and measurement error.
(Measurement error
means analytical replication error or single analyst
variability.)
This simplification, limiting the number of
variance components considered, does not limit the generality of
subsequent results.
The distribution of the compliance data is assumed to have
both mean and variance proportional to the true concentration.
(This characterization has been used since many types of
environmental measurements reflect these properties.) The data,
after transformation to logarithms, base e, may be described as:
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EQ 1

Yi,j,k =µ,+Bi+ Si,j + €i,j,k

where i = l(l)I refers to laboratory, j = l(l)J refers to sample
and k = l(l)K refers to analytic-al replication. Two different
interpretations referred to as Model 1 and Model 2 are considered
for the factors on the right side of equation 1.
In Model 1:
µ,
- ln(C), where C is the true concentration;
Bi

- the logarithm of recovery (i.e., the
proportion of the true concentration
recovered by the analytical method) which is
a laboratory specific effect treated as
random with mean zero and variance a2B;

S·]. , J.

E1
•,•] , k

a sample effect which is random with mean
zero and variance a2 5 ; and
-

replication error which is random with mean
zero and variance a2€.

It follows that:
E[Yi,j,k]

=

µ,

and denoting as Yi an average over samples and replicates,
EQ 2
In Model 2, Bi is interpreted as a fixed effect (i.e., Bi is
bias associated with laboratory i). All other factors have the
same interpretation used in Model 1. Therefore, in Model 2:
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and
EQ 3
Differentiating between Model 1 and Model 2 has significant
practical implications for establishing an approach to compliance
testing.

These implications are developed in detail below.

For

now, it is sufficient to note that the collection of Bi's are
treated as scaler factors uniquely associated with laboratories.
If the identity of the specific laboratory conducting an analysis
is unknown because it is viewed as randomly selected from the
population of all laboratories, then Bi is treated as a random
effect.

If the laboratory conducting the analysis is known, Bi

is treated as a scaler, namely the bias of the ith laboratory.
SECTION 3 - STATISTICAL TEST:
·

GENERAL FORMULATION

The statistical test for compliance is based on an average

of measurements, Y.

Assuming that Y's are normally distributed

(recall that Y is the natural logarithm of the measurement},
noncompliance is inferred when
EQ 4

y > T

where T and the number of measurements used in the average are
determined by specifying probabilities of various outcomes of the
(For simplicity in exposition in this section, the
test.
subscripts i, j, and k used to describe the models in Section 2
are suppressed.

Also, ay is used in place of the expressions in

EQ 2 and EQ 3 to represent the standard deviation of Y.

The more

detailed notation of EQ 2 and EQ 3 is used in the subsequent
sections where needed.)
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Let Pl and P2 be probabilities of declaring noncompliance
when the true means are ct 1 ·c0 and d2·Co respectively (d1,d2 > O),
and let
µ.o

= ln(Co)

01 = ln{d 1 ), 02

=

ln (d 2 ) •

Requiring
EQ 5

Pl = P[

and
EQ 6

P2

=

-y

> T: µ. = µo + D1 ]

P[ y > T: µ. = µo + D2 ]

leads to values of T and the number of measurements used to form
Y by solving
EQ 7
and
EQ 8
where Zl-pl and z1 _P 2 are percentile points of the standard
normal distribution.
The solutions are:
EQ 9
EQ 10
This formulation allows considerable flexibility for
determining compliance test objectives.
Consider the following
three special cases:
Case (i).

When

a1

= 1, p 1 =a,
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a2

is any positive number

greater than 1 and p 2 = 1 - p, the formulation reduces to the
classical hypothesis testing problem Ho: µ = µo versus
Hi: µ = µo + D2. The correct number of measurements establishes
the probabilities of Type I and Type II errors at a and ~
respectively~

Case (ii).

=

1, d 2 be a positive number less than 1,
This formulation also reduces to the

and p 2 = a.
classical hypothesis testing problem Ho: µ = µo + D2 versus

p1

=

Let d 1

1 -

p,

H1 : µ - µ 0 .

(Note that µ 0 +

o2

< µ 0 , i.e.,

o2

< O.)

Case (iii).
Let 1 < d 1 < d2.
Set P1 < P2 to large values
(e.g., .90 and .99). This formulation imposes a high probability
of

fail~ng

the compliance test when the mean is D1 times the
standard, and a higher probability of failing when the mean is
further above the standard.
Case (ii} imposes a more stringent regulatory program on the
regulated community than Case (i).

In Case (i), the regulated

community may establish control methods to hold the average
pollution level at the standard.

In Case (ii), the pollution

level must be controlled at a concentration below the standard if
the specified error rates are to be achieved.
In Case (iii), a
formal Type I error is not defined.

Individual members of the

regulated community may establish the Type I error rate by
setting their own pollution control level - the lower the control
level, the lower the Type I error rate.

In Case (iii), the

regulated community has another option also. There is a tradeoff
between the control level and the number of measurements used in
the compliance test.

Individuals may choose to operate at a

level near the standard and increase the number of measurements
used in the compliance test over the number required to achieve
the stated probability objectives.

The important difference

between Case (iii) and the two other cases is the responsibility
placed with the regulated community regarding false alarms (i.e.,
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Type I errors).

Since false alarms affect those regulated more

than the regulator, Case (iii) may be the most equitable approach
to compliance test formulation.
SECTION 4 - SAMPLE SIZE REQUIREMENTS:
COMPONENTS KNOWN

VALUES OF VARIANCE

The discussion below follows the structure of case (i)
Based on the general formulation developed in

described above.

Section 3, the conclusions obtained also hold for Cases (ii) and
(iii).
MODEL 1
The compliance test is a statistical test of:

versus

where c 0 is the compliance standard. Assuming the values of the
variance components are known, the test statistic is

Specifying the Type I error rate to be a leads to a test
that rejects

Ho

if

EQ 11
where Zi-a is the (1-a)th percentile point.of the standard normal
distribution.
If the Type II error is specified to be p when the
alternative mean is µ 0 +

o2 ,

then:

EQ 12
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Any combination of J and K satisfying EQ 12 will achieve the
compliance test error rate objectives. However, unique values of
and K may be determined by minimizing the cost of the data
collection program subject to the constraint in EQ 12. Total

J

cost may be stated as:
EQ 13
where Cl is the unit cost of obtaining a sample and

c2

is the

cost of one analysis.
Using the ~aGrange Multiplier method to minimize EQ 13
subject to the constraint imposed by EQ 12 yields:
EQ 14
and
EQ 15
where

(If EQ 14 does not produce an integer value for K, the next
largest integer is used and J is adjusted accordingly.)
The number of replicate analyses for each sample, K,
increases as the ratio of the sampling cost to the analysis cost
increases and the ratio of the single analyst standard deviation
to the sampling standard deviation increases. In many
situations, the analysis cost, c 2 , is much larger than the
sampling cost, c 1 , and the sampling variance is much larger than
single analysis variability. Under these conditions, the number
of replicate analyses, K, will be 1 (i.e., each sample will be
analyzed only once).
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MODEL 2
Since

the statistic used in the compliance test must incorporate a bias
adjustment (i.e., an estimate of Bi)· This can be achieved by
analyzing standard samples prepared with a known concentration c.
(Choosing c at or near c 0 minimizes the effects of potential
model specification errors.)
EQ 16

Let

bi,j,k = Yi,j,k - lnC =Bi+ S'i,j + €i,j,k•

Since

bi is an estimate of Bi and

where
$I•

1,

j

- an effect associated with standard samples
which is random with mean zero and variance
a2s•i

JI

the number of standard samples used to

K'

estimate Bi; and
the number of analyses conducted on each
standard sample.

(Note that single analyst variability, a2€, is assumed to
the same value for field samples and prepared samples.)
The test statistic is
EQ 17
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have

The cost function used to allocate the samples and replicates is:
EQ 18
where c 3 is the unit cost for preparing a standard sample.
Type I and Type II error rates - a and p - are achieved if:
EQ 19
where

as defined in the discussion of Model 1.
Minimizing costs subject to the constraint on variance
yields
EQ 20
which is identical to the solution obtained for Model 1, and
EQ 21
EQ 22
and
EQ 23
The solutions for K and K' are similar. Each increases with
the ratio of sampling to analytical costs and the ratio of
analytical to sampling standard

deviations~

SECTION 5 - SAMPLE SIZE REQUIREMENTS:
COMPONENTS UNKNOWN

VALUES OF VARIANCE

In this section the interlaboratory and intralaboratory
approaches for obtaining estimates of the variance components
necessary to implement the designs developed in Section 4 are
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described.

As in Section 4, the design objective is to control

the compliance test error rates (i.e., the Type I and Type I I
error probabilities). The discussion is simplified by
considering situations where the cost of analysis is signif i
cantly greater than the cost of sampling, and the sample to
sample variability is at least as large as the analytical
variability:

Under these conditions, K = 1 (i.e., each sample is analyzed only
once). Also, the value of K' determined from EQ 21 (i.e., the
number of replicate analyses performed on each standard sample) ,
will be set equal to 1 since the cost of preparing standard
samples for estimating Bi is significantly less than the cost of
analyzing those samples (i.e.,

c3

<< C2)·

When K = K'. = 1, the variances used to define the test
statistic are, for Model 1 and Model 2 respectively:
EQ 24

and
EQ 25

(The notations a2E, and a2E'' reflect the addition of the two
variances indicated in Equations 24 and 25.)
MODEL 1
A compliance test designed on the basis of Model 1 requires
estimates of a2E, and a2B· An estimate of a2B can be obtained
only from an interlaboratory study. a2E, also may be estimated
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using interlaboratory data or it may be estimated from the J
measurements of field samples used to form the average when the
compliance test is performed.
As described by Youden (1975), an interlaboratory study
involves M laboratories (between 6 and 12 are used in practice)
which by assumption under Model 1 are randomly selected from the
collection of all laboratories intending to produce measurements
for compliance testing.
For the discussion below, let n denote
the number of samples analyzed by each laboratory.
(Youden
recommends n = 6 prepared as 3 pairs where the concentrations of
paired samples are close to each other but not identical.)
Let
W·l.,J• = ln(V·l.,J·/C·)
J

where {Vi,j: i=1(1)M; j=l(l)n) are the measurements produced by
the i-th laboratory on the j-th sample, and {Cj: j=l(l)n} are the
concentration levels used in the study.
{Youden does not
recommend using logarithms, however the logarithmic
transformation is convenient and is consistent with other
assumptions in Youden's design.) The statistical model
describing the interlaboratory study measurements is:
EQ 26

•
l. I J = B·l. +

W·

€

I I

•

•

l., J

where
B·l.

is an effect associated with the i-th laboratory
and treated as a random variable with mean zero
and variance a2 8 ; and
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e''i,j

is analytical error, the sum of single analyst
error and an effect associated with variation
among standard samples, which has mean zero and
variance a2 E,,.

Using standard ANOVA (analysis of variance) techniques, a 2 8
may be estimated from the "within laboratory" and "between
laboratory" mean squares, Q1 and Q2 :
EQ 27

Qi

=

I: (W.1,J. - Wi) 2/M• (n-1)

02

=

n•I:(Wi - W) 2 /(M-1).

and
EQ 28

The estimate is:
EQ 29

which reflects differences among the laboratories through the
quantity
EQ 30

Also, Q1 is an estimate of a2e''·
The compliance test statistic may be defined either as
EQ 31a
or
EQ 31b

where s2e' is the sample variance of the J measurements,
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and {Yi,j = ln(Xi,j), j = i(i)J} are the measurements obtained
from field samples in the laboratory selected to conduct the
analyses.

(Based on the discussion at the beginning of this

section, K is always equal to 1.

Therefore, the notation

describing compliance measurements has been simplified, i.e.,
Yi,j ~ Yi,j, 1 ). Note that o1 estimates the average variability
over laboratories, whereas s2e' estimates variability for the
laboratory conducting the test. Also, o1 is an estimate of
a 2 e ' ' ' the variability associated with the analysis of standard
samples; s2E' is an estimate of the variability associated with
the analysis of field samples.
The ratios in EO 3la and EO 31b have approximate t-distri
butions when the null hypothesis is true. The degrees of freedorr
may be estimated by methods developed by Satterthwaite (1946).
Although it is possible to approximate the degrees of freedom and
use a percentile point of the t-distribution to define the test,
that approach is complicated.
an unnecessary diversion.

Develop it at this point would be

Instead, non-compliance will be

inferred when
EQ 32
where Zi-a is the (1 - a)th percentile point of the standard
normal distribution.

(If R has only a few degrees of freedom,

which is likely, the Type I error rate will be larger than a.
The situation may be improved by using, for example, Z1-a/2 or
some other value of Z larger than Zl-a·
If necessary, exact
values of Z could be determined using Monte Carlo methods.)
The number of samples, J, that must be analyzed for the
compliance test is obtained by specifying that the expression in
EQ 32 is equal to 1-P when the true mean is µ 0 + o 2 . The value
of J may be obtained either by using approximations based on the
normal distribution, the noncentral t-distribution, or by
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estimates based on a Monte Carlo simulation of the exact
distribution of R.
If EQ 3la is used, the compliance test criterion (i.e., the
expression in EQ 32) becomes
EQ 33
where GM is the geometric mean of the J compliance measurements.
The right side of the inequality is a fixed number once the
interlaboratory study is completed.

The advantage of this

approach is the simplicity realized in describing the compliance
test to the regulated community in terms of one measured
quantity, the geometric mean.

The disadvantage is using Q1
rather than the sample variance calculated from the compliance

test measurements which is likely to be a better estimate of
variability for the particular laboratory conducting the test.
MODEL 2
Under Model 2, estimates of variance from interlaboratory
study data are unnecessary.

Since the laboratory conducting the

analyses for the compliance test is uniquely identified, the
laboratory factor, Bi, is a scaler, and the variance component,
a2 8 , does not enter the model.

The variance estimates needed for

the compliance test can be obtained from the measurements used to
compute Yi and bi.
The test statistic is
EQ 34
which has an approximate t-distribution with degrees of freedorr.
equal to J + J' - 2 when the true mean is µ 0 .
(The statistic
would have an exact t-distribution if a2€, were equal to a2€''·)
Noncompliance is inferred if
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EQ 35

J and J' are determined by requiring that the probability of the
expression in EQ 35 be equal to 1 -

µ 0 + D2 •

P when

the true mean is

This calculation can be made using the noncentral t

distribution. Where a2E, = a2E''' the noncentrality parameter is
o2 /[a2e. (l/J + l/J')]. (Note that this formulation implies a
tradeoff between J and J' for achieving the compliance test error
rate objectives.)
If a2~, and a2~,, are not equal, the correct
value to replace ti-a in EQ 35 and values of J and J' may be
determined using Monte Carlo methods.

SECTION 6 - DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Both statistical models considered above are consistent with
reasonable approaches to compliance testing.

The two approaches,

however, have distinctly different data requirements.
Model 1, through EQ 32a, reflects "the conventional"
approach to compliance testing.

A "target value for control,"

c 0 , is established (e.g., either a health based standard or a
"best available control technology" standard) and then adjusted
upward to account for both analytical variability and.laboratory
differences.

Using EQ 33, noncompliance is inferred when the

geometric mean of the compliance test measurements, GM(Xi,j), is
larger than

c0

multiplied by a factor which combines estimates

reflecting variability between laboratories, a2 8 , and analytical
variability within laboratories.

Since an estimate of a2 8 is
required in the Model 1 approach, an interlaboratory study is
required also. The role of a2 8 , which reflects laboratory

differences, is to provide insurance against potentially
conflicting compliance results if one set of samples were
analyzed in two different laboratories.

Systematic laboratory

differences (i.e., laboratory bias) could lead to a decision of
noncompliance based on analyses conducted in one laboratory and a
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decision of compliance based on analyses of the same samples
conducted in another laboratory.
In practice, a2 8 is replaced by s2B, an estimate obtained
from the interlaboratory study. · The variability of this estimate
also affects the compliance test error rates.
If the variance of
s 2 B is large, controlling the compliance test error rates becomes
complicated. Requiring that more field samples be analyzed
(i.e., increasing J) may help. However, increasing the amount of
interlaboratory QC data to reduce the variance of s2 8 directly
may be the only effective option. Based on interlaboratory QC
data involving 6 to 12 laboratories, which is current practice,
the error in s2 8 as an estimate of a2B is likely to be as large
as 100%. If interlaboratory QC data were obtained from 30
.
laboratories, the estimation error still would exceed 50%.
(These results are based on a 95% confidence interval for a2B;s2 8
determined using the chi-square distribution.)
Since
interlaboratory data collect~on involving 12 laboratories is
expensive and time consuming, it is doubtful if a much larger
effort would be feasible or could be justified.
Using Model 2 and the intralaboratory approach, a regulatory
agency would not attempt to control potential compliance decision
errors resulting from laboratory differences by using an estimate
of "between laboratory" variability to adjust the compliance
standard.
Instead, compliance data collected in each laboratory
would be adjusted to reflect the laboratory's unique bias and
variability characteristics. In many situations, bias for any
specific laboratory can be estimated as precisely as needed using
QC samples. Also, the variance of the bias estimate, which is
needed for the compliance test, can be estimated from the same
set of QC sample measurements. An estimate of analytical
variability required for the compliance test can be estimated
from the measurements generated on field samples. Therefore, all
information needed to develop the compliance test can be obtained
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within the laboratory that produces the measurements for the
test.
From a regulatory management perspective, both approaches
(i.e., Model.1 using interlaboratory QC data and Model 2 using
intralaboratory QC data) lead to compliance tests that satisfy
specified decision error rate objectives. However, the
intralaboratory approach based on Model 2 appears to be the more
direct approach. The design for producing data that satisfy
error rate objectives is laboratory specific, acknowledging
directly that laboratories not only have different bias factors,
but also may have different "within laboratory" variances.

Each

laboratory estimates a bias adjustment factor and a variance
unique to that laboratory. Then, the number of samples required
for that specific laboratory to achieve specified error rate
objectives is determined. As a result, each laboratory produces
unbiased compliance data. Also, compliance test error rates are
identical for all laboratories conducting the test. Moreover,
the data used to estimate laboratory bias and precision are
similar to the QC measurements typically recommended for every
analytical program. In summary, the intralaboratory approach
appears, .in general, to provide a greater degree of control over
compliance test error rates while using QC resources more
efficiently than the approach requiring interlaboratory QC data.
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DISCUSSION
George T. Flatman
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

variation in the components of variance model.
This is not a criticism of the paper but it is a
problem for the implementation of this paper by
EPA's data quality objectives.

Dr. Bertram Price has something worth saying
and has said i t well in his paper entitled,
"Quality Control Issues in Testing Compliance
with a Regulatory Standard: Controlling Sta
tistical Decision Error Rates."

Section 3 ... Statistical· Test is very important
because it specifically states the null and
alternative hypotheses with their probability
alpha of type I error and probability beta of
type II error. This may appear pedantic to the
harried practitioner, but due to the importance
of the decision is absolutely essential to data
quality objectives. Dr. Price's alternative
hypothesis and his beta-algebra is complicated
by EPA's interpretation of the law, "no exceed
ence of background values or concentration
limits" (40 CFR part 264). This requires an
interval alternative hypothesis

The Environmental Protection Agency is
emphasizing "Data Quality Objectives.a Dr. Price
has expressed the most important of these objec
tives in his title, "Controlling Statistical
Decision Error Rates." The paper is timely for
EPA because it demonstrates how difficult the
statistics and the implementation are for data
quality objectives.
In Section 1. .. Introduction, an "interlabora
tory study approach is suggested for establish
ing "bias and variability criteria." This is
theoretically valid but may not be workable in
practice. In contract laboratory programs,
standards are in a much cleaner matrix (dis
til led water instead of leachate) and sometimes
run on cleaner instruments that have not just
run dirty specimens. Standards or blank samples
cannot avoid special treatment by being blind
samples since they are in a different matrix
than the field samples. Thus, in practice, the
same matrix and analytical instruments must be
used to make "interlaboratories study" an un
biased estimate of the needed "bias and vari
ability criteria." Both the theory and the
implementation must be vigorously derived.

Hi:

µ > I.lo

rather than Dr. Price's point hypothesis
Hi:

µ

=

µ0 +

0.

Lawyers should be more aware of how they increase
the statistician's work. Beta is a function er
curve over all positive 0.
I think it is important to mention in any
environmental testing that beta is more critical
or important than in historical hypotheses test
ing. Classically the hypotheses are formulated
so that a type II error is to continue with the
status quo when in fact a new fertilizer, brand
of seed--pQtato, etc .• would be better. Thus, the
loss associated with the type II error is low and
its probability of occurrence can be large (e.g.,
20 percent) in agricultural experi~ents. This is
not true in environmental hypotheses testing'.
The hypotheses usually make a type I! error the
misclassification of "dirty" as "clean" with a
loss in public health and environmental protec
tion. Thus, beta representing the probability of
this loss in public health and environmental
protection should be set arbitrarily low like
alpha (1% or 5%).

In Section 2 ... Statistical Models the enumer
ation of the components of variation is important
for both theory and practice. More precise
enumeration of variance components than the
mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive theory
of "between and within" is needed for adequate
sampling design. I agree with Dr. Price that
"simplification, limiting the number of variance
components, does not limit the generality of
subsequent results," but I suggest it makes
biased or aliased data collection more probable.
For example, the Superfund Interlaboratories
Studies of the Contract Labs has identified the
calibration variance of the analytical instrument
as the largest single component of longitudinal
laboratory (or interlaboratoriesl variance.
If this component of variation is not enumerated
explicitly, I suggest this component of variance
could be omitted, included once, or included
twice. If all the field samples and lab repli
cate analyses were run between recalibrations of
the analytical instrument, the recalibration
variance would be omitted from the variances of
the data. If the analytical instrument were
recalibrated in the stream of field samples and
between lab replicate analyses, the recalibration
variance would be aliased with both the sample
and lab variances, and thus added twice into the
total variance. With these possible analyses
scenarios the recalibration component of variance
could be either omitted or included twice. This
potential for error can be minimized through the
vigorous modeling of a11 the process sources of

Sections 4 and 5... Sample Size Requirements
der1ve equations ror numbers of field samples
and lab replicates as a function of cost and
variances. The formulas digitize the process
for precise decis·tons between number of field
samples and nufltler of lab replicates. The for
mulas indicate that an analysis instrument like
GCMS, because of its high incremental analysis
cost and low variance requires few replications
(K•l), but other analysis instruments such as
radiation counters may not. These formulas have
a practical value because of the diversity of
analysis instruments and pollutants.
Section 5 ... Sample Size Requirements: Values
of Variance Components Unknown detail the ~
of variance components estimation through unknown
degrees of freedom and non-central t-distribution.
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It might be asked, is not only the sum of var
iances needed for testing or "oual ity assurance"
(i.e., rejection of outliers). This is true, but
"quality improvement" requires the estimation of
each component of variance. The analysis is more
meaningful and usable if the individual compo
nents have an estimate.

Rates." This oaoer enumerates the statistical
problems in applying hypothesis testing to real
world data. Unfortunately, hypotheses testing is
made deceptively simple in many textbooks and the
true complexity is discovered in practice through
the expensive consequences of a wrong decision.
The serious problems discussed in Or. ?rice's
paper are needed to sober the superficial use of
"alphas, betas, and other probabilities" in data
quality objective statements. The paper is a
·timely and vigorous summary of components of vari
ance modeling and hypotheses testing.

Section 6 ... Discussion and Conclusions state
that interlaboratories QC roodel (variable effects)
and intra l abora tory QC mode1 (fixed effects)
"lead to compliance tests that satisfy specified
decision error rate objectives." This theoreti
cal position of the paper is confirmed by the
empirical findings of the Superfund Interlabora
tories Comparison of the Contract Laboratories.
This study found that within-lab variance is of
corresponding magnitude to between-lab variance.
The appropriate test and model should be used
that correspond to the use of one lab or more
than one lab 1n the actual chemical analysis of
the data.

Acknowledgments: The discussant wishes to thank
Forest Garner and Evangelos Yfantis for their
advice, review. and insight gained from Super
fund interlaboratories testing.
Notice: Although the thoughts expressed in this
discussion have been supported by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency, they have
not been subject to Agency review and therefore
do not necessarily reflect the views of tne
Agency and no official endorsement should be
inferred.

In conclusion, Vr. Bertram Price has rigor
ously presented the algorithms and the problems
for "Controlling Statistical Decision Error
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ON THE DESIGN OF A SAMPLING PLAN TO VERIFY COMPLIANCE WITH EPA STANDARDS
FOR RADIUM-226 IN SOIL AT URANIUM MILL-TAILINGS REMEDIAL-ACTION SITES
R.O. Gilbert, Pacific Northwest Laboratory; M.L. Miller, Roy F. Weston,
Inc.; H.R. Meyer, Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc.

1.0

INTRODUCTION

The United States government is required under the Uranium Mill Tailings
Radiation Control Act (U.S. Congress Public Law 95-604, 1978) to perform
remedial actions on inactive uranium mill-tailings sites that had been federally
supported and on properties that had been contaminated by the tailings. The
current Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standard for 226 Ra (henceforth
denoted by Ra) in soil (EPA, 1983) requires that remedial action must be taken
if the average concentration of Ra in surface (O- to 15-cm) soil over any
area of 100 square meters exceeds the background level by more than 5 pCi/g,
or if the average exceeds 15 pCi/g for subsequent 15-cm thick layers of soil
more than 15 cm below the surface. Since there are many thousands of 100
square-meter areas that must be evaluated, the soil sampling plan should be
as economical as possible while still meeting the intent of the regulations.

After remedial action at a site has been conducted, the field sampling
procedure that has been used to determine whether the EPA standard was met was
to first grid the entire site into 10-m by 10-m plots. Then, in each plot,
20 plugs of surface soil were collected and physically mixed together from
which a single 500-g composite sample was withdrawn and assayed for Ra. If
this measurement was ~ 5 pCi/g above background, then additional remedial
action was required. Recently, based on cost considerations and the study
described in Section 2.0, the number of soil plugs per composite sample was
reduced from 20 to 9.
In this paper we discuss a verification acceptance-sampling plan that is
being developed to reduce costs by reducing the number of composite soil samples
that must be analyzed for Ra. In Section 2.0 we report on statistical analyses
of Ra measurements on soil samples collected in the windblown mill-tailings
flood plain at Shiprock, NM. These analyses provide guidance on the number
and size of composite soil samples and on the choice of a statistical decision
rule (test) for the acceptance-sampling plan discussed in Section 4.0. In
Section 3.0, we discuss the RTRAK system, which is a 4-wheel-drive tractor
equipped with four Sodium-Iodide (Na!) gamma-ray detectors. The RTRAK is being
developed for measuring radionuclides that indicate the amount of Ra in surface
soil. Preliminary results on the calibration of these detectors are presented.
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2.0 PERCENT ACCURACY OF MEANS AND PROBABILITIES OF DECISION ERRORS
In this section we statistically analyze Ra measurements of composite
soil samples collected from the windblown mill-tailings flood-plain region at
Shiprock, NM. This is done to evaluate the impact on probabilities of false
positive and false negative decision errors resulting from reducing the number
of soil plugs per composite soil sample from 21 to 9 or 5 and from collecting
l, 2, or 3 composite samples per plot. We also consider how these changes
affect the accuracy of estimated mean Ra concentrations.
2.1

FIELD SAMPLING DESIGN

The Shiprock study involved collecting multiple composite soil samples
of different sizes from 10 plots in the flood-plain region after an initial
remedial action had occurred. Five sizes of composite samples were collected;
those formed by pooling either 5, 8, 9, 16, or 21 plugs of soil.
Figure 1 shows the windblown mill-tailings flood-plain region and the
location of ten 30-m by 30-m study areas from which composite soil samples
were collected. Eight- and 16-plug composite samples were formed by pooling
soil plugs that were collected over the ten 30-m by 30-m areas according to
the three sampling patterns shown in the lower half of Fig. 2. The 5-, 9-,
and 21-plug composite samples were formed by pooling soil plugs collected
from only the central 10-m by 10-m plot in each 30-m by 30-m area using the
three patterns shown in the upper half of Fig. 2.
Up to nine composite samples of each type were formed in each of the ten
areas. Each composite sample of a given type used the same pattern that had
been shifted slightly in location. For example, referring to Fig. 2, the
21-plug composite sample number 1 in a given 10-m by 10-m plot was formed by
pooling soil plugs collected at the 21 positions numbered 1 in the plot.
This design allowed replicate composite samples of a given type to be collected
without altering the basic pattern that would be used in practice.
Each soil plug was collected to a depth of 15 cm using a garden trowel.
The plugs collected for a given composite sample were placed in a bucket and
mixed vigorously by stirring and shaking. The composite sample analyzed for
Ra consisted of about 500 g of the mixed soil.
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2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA
The Ra measurements for the composite samples are plotted in Figs. 3, 4,
and 5. The figures also give the arithmetic mean,
the standard deviation,
s, and the number of replicate composite samples, n. We wish to determine
the extent to which the true standard deviation, o, increases when fewer than
21 plugs are used to form a composite sample. To avoid confusion, we point
out that Figs. 4 and 5 indicate that Ra measurements of most 5-, 9-, and 21
plug samples from Areas 1, 3, and 4 are larger than measurements for the 8
and 16-plug samples from those areas. This is believed to have occurred
because the soil in the central 10-m by 10-m plot (from which 5-, 9-, and 21
plug composite samples were formed) had higher concentrations of Ra than the
soil in the 30-m by 30-m areas from which the 8- and 16-plug samples were
formed (see Fig. 1).

x,

Measurements for Areas 8, 9, and 10 were below 5 pCi/g (Fig. 3) and the
standard deviations ranged from 0.2 to 0.8 pCi/g, with no apparent trends in
s with increasing number of plugs per sample. The data in Fig. 4 indicates
that 5-plug sample data sets may be more skewed than those for 9- or 21-plug
samples, at least for some plots. The measurements for Areas 1, 4, and 7 (Fig.
5) had higher means and were more variable than those for the areas in Figs.
3 and 4. In Fig. 6 are plotted the values of s from Figs. 3, 4, and 5 to
show more clearly the changes in s that occurred as the number of plugs per
composite sample changed.
2.3

ESTIMATING AND MODELING CHANGES IN STANDARD DEVIATIONS

In this section we first estimate the changes in q that occur as the
number of plugs per composite sample decreases from 21 to a smaller number.
Then a model for these changes is developed for use in later sections.
A simple model for the ratio of standard deviations is obtained by assuming
that measurements of Ra in individual soil plugs are uncorrelated, than the
soil plugs are thoroughly mixed together before the 500-g aliquot is removed,
and that the standard deviation between soil plugs does not change as the
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sampling pattern (see Fig. 2) changes. Under these assumptions we have the
model
uP1/uP2 = (u'/Jpl)/(u'/Jpz) = (p2fP1)1/2
(1)
where u is the standard deviation for individua1 soi1 plugs.
1

Tab1e 1 (column 6) gives values of Eq. 1 for comparison with estimated
geometric means (GMs) and arithmetic means (AMs) of the ratios s 9/s 21 , s 5/s 21 ,
s 5Js 9 , and s8Js 16 (columns 2 and 4) where the s values are from Figs. 3, 4,
and 5. The modeled and estimated values are in reasonab1y good agreement.
(Note that the estimated ratios in columns 2 and 4 of Tab1e 1 were computed
after excluding Areas 9 and 10 since those areas had very 1ow and uniform Ra
measurements.)
Solving Eq. (1) for up
UP1 = UP2(P2IP1)

1/2

1

gives
(2)

This equation is used here to predict the standard deviation for p1-plug
composite samples using the standard deviation for p2-plug composite samples
(up ), where Pz = 21 and p1 < 21.
2
The model used for up was
2
(3)

UP1 = 0.10 + 0.23µ

where µ is the true mean Ra concentration (including background) for the plot.
This model was used because the standard deviation of 21-plug samples tends
to increase as the mean Ra concentration increases. This can be seen in Fig.
7 where we have plotted, for each of the 10 areas at Shiprock, the value of s
versus the mean Ra measurement for composite samples formed from 5, 9, and 21
plugs of soil. Least-squares linear regression lines were fit to the three
sets of data. The least-squares line for the 21-plug samples is the basis
for the model in Eq. (3).
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TABLE 1. Comparing Estimated and Predicted Ratios of Standard
Deviations for Composite Samples Formed From Different
Numbers of Soil Plugs.

Estimated Ratios+ Computed Using
Data from Areas 1 through 8

Ratio of Standard
Deviations

Predicted** Ratios
Computed Using
Equation 1

Geometric
Stand$,\'.:d
Geometric Error
Arithmetic Standard
Mean (GM} (GSE}
Mean {AM)
Error (SE)

*

**
+
++

u9fu21*

1.3

1.3

1.6

0.3

1.53

U5/u21

1.7

1.3

2.2

0.7

2.05

0'5f0'9

1.3

1.2

1.5

0.3

1.34

ualu16

1.4

1.3

1.7

0.5

1.41

= true standard deviation of j-plug composite samples.
C~mputed as (p 2/p 1) 112, where p1 and p2 are the smaller and larger number

u.

of soil plugs per composite sample, respectively.
Areas 9 and 10 were excluded because of their very low and uniform 226 Ra
measurements.
GSE = exp (s~/vun) where s~ is the estimated standard deviation of the
natural logarithms (n = 8).
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Substituting Eq. (3) in Eq. (2) gives
(0.10 + 0.23µ)(p 2/p 1) 1/ 2

(4)

which is the model used here to predict the standard deviation of p1-plug
composite samples, where p1 < 21. The equations for 5- and 9-plug samples in
Fig. 7 were not used to predict standard deviations because of the relatively
small correlations {r) obtained for those data.
2.4

PERCENT ACCURACY OF ESTIMATED MEAN Ra CONCENTRATIONS

Using Eq. (4) and assuming that Ra measurements of composite samples are
normally distributed, the following formula was used to estimate the percent
.
accuracy with which the post-remedial-action mean Ra concentration for a plot
at Shiprock would be estimated with specified confidence:
(5)
Percent Accuracy= 100 Z (0.10+0.23µ)(p 2/p 1) 112 t(µJn),
where Z equals 1.96 or 1.28 if 95% or 80% confidence, respectively, is required,
n is the number of p1-plug composite samples collected in the plot and averaged
together to estimate the plot mean, and µ is the true plot mean. Eq. (5) is
based on the usual formula for estimating the number of samples required to
estimate a mean with prespecified relative accuracy and confidence; see, e.g.,
Gilbert (1987, p. 33).
In Fig. 8 are plotted values of Eq. (5) for 80% and 95% confidence, p1 =
5, 9, and 21 plugs, n = 1 and 2 composite samples per plot, and for µ ranging
from 1 to 10 pCi/g. To illustrate the meaning of Fig. 8, consider the plotted
value for 95% confidence, p1= 9, n.= 2, andµ= 8. If two 9-plug samples are
from a 10-m by 10-m plot that has a true mean concentration of B pCi/g
(including background), then we can be 95% sure that the arithmetic mean of
the two measurements will fall within about 51% of the true mean.
The curves in Fig. 8 show that approximately doubling the number of plugs
per sample increases the percent accuracy by 20 to 25 percentage points.
Also, the increase in percent accuracy is negligible if more than 4 composite
samples are used.
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By dividing Eq. 5 when p2 = 21 and p1 < 21 by Eq. 5 when p2 = p1 = 21 we
obtain (21/p 1) 112 , which is the factor by which the percent accuracy of 21
plug composite samples is multiplied to get the percent accuracy of Pi-plug
samples. This formula gives 1.5 and 2.0 when p1 = 9 and 5, respectively.
Notice that this ·factor is not study-site dependent since it does not depend
on µ or u.

2.5 PROBABILITIES OF REMEDIAL ACTION DECISION ERRORS
In this section the increase in remedial-action decision errors as the
number of plugs per sample declines is quantified. These results are obtained
assuming: (1) that Eq. 4 is an appropriate model for the variance of p1-plug
composite samples (p 1 < 21), (2) the estimated Ra mean concentration for a
plot based on Pi-plug composite samples withdrawn from the plot is normally
distributed, and (3) the mean Ra background concentration is known.
The probabilities of making remedial action decision errors are computed
for three different decision rules:
Decision Rule 1
-

Take additional remedial action if x + 1.645 up /Jn (the upper 95%
confidence limit on the true plot mean) exceeds 5 pCi}g above background,
where x• is the estimated mean concentration (above background) for the plot
based on n p1 - plug composite samples.
1

Decision Rule 2
Take additional remedial action if

x•

exceeds 5 pCi/g above background.

Decision Rule 3
Take additional remedial action if x1 - 1.645 up /Jn (the lower 95%
confidence limit on the true plot mean) exceeds 5 pCifg above background.
Among these three rules, Rule 1 offers the greatest protection to the
public because the probabilities of taking additional remedial action are
greater than for rules 2 or 3. Rule 3 will result in fewer decisions to take
remedial action than rules 1 or 2 for plots with true mean Ra concentrations
near 5 pCi/g above background. Hence, Rule 3 will tend to reduce costs of
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remedial action. Rule 2 is a compromise strategy in that the probabilities
of taking remedial action fall between those for Rules 1 and 3.
Let us define p to be the probability that a statistical test will indicate
additional remedial action is needed. When Decision Rule 1 is used, the
probability pis obtained by computing:·
1 2
Zp __ (5-µ')(np 1/21) 1 - 1.645,

(5)

0'21

where 5 is the EPA limit, µ' is the true plot mean above background, a 21 is
the standard deviation of 21-plug composite samples given by Eq. (3), p1 is
the number of soil plugs used to form each of the n composite samples from
distribution. Zp is then referred to tables of the cumulative normal
distribution to determine p.
For Decision Rule 2, the same procedure is used except that Eq. (6) is
computed with the constant 1.645 replaced by zero. For Decision Rule 3, the
negative sign before 1.645 in Eq. (6) is replaced by a positive sign.
We computed p for various values of µ' when the background Ra concentration
was assumed to be 1 pCi/g (the approximate background value for the windblown
flood plain at the Shiprock site) when n = 1, 2, or 3, and p1 = 5, 9, or 21.
The results when n = 1 are plotted in Fig. 9, and the results for one, two,
or three 9-plug composite samples are plotted in Fig. 10.
These figures indicate that:
1.

Decreasing the number of plugs per composite sample increases the
probability of incorrectly deciding additional remedial action is needed.
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For example, if the upper confidence limit rule is used (Rule 1), if one
composite sample is collected, if the true mean for the plot is 3 pCi/g
above background, and if background is 1 pCi/g, then the probability the
rule will indicate additional remedial action is needed increases from
about 0.40 to about 0.65 if a 9-plug rather than a 21-plug composite
sample is used to estimate the plot mean (see Fig. 9).
2.

Decreasing the number of plugs per composite sample increases the
probability of incorrectly deciding additional remedial action is not
needed. For example, if the lower confidence limit rule is used (Rule
3), if one composite sample is collected, if the true plot mean is 10
pCi/g above background, and if background is 1 pCi/g, then the probability
that Rule 3 will correctly indicate additional remedial action is needed
decreases from about 0.60 to about 0.30 if a 9-plug rather than a 21
plug sample is used (see Fig. 9).

3.

Taking more than one composite sample per plot reduces the probability
of incorrectly deciding additional remedial action is needed. For the
example in number 1 above, the probability decreases from about 0.65 to
about 0.45 if two composite samples rather than one are collected to
estimate the mean (see Fig. 10).

4.

For plots with mean concentrations near 5 pCi/g above background, the
probabilities of taking additional remedial action are highly dependent
on which decision rule is used. For example, if the upper confidence
limit rule is used (Rule 1), the probability is greater than 0.95 that
the test will indicate additional remedial action is needed when the
plot has a mean Ra concentration greater than 5 pCi/g above background.
But if the lower confidence limit rule (Rule 3) is used, and one 21-plug
composite sample is collected, the probability that the test will indicate
additional remedial action is needed does not reach 0.95 until the true
plot mean is about 20 pCi/g above background. Rule 2 falls between these
two extremes. It achieves a 0.95 probability (for one or more 21-plug
samp1es) when the true mean above background is about 9 or 10 pCi/g (see
Fig. 9).

The three decision rules may find application at different times in the
remedial action process. The upper confidence limit rule seems most appropriate
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16

at initial stages when it may be prudent to assume that the plot is contaminated
until proven otherwise. The 11 price 11 of using this rule is increased remedial
action costs for plots that have true mean concentrations just under 5 pCi/g
above background. The lower confidence limit rule is more appropriate for
plots that are strongly believed to have already been cleaned to below the
EPA limit. Using this rule, the probability of taking additional remedial
action is less than 0.05 when the true plot mean is 5 pCi/g above background
or less.
The magnitude of changes in the probability of making incorrect remedial
action decisions due to changing the number of soil plugs per composite sample
from 21 to a lesser number depends on the particular statistical test used to
make the decision. For example, suppose the decision t~ take additional
remedial action will be made whenever the estimated plot mean above background
is greater than the EPA limit of 5 pCi/g above background (Rule 2). Also,
assume that the standard deviation of composite-sample Ra concentrations is a
known constant as modeled using the Shiprock data. Then using one or more 9
plug rather than 21-plug composite samples increases the probability of making
decision errors (incorrectly deciding additional remedial action is or is not
needed) by no more than about 17 probability points. These maximum increases
are over relatively narrow bands of true plot means above background; between
2.5 and 4.5 pCi/g and between 6 and 13 pCi/g. These bands become smaller if
more than one composite sample per plot is used to estimate the plot mean.
If the plot mean is estimated using one or more 21- or 9-plug samples, the
probability of incorrectly deciding additional remedial action is not needed
is small (~ 0.05) when the true plot mean above background exceeds about 15
pCi/g.
If Rules 1 and 3 are to yield and probabilities shown in Figs. 9 and 10
the true standard deviation for the plot must be given by Eq. (4). At
contaminated sites where this model does not apply, special soil sampling
studies could be conducted to determine whether Eq. (4) or some other model
is applicable. Alternatively, if several composite samples are collected
from each plot then the standard deviation could be estimated directly for
each plot using those data. Then upper or lower confidence limits would be
computed using the t distribution rather than the normal distribution [see
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Exner et al. (1985) for an application of the upper confidence limit test].
Use of the t distribution will generally give more decision errors, which is
the price paid when the standard deviation must be estimated. If the mean
background Ra concentration is estimated, this will also increase the standard
deviation and hence the probabilities of making decision errors.
As concerns the comparison of 21-, 9-, and 5-plug samples, the increase
in probabilities of decision errors as the number of plugs per composite sample
is reduced is, on the whole, about the same as shown in Figs. 9 and 10 when
the standard deviation, up , was assumed known. This conclusion is based on
probabilities of decision irrors we obtained using the noncentral t distribution
and the methods in Wine {1964), pp. 254-260). These results are shown in
Fig. 11 for the case of two composite samples per plot.
2.6

EXPECTED NUMBER OF DECISION ERRORS

The expected number of plots at a remediated site that are misclassified
as needing or not needing additional remedial action depends on the
probabilities of making decision errors and on the frequency distribution of
the true plot means. Fig. 12 shows the frequency distribution of estimated
Ra means for 1053 plots at the Shiprock floodplain site that had undergone an
initial remedial action {removal of soil). Each mean was estimated by the
measurement of one 20-plug composite sample from the plot. Fig. 12 shows
that 83 plots had estimated means that exceeded the EPA standard of 1 pCi/g
above background (6 pCi/g).
We assume for illustration purposes that the histogram in Fig. 12 is
the distribution of true plot means. (When the RTRAK system becomes
operational, it is expected that, following remedial action, all plots will
have Ra concentrations below the EPA limit. Hence, the distribution in
Fig. 12 may be a worst case distribution.) Under th~s assumption we wish to
determine the effect of using 9 rather than 21 plugs of soil per composite
sample on the expected number of plots that are misclassified. Let n; be the
number of plots in the ith frequency class, Q be the number of classes, and
Pi be the probability of a decision error for a plot with true mean in the
ith class using a chosen decision rule. Then E =I: n;p; is the expected
number of misclassified plots for the decision rule.
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First, we computed E for the 970 plots in the Q • 12 classes in Fig. 12
that had means less than 6 pCi/g~ i.e., for plots that met the EPA standard.
Using the probabilities in Fig. 9 for Rule 2 of incorrectly deciding to take
additional remedial action, we found that E = 27.4 and 40.2 for 21- and 9
plug samples, respectively. Hence, the ·use of a single 9-plug rather than a
single 21-plug composite in each plot would result in an expected 13 more
plots undergoing unneeded additional remedial action.
Next, we computed E for the 83 plots in Fig. 12 that had means greater
than 6 pCi/g, i.e., for plots needing additional cleanup. Using Rule 2 and
the probabilities of incorrectly deciding no additional remedial action was
needed from Fig. 9, we found E = 12.95 and 19.5 for 21- and 9-plug samples,
respectively. That is, about 7 more plots would not receive needed remedial
action if 9- rather than 21-plug samples were used.
We note that the 83 plots in Fig. 12 that exceeded the EPA standard were
subsequently further remediated:
2.7.

LOGNORMAL MODEL

The results in Sections 2.3 - 2.6 were obtained by modeling the
untransformed data under the assumption those data were normally distributed.
We used the Wstatistic to test for normality and lognormality (see, e.g.
Gilbert {1987) or Conover (1980) for descriptions of this test) of the data
in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. We found that 21-plug samples were more likely to be
normally distributed than the 9- or 5-plug samples, and that 9- and 5-plug
samples were more likely to be lognormally distributed than normally
distributed. Also, the increase in the standard deviation as the mean increases
(see Fig. 7) indicates that the lognormal distribution may be a better model
for these data than the normal distribution.
In this section we investigate the extent to which the probability results
in Section 2.5 would change if the lognormal distribution rather than the
normal distribution was appropriate. To do this, the natural logarithms of
the data in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, were computed and a model was developed for
the standard deviation of the logarithms. We found that after deleting the
data for plots 9 and 10 (the standard deviation of the logarithms (sy) for
these plots were about twice as large as for the remaining eight plots) there
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was no statistically significant linear relationship between sy and the mean
of the logarithms. This indicates that the lognormal distribution may be a
reasonable model, at least for plots with concentrations at the level of those
in plots 1 through 8. The pooled standard deviation of the logarithms for
plots 1-8 was 0.4, 0.37, and 0.3 for 5-; 9-, and 21-plug samples, respectively.
The probabilities of taking additional remedial action were computed for
Rule 2 for the case of one, two, or three 5-, 9-, and 21-plug samples using
these modeled standard deviations. This was done by computing

Zp = (ln

5

-

ln

µ

1
)/

ay

and referring Zp to. the standard normal distribution tables, where uy equalled
0.4, 0.37, and 0.3 for 5-, 9-, and 21-plug samples, respectively.
We found that for 9-plug samples, the false-positive error probabilities
for the lognormal case differed by less than two probability points from those
for the normal case for all mean Ra concentrations less than the EPA limit.
Differences in the false-negative rates were as large as 8 probability points
for mean concentrations between 8 and 10 pCi/g above background for the case
of one 9-plug composite sample per plot. These results, while limited in
scope, suggest that the false-positive and false-negative error probabilities
in Section 2.5 may be somewhat too large if the lognormal distribution is
indeed a better model for the Ra data than the normal distribution.

IOI

3.0 RTRAK ANO ITS CALIBRATION
The RTRAK is a 4-wheel-drive tractor equipped with four Sodium-Iodide
(NaI) detectors, their supporting electronics, an industrial-grade IBM PC,
and a commercial microwave auto-location system. The detectors are
independently mounted on the front of the tractor and can be hydraulically
lifted and angled. Bogey wheels support the detectors to maintain a distance
of 12 inches from the ground during monitoring. Each detector has a tapered
lead shield that restricts its field of view to about 12 inches, with overlap
between adjacent detectors. The RTRAK will take gamma-ray readings while
moving at a constant speed of 1 mph. When a reading above a prespecified
level is encountered, red paint is sprayed on the ground to mark these "hot
spots". The automatic microwave locator system provides x-y coordinates with
the count data. This will permit real-time map generation to assist in control
of contamination excavation. Preliminary data indicate that the RTRAK should
be able to detect Ra in soil at concentrations less than 5 pCi/g. Further
tests of the RTRAK's detection capabilities are underway.
The proper calibration of the RTRAK detectors is important to the success
of the remedial-action effort. The Na(I) detectors detect selected radon
daughter gamma peaks that are related to Ra. Hence, the RTRAK detectors do
not directly measure Ra, the radionuclide to which the EPA standard applies.
Radon is a gas, and the rate that it escapes from the soil depends on several
factors including soil moisture, source depth distribution, soil randon
emanating fraction, barometric pressure, soil density, and soil composition.
The calibration of the detectors must take these variables into account so
that randon daughter gamma peaks can be accurately related to Ra concentrations
under field conditions.
A field calibration experiment near the Ambrosia Lake, NM, mill-tailings
pile was recently conducted as part of the effort to develop a calibration
procedure. In this experiment the RTRAK accumulated counts of 214 Bi {Bismuth)
for approximately 2-second intervals while traveling at 1 mph. Red paint was
sprayed to mark the locations and distances traveled for each time interval.
For each detector, from 3 to 5 surface soil samples were collected down the
centerline of each scanned area (Fig. 13). Then, for each of these areas,
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these samples were mixed and a - 500-g aliquot was removed and sealed in a
metal can that was assayed for Ra within a few days and then again following
a 30-day waiting period to permit equilibrium to be established between Rn
and 214 Bi.
The data and the fitted least-squares linear regression line are displayed
in Fig. 14. The data for the 4 detectors have been combined into one data
set because there were no important differences in the 4 separate regression
lines. Also shown in Fig. 14 are the 90% confidence intervals for predicted
Ra individual measurements. The regression line and limits in Fig. 14 were
obtained by first using ordinary least-squares regression on the ln-transformed
data. Then the equation was exponentiated and plotted in Fig. 14. It is
expected that this calibration equation will be adjusted on a day-by-day basis
by taking several RTRAK-detector measurements per day at the same location in
conjunction with measurements of barometric pressure and soil moisture. This
adjustment procedure is presently being developed.
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4.0 COMPLIANCE ACCEPTANCE SAMPLING
As illustrated by Fig. 14, there is not a perfect one-to-one correspondence
between RTRAK detector counts for 214 Bi and measurements of Ra in aliquots of
soil. This uncertainty in the conversion of 214 Bi counts to Ra concentrations,
and the fact that the EPA standard is written in terms of Ra concentrations,
suggests that soil samples should be collected in some plots and their Ra
concentrations measured in the laboratory as a further confirmation that the
EPA standard has been met. Schilling (1978} developed a compliance acceptance
sampling plan that is useful for this purpose.
Schilling's procedure as applied here would be to (1) determine (count)
the total number (N) of 10-m by 10-m plots in the remediated region, (2) select
a limiting (small) fraction (PL) of defective plots that will be allowed (if
undiscovered) to remain after remedial action has been completed, (3) select
the confidence (C) required that the fraction of defective plots that remain
after remedial action has been conducted does not exceed PL, (4) enter Table
1 in Schilling (1978) or Table 17-1 in Schilling (1982) with D = NPL to
determine the fraction (f) of plots to be sampled, (5) select n = fN plots at
random for inspection, and (6) "reject" the lot of N plots if the inspection
indicates one or more of the n plots does not meet the EPA standard. (The
meaning of 11 reject 11 is discussed below.)
In Step 6, each of the n plots would be "inspected" by collecting three
or four 9- or 21-plug composite soil samples and using these to conduct a
statistical test to decide if the plot meets the EPA standard. The choice of
three or four 9- or 21-plug samples is suggested by the results of our
statistical analyses in Section 2.0 in the windblown mill-tailings flood plain
region at Shiprock, NM.
Steps 4 and 5 can be simplified by using curves· (Hawkes, 1979) that give
n at a glance for specified N, PL, and C. Also, the Operating Characteristic
(OC) curves for this procedure (curves that give the probability of rejecting
the lot [of N plots] as a function of the true fraction of plots that exceeds
the standard) can be easily obtained using Table 2 in Schilling (1978) or
Table 17-2 in Schilling (1982).
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To illustrate the 6-step procedure above, suppose C = 0.90 and PL = 0.05
are chosen, and that the remediated region contains N = 1000 plots. Then we
find from Fig. 1 in Hawkes (1979) that n = 46 plots should be inspected. If
all 46 inspected plots are found to be non-defective, we can be lOOC = 90%
confident that the true fraction of defective plots in the population of N =
1000 plots is less than 0.05, the specified value of PL. If one or more of
the n plots fail the inspection, then our confidence is less than 0.90.
As another example, suppose there are N = 50 plots in the remediated
region of interest. Then, when C = 0.90 and PL = 0.05, we find that n = 30
plots should be inspected. Small lots that correspond perhaps to subregions
of the entire remediated region may be needed if soil excavation in these
regions was difficult or more subject to error because of hilly terrain or
other reasons.
The action that is taken in response to "rejecting the lot" may include
collecting three or four 9- or 21-plug composite soil samples in adjacent plots
surrounding the inspected plots that exceeded the EPA standard. The same
statistical test as used previously in the original n plots would then be
conducted in each of these plots.· If any of these plots were contaminated
above the EPA limit, they would undergo remedial action and gamma scans using
the RTRAK system, and additional adjacent plots would be sampled, and so forth.
The calibration and operation of the RTRAK NaI detectors would also need to
be double checked to be sure the detectors and entire RTRAK system is operating
correctly.
An assumption underlying Schilling 1 s procedure is that no decision error
is made when inspecting any of the n plots. However, inspection errors will
sometimes occur since "inspection", as discussed above, consists of conducting
a statistical test for each plot using only a small sample of soil from the
plot. When inspection errors can occur, the fraction of defective plots is
artificially increased, which increases the probability of rejecting the lot.
To see this, let P denote the actual fraction of plots whose mean exceeds the
EPA limit, let Pl denote the probability of a false-positive decision on any
plot (deciding incorrectly that additional remedial action is needed), and
let P2 denote the probability of a false-negative decision (deciding incorrectly
that no additional remedial action is needed). Then, the effective fraction
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defective is Pe= P1(l-P) + P(l-P2). For example, if P1 = P2 = P = 0.05,
then Pe= 0.05(0.95) + 0.05(0.95) = 0.095 so that the compliance sampling
plan will operate as if the true proportion of defective plots is 0.095 rather
than 0.05. This means there will be a tendency to reject too many lots that
actually meet the C and PL specifications.
In Section 2.5 we saw, using Ra data from the Shiprock, NM, mill-tailings
site, how P1 and P2 change with the statistical test used, the true mean
concentration, the number of composite samples, and the amount of soil used
to form each composite sample. If remedial action has been very thorough so
that mean concentrations in all plots are substantially below the EPA limit,
then the true fraction of defective plots, P, will be zero and Pe = P1 (since
P = 0) will be small. In that case, the probability of "rejecting the.lot"
using Shillings' compliance acceptance sampling plan will be small. As
indicated above, this probability is given by the OC curve that may be obtained
using Table 2 in Schilling (1978).
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5.0 DISCUSSION
In this paper we have illustrated some statistical techniques for
developing more cost-effective sampling plans for verifying that 226 Ra
concentrations in surface soil meet EPA standards. Although the focus here
was on 226 Ra in soil, these techniques can be used in other environmental
cleanup situations. Because of the high cost of chemical analyses for hazardous
chemicals, it is important to determine the number and type or size of
environmental samples that will give a sufficiently high probability of making
correct cleanup decisions at hazardous-waste sites. Also, it is clear from
Section 2.5 above that when the level of contamination is close to the allowed
maximum concentration limit, the probabilities of making correct cleanup
decisions depend highly on the particular statistical test used to make
decisions. Plots of probabilities such as given in Figs. 9, 10, and 11 provide
information for evaluating which test is most appropriate for making remedial
action decisions.
A topic that is receiving much attention at the present time is the use
of in-situ measurements to reduce the number of environmental samples that
must be analyzed for radionuclides or hazardous chemicals. The RTRAK system
discussed in this paper is an example of what can be achieved in the case of
radionuclides in soil. Some in-situ measurement devices may only be sensitive
enough to determine if and where a contamination problem exists. Other devices
may be accurate enough to provide a quantitative assessment of contamination
levels. In either case, but especially for the latter case, it is important
to quantitatively assess the accuracy with which the in-situ method can measure
the contaminant of interest. The regression line in Fig. 14 illustrates this
concept.
It is hoped that this paper will provide additional stimulus for the use
of statistical methods in the design of environmental sampling programs for
the cleanup of sites contaminated with radionuclides and/or hazardous-waste.
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The presentation by Richard Gilbert
provides a good illustration of several
points that have been made by earlier
speakers. My discussion is organized
around three topics that have general
applicability to compliance testing,
namely, decision error rates, sampling
plans, and initial screening tests.

fidence to other sites without additional
verification.
Sampling Plans
The sampling plan is an integral part
of the compliance test. The paper illus
trates how sampling occurs at several
levels. There is the choice of plots
within the site. The current plan in
volves sampling every plot. The proposed
plan suggests sampling a subset of the
plots according to an acceptance sampling
plan. Then there is the choice of the
number and type of samples. One or more
samples may be collected per plot each
composed of one or more soil plugs.
Usually more than one combination will
achieve the required decision error
rates. The optimum choice is determined
by·the contribution of each type of sam
ple to the total variance and by relative
costs. For example, if variability bet
ween soil plugs is high but the cost of
collecting them is low, and the measu
rement method is precise but expensive,
it is advantageous to analyze composite
samples composed of several soil plugs.
If the measurement method is inexpensive.
it may be preferable to analyze individ
ual samples rather than composites.

Decision Error Rates
The EPA standard for Cleanup cf Land
and Buildings Contaminated with Residual
Radioactive Materials from rnac~ive Uran
ium Processing Sites (48 FR 590) reads
"Remedial actions shall be conducted so
as to provide reasonable assurance
that, ..... " and then goes on to define
the requirements for concentrations of
radium-226 in the soil. An objective way
to "provide reasonable assurance" is to
devise a procedure which maintains stati
stical Type II error rates at an accep
table level. A Type II error, or false
negative, occurs when the site is decl
ared in compliance when in fact it does
not satisfy the standard. The probab
ility of a Type II error must be low
enough to satisfy EPA. on the other
hand, the false positive (or Type I)
error rate also needs to be kept reason
ably low, otherwise resources will be
wasted on unnecessary remedial action.
The aim is to devise a compliance test
that will keep Type I and II errors with
in acceptable bo:.inds.
~eveloping a compliance test involves
three steps. First, a plan for collect
ing data and a rule for interpreting it
is specified. The paper considers sever
al sampling plans and three decision
rules for data interpretation. Second,
the decision error rates are calculated
based on a statistical model. In this
case, the model involves a normal distri
bution, a linear relationship between the
variance and mean for composite samples.
and an assumption of independence between
individual soil plugs making up the comp
osite. The last two components of the
model are based on empirical data.
Third, the sensitivity of the estimated
error rates to changes in the model ass
umptions should be investigated. This is
particularly important if the same proce
dure is going to be applied at other
sites. For example, if the estimated
error rates are very sensitive to the
model relating variance and mean, it will
be necessary to verify the relationship
at each site. Conversely, if the error
rates are relatively insensitive to
changes in the relationship, the com
pliance test could be applied with con

Initial Screening Tests
The RTRAK is an "interesting example of
an initial screen~ng test. Initial scre
ening tests may be used by the regulated
party to determine when the site is ready
for the "real" compliance test, or they
may be an integral part of the compliance
test itself. In either case, the objec
tive is to save costs by quickly ident
ifying cases that are very likely to pass
or to fail the clearance test. For ex
ample, if the RTRAK indicates that the
EPA standard is not being met, additional
remedial action can be taken before final
soil sampling, thereby reducing the num
ber of times soil samoles are collected
before the test is passed. I: the init
ial screening test is incorporated in the
compliance test, i.e., if a favorable
result in the initial screening reduces
or eliminates ·subsequent sampling re
quirements, then calculations of decision
error rates must take this into account.
The "reasonable assurance" stated in
the EPA rule is provided by an assessment
of the decision error rates for the en
tire compliance test. The development
and evaluation of a practical and effec
tive multi-stage compliance test is a
significant statistical challenge.
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DISTRIBUTED COMPLIANCE: EPA AND THE LEAD BUBBLE
John W. Holley
Barry D. Nussbaum
U.S. EPA (EN-397F), 401 M St., s.w. Washington, D.C.
secono and third. By minimizing ano more
ta1rly distributing the impact or a regulat1on,
tne dratter may make badly needed contro.s
•possible" in a politico-economic sense. Thus
the public health may be protected bY a buoble
resulation 1n a situation where tne economic
impact or a simpier regulation wouia make it
politically impossible to achieve.

fn1s paper 01scusses a part1cu1ar class or
strategies, "bubbles". ror tl'le management or
numan exposure to environmental hazaras and
examines an appl1cat1on ot sucn strategies to
tne case 01 lead in gasoline. While gasollne
is by no means the on1y source or env1ronmenta1
1ead, tor most ot the popu1ation it has been
the dominant source tor many years ano 1s
certainly tne most control labie source. ~ead
IS not on1y toxic to people, it 1s also toxic
to catalytic converters wnich are useo on ven1
c1es to reduce emissions ot such conventionai
po1lutant1 as carbon •onoxide, hydrocarbons,
and oxides of nitrogen. The twin ObJect1ves or
protecting people tro• leaa and rrom the con
ventional em1ss1ons or vehicles with lead
disaol ed catalysts led to the rirst Enviro
nmental Protection Agency 1EPA1 regulation or
the substance in gaso1 ine in 1979. This t irst
regulation covered the total amount or lead
a1lowed in each gailon ot gasoline produced by
a rerinery wnen leadea and unleadeo gasoline
are considered together and averaaed over a
quarter. It a1so set up temporary standaros at
a less stringent level tor s•ail reriners.
w1tnout tnin1<1ng or it in these ter•s, the
Agency had taken the tirst steps toward recog
n1z1n1 tne neeo ror and lmple•enting a "bubble"
poi icy ror lead. The paper wi j I present some
conceptual toois tor discussing buob1es ano
tnen examine the application or th1s management
approach to aaso1ir.e iead.

~og1cal

A bubbi& regulation always nas some
dimension or set or dimensions along which
compliance is distributed. The most oovious
such dimension is space, and is illustrated
again by reterence to the p1ant1smokestack
bubble. A lack ot compliance in one location
may be balanced otr against greater tnan mtni
•um coapliance in another location.
It is
important in planning the implementation cr a
oubble regulation whether sources across which
e•1ss1ons are to be averagea are part or a
single legally responsible entity 1as in tne
plant model1 or are eacn themse1ves separate
corporate entities.
Time is anotner dimension along wn1cn com
p1 iance may oe distriOuted. Almost ail or our
reculat1ons are to some degree bubcJes in tnis
sense, since the dimension ot time is always
lnvotved in our setting or comp1iance per1oas.
Time ~ven enters into our selection or the
appropriate units 1as in cubic reet per
111nuteJ, ihis dimen11on becomes most impor
tant, though, in a si tuat1on where 1 t is
actively and intentionaliy manipulatea in the
ces1gn or the compliance strategy so as to
acnieve one or more or the obJectives or
bubb1es tnat were •ent1oned above.
ln adoition to dimension, any successru1
oubble approach must have some thougnt given to
wnat, tor want ot a better term, we may ca1 ! an
integrating medium. This •edium must assure
that the results ot our allowing an uneven
distribution ot comp1iance across some dimen
sion does not also result in sharp dirrerences
1n the consequences ot exposure across tnat
same 01mens1on. People in one area surrering
rrom some kind ot toxic exposure are arroroec
scant comrort by knowing tnat in consequence or
their surrering the people in anotner area are
not at I ected at a 11 by the po 11 uunt. So whi I e
we are attempting to achieve tairness in dis
tributing the economic burdens or comp11ance
among pol 1uters, we must at so consioer the
question or equity in exposure.
The integrating •eaia in most Oubb1es are
tn• classic air, water, soil, and food. Under
so•e c1rcu•stances we may consider the human
body to be an integrating •edium, as in the
case or pollutants whose ertects are cumulative
in the body over a l lletime. The air !lay mix
the e•1ss1ons from stack A and stack & so that
the downwind victim experiences the average or
tne two. Certain pollutants may be d1rrusea
throughout a body or water 1n such a way tnat
neavy emissions on one day may be oa1anceo orr

5ubb1es--Genera1 Principles
Ir. genera!, a buboie approach to environ
mental regulation •ay be tnougnt or as any
approach tnat aims at ensuring tnat environ
mental exposure to some po1iutant is reaucea or
controlled "on the average" wn11e accepting
some var1aoil1ty across emitters in the magn1
tude or tne1r contribution. "Dn tne averagen
and "emitters" are ideas that obvious1y require
rurtner a1scussion.
~ureoses

elements or a bubble

or bubble regui@tions

kegu1ators may use buooles ror at 1east xour
reasons. First, they •ay ai low Institution ot a
stringent regu1ation that would be infeasible
ror eacn entity to •eet, yet might be reas1bie
ror an industry 1&s a whole. Second, bubbles
make 1t possible to improve the 1ie~1oil1ty or
a regulation rrom the standpoint ot the regu
lated entities and •ay thus lessen any negative
economic i•pacts. The classic plant bubble is
a case in point, providing ror operating tlelli
b1l1ty oy regulating the pollution trom the
entire plant rather than that from each smoke
stack. Third, oubb:es •ay improve tne
"ra1rness" or appl1catlon or the burdens asso
ciateo witn a regulation.
In this way regulators
may mitigate the economic impact or an action
upon t1rms tnat are somenow unusually sensit1Ye
to its proY1s1ons. Tne rinal reason ror using
a ouoble approach 1s realty derivative or tne
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against very light emissions on another day
with the same eitect as it daily emissions had
been caretully held to an lnter•ediate or
average level.
Enforcement

to pay unmerited non-compliance penalties in ex
change tor the smaller sample.
Distributeo compliance systems that sounded
wonderful when being discussed in theory by
po1tcy makers and economists may contribute to
the development of ulcers Dy the Agency's 1ega1
fraternity. The very complexity or these
schemes eay become a major problem in court,
where the vioiator can take pot-shots at the
reasonableness ot the regulation and se•K reruge
in the loopholes that are the unintended con
sequence or complexity. The statistical aspects
or the design or the re1ulation are put to a
severe test as the violator's attorneys and
consultants question the A1ency'1 proor that
statistical assumptions were met or question tne
appropriateness or the methods chosen. Where
compliance is distributed amonc different tirms,
eajor ditf iculties may arise over the fixing or
responsibility tor a violation--a problem tnat
•ay be uniikely to occur with a simpier com
pliance scheme.

consideration~

Measureaent and1or samplin1 problems may
arise with distributed compliance regulations
tnat are rarely a problem with more conventio
nal approaches. An example is a scheae tor
averaginc autoeobile emissions across eode1s or
en1ine ramilies that was considered by the
Agency some years ago. Without a bubble
approach the certitication process is lialted
to determining whether each engine tamily meets
a single standard. Under a bubble approach a
whole set ot issues arises around measuring the
emission level ot each ramily within some con
t1oence Jimits--quest1ons ot sample size and
design and distribution shape rear their heaos.
When these vehicles are tested to verity their
in-use performance, statistical concerns again
arise as we consider whether the manutacturer
should be held responsible ror the point esti
mate ot certification emissions, the lower
conridence limit 1to provide maximum protection
ror the environment, or the upper conridence
limit ito protect the manufacturer against
unpleasant surprises that may be based upon
sampling error1. These statistical concerns
clearly have sharply rocussed policy and 1ega1
implications.
une errect ot some distributed coapiiance
scnemes is to unintentionally compromise an
environmental benerit which arises out or in
dustry quality assurance provisions. In the
simple situation where the manuracturer eust
meet a standard and face dire consequences tor
railing to oo so, some Rheadroom" is likely to
be Jett between the actual emission level and
the somewhat higher standard. This gap oenerits
th• environment to the eKtent ot the manurac
turer' s intolerance ot risk. A redesign or such
an eK1sting compliance scheme to a distributed
compliance approach with payment ot a monetary
penalty tor each ton ot pollutant over the
overall standard may lead to an increase in
emissions by reoucing the manufacturers' uncer
tainty, even though emissions overall remain
under the statutory standard.
fhe entorcement ot bubble regulations may
cost more than would be the case tor simpler
alternatives. This is true because ot the co•
ptexity of sampling and measurement and the
administrative machinery needeo to carry out
entorcement. Where the buoble regulation pro
vides signiricant benefits to the inaustry in
the rorm or flexibility, but costs •ore to ad
minister, the qu•stion arises as to whether the
Agency or the industry should bear the cost. An
int•rest1ng example or the workin& out of these
problems can be seen in a groundbreaking regu
lation for heavy-duty engine emissions negot1a
ted between the Agency and various interesteo
parties. Where a smal I manuracturer rinds the
number or tests required by lhe Agency to estab
lish a ramily's emissions level too burdensome,
tne rirm may elect a sampline approach that uses
rewer tests. The risk to the environment is
nelo constant, leading to higher risk of nav1ng

The case or lead
History and b•ckground
Lead compounds were first used in gasoline 1n
the 1920s to boost octane. Th• effects ot lead
on octane can be seen in the sample response
curve, Figure 1. While this curve is dirterent
ror dirfertnt base gasolines, its essentiai
teature is a declining octane oener1t per un1t
or lead as the total lead concentration in
creases. The nature ot this curve creates an
incentive tor retiners to spread the amount ot
lead they are allowed to use as evenly as possi
ble over the gal Ions of leaded gasoline pro
duced.
In addition to increasin1 octane rating,
lead compounds provide some protection tram
valve wear to oloer engines aesigned with sett
va1ve seats. ihis valve protection is prov1deo
by relatively low concentrations or leao com
pared to the more than two grams per leaded
gallon \gplg! once used in leaded gasoline tor
octane reasons.
As mentionea earlier, lead in gasoline was
t1rst regulated in 1979 both to reduce 1ead ror
health reasons and to provide tor availability
or unleaoed gasoline. iougher standards ror
automotive emissions or carbon monox1oe 1Cu1 ano
hydrocarbons lHC! led auto makers to turn to
catalytic converters as control devices. wiaeiy
used t1rst in 1a75, these devices are very sen
sitive to poisoninc by lead, phosphorus, and
otner metallic substances.
Types ot rerineries
The rerining industry grew up with the auto
eobi le and 1s thus a relatively old industry.
Retineries are technologically stratitied by ace
based upon the level of technology when they
were constructed. The 1eo1raphica1 developaent
ot the industry has tended to fol tow concen
trations ot population. Thus the older reri
neries tend to b• located in the East. Newer
refineries tend to be located near emerging
cent~rs or population and more recently devel
oped sources or crude oil. These newer rac111
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ties, incorporating more recent technology, tend
to be located on tne West Coast.
As one mignt eKpect, refineries also vary
considerabiy in size. Figure 2 shows something
or the size distribution at tne inoustry. A
substantiai number ot these smal I rerineries
togetner produce only a saal I part or the total
gasoline supply.
In certain markets, these
smai I facilities may play an important role aue
to h1gn transportation costs rrom areas where
larger and more etticient refineries are locatea.

rortably at (). 70 gpl g could sel I the proauct or
its leaoeo gallonage and the d1trerence Detween
that concentration and the standard or 1.10 gplg
to one or more other refineries which touno 1t
necessary to use more than 1. 10 gpig 1n their
leaded gasoline. Such transactions were required
to occur during the compliance period in ques
tion and coula occur either witn1n corporate
boundaries or across them.
Without cnanging the time dimension, trading
extended the bubble or distributed compiiance
system tor lead into the dimension ot space.
Incurring no acre transportation costs than tne
price or a stamp, a ret inery or importer in New
Jersey could purchase the right to use lead that
was not needed by a retinery or importer in
Oregon and thereby 1egiti111 ze actual Iead use
that was over the standard. The integrating
media were essentially the same as for quarter1y
averaging, but greater reliance was placed upon
the homo1enizin& ettects ot the distribution
system to avoid the development ot "hot spots".

The lead bubo.es
Quarterly averaging. The tirst bubble or
averaging approach used in regulating 1asoi1ne
leaa emerged almost unconsciously in the process
ot selecting an etr1cient way to monitor com
pliance. Since continuous monitoring or each
refinery's output was not practical, and since
requiring that each gallon ot gasoline must meet
a standard was very intlexible from the indus
try's standpoint, lhi:: first regulations pre
scribed a compliance period during which tne
average concentration or lead could not exceed
tne stanaard. Tne selection ot a ca1enaar quar
ter represents a compromise between environmen
tal concerns and the industry's need ror tlex1
bility. The dimension tor this bubble, then, is
time. The relatively high concentrations dic
tate a short time span in oraer to protect
public heaith. The integrating media are the
air and sell troll which lead emitted in automo
bile tKhaust is taken into the human Dody. Tne
environmental concerns regaro1ng the use or the
quarter are mitigated oy the tact tnat the gaso
line distribution system tends to mix gaso11ne
trom ditterent proaucers in the marketplace, ana
the air ana soil smooth out, over the course
quc.rter, the intensity ot num<an exposure.

Banking. Responding tc a mounting body or
eviaence on the negative health etrects ot Isac
and to the problem or increased conventional
pollutants rrom lead-poisoned emission contro1
systems, the Agency took turther action on leao
in eariy 1!:1e5. As shown in Figure ::i, the re
suit1ng regulations reduced the allowable 1ead
concentration by &l~ in two stages <rrom 1.10
gpig to 0.50 gplg on July 1, l9e5, and tram v.5v
gplg to 0.10 gplg on January 1, 1986>. This
sharp tightening at the standard rar lead was
accompanied by a system ot banking which errect
ively extended the lead bubble over a much
longer time span than the calenaar quarter tnat
was previously allowed.
Under the banking provisions a retiner was
allowed to store away in a bank account th@
dirrerence between the standard and eitner 0.10
gplg or actual leaa usage, whichever was 1arger.
$ucn accumulation ot rights was permitted during
the tour quarters or calendar 1985. The bankeo
lead rights were to oe available tor use or
transrer to another reriner or importer during
any ruture quarter through 1987. Thus lead
rights foregone during 1965 could be used to
meet the snarply tighter 0.1v gplg standard
during 1986 and 1987 atter which any remainini
rignts expire. The 0.10 actual lead use 1im1
tat1on on rights accumulation was intended to
avoid any incentive tor refiners to use 1ess
than v.lO gplg in leaded gasoline, since this
was the level believed sutticient to protect tn~
valves or some older engines trom excessive
wear.
The A1ency's ~redictions ot probaDle tetiner
behavior when given the flexibility or banking
are shown 1n Figure "• in which the concentra·
tions trom Figure 3 are weighted by estimates
ot leaded gallonage. The sh.aded areas during
l~dS represent the extent to which Agency econo
mists expected rerlneries to lower lead concen
trations in order to bank lead rights for later
use. The shaded areas tarther to the right show
the ditterence between the expected concentra
tions and the standard during the 1986-1987
period when the banked ri1hts could be used to
supplenent the 0.10 gplg ailowed under the stan
dard. As the figure shows, the Agency expectea

Trading. The second bubble occurreo 1n a
more ae1iberate tashion with re1ulatlons that
became errective in late 19d2 and early 1983.
These reeuiations shifted the basis of the stan
dard and introducea a system ot trading in 1ead
usage rights. The standard was changed trom one
pertaining to a rerinery's pooied gaso11ne out·
put <unleaaeo and leaded considered togetheri to
a standard applied strictly to leaaed gasoline.
Tne original regulation purposerully encouraged
the increased production or unleaded gasoline as
this product was new to the market. By 196~.
unleaaed gasoline had become a permanent tix
ture. The cnange lo base the standard on leadeo
gasoline on1y was made so tnat tne total amount
ol lead in gasoiine would decline with the per
centage or 1asoline demand that was 1eaded.
Under the older poolea standard the amount ot
lead per leaded gai lon could increase as the
percentage ot leaded declined, resulting in a
slower decline in total lead use.
Accompanied by a tightening of standards and
a pha1eout ot special small rerinery standards,
the trading system provided ror an improve•ent
in the •I location or lead usage among rerlne
ries. This was done by permitting retiner1es
wnich needed less lead than the standard allowec
to sei I their excess to other less technologi
cally advanced retineries. Thus a mooern rac1
11ty capable ol producing leaded aasoline com
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only partial use or banking in the tirst quarter
or 1985 aue to the time required tor reriner1es
to revise their planning horizons under th• new
regulations. The heaviest banK1ng was e•pected
to occur in the second quarter as retineries
were able to take ful I advantage at the reguia
tion. The third and lourth quarters were ex
pected to show only slight banking due to the
SS~ reduction in the standard to O.SO gp1g.
Predictions tor the 1986-1967 period show de
clining lead use in the second year as addi
tional octane generation capacity was e•pected
to come into service in anticipation 01 the 0.10
standard without banking.
This tina1 step in extending a system or
distributed compl1ance--a bubble--to cover lead
in gasoline completed what was started by the
decision to use quarters as compliance periods,
creatly extending on a temporary basis the t1ae
span over which rerineries could demonstrate
compliance. Coupled with the trading provisions
to proviae tor distribution over the space di
mension, the package provided the industry with
a very substantial degree of flexibility in
meeting a standard which public health needs
required ~o be a1 stringent as possible. The
banking and trading together provided tor an
orderly adaptation by the more obsolete tacili
ties, providing them with the tiae necessary to
1nstal l new equipment.

quarter. About hail ot the entities reporting
to the Acency made deposits in tnat t1rst
quarter, and tne industry held the actuat leao
concentration to 0.70 gpig--lower than tne
Agency had predicted--thus banking more leao
rights than expected. Along with the banking
ca•e a sharp increase in trading activity. The
lead rights, because they no longer eKplted at
the end ot each quarter, were worth more and
were traded in a more rational market where
sellers had more time to seek out buyers and
where brokers arose to place buyers and sellers
in touch with each other. The higher price or
lead rights ied to an explosion in tne nu•oer of
alcohol blenders. Major ret iners' raci l i ties,
whlch were previously not motivatea to buy or
even sel I lead rights, began to bank and trade
ageressively, stockin1 up rlghts tor use in the
1986-1987 transition period at the new more
stringent standard of 0.10 gplg.
Fieures S and 6 show the lead use outcome or
banking and trading compared to the standards
and Agency predictions at the time the stanoar~s
were promulgated. Figure S shows concentrations
while figure 6 introduces leaded gallonaee. The
early and vigorous banking reduced concentra
tions to a lower level than expected, ano sub
stantial bankina continued to occur on into tne
second haif of the year under a hair gram stan
dard. Actual lead use, as tigure 6 shows, was
hi&her than predicted in both the secono ana
third quarters as a result ol higher tnan anti
cipatea leaded 11asoline usa11e.
In al I, 1965
endea with a net collectlve bank balance in
eKcess or ten billion grams.
The tirst quarter ot 1986 saw lead rights
leavlna the banK at about the rate that the
Agency had predicted. The second quarter causea
some alarm with a sharp drain on the Dank owing
to the unusually high leaded gallonage at a
substantially nigher concentration, o.~u gp1g,
than predicted. As Figures S and o show,
though, this early drain was partially otrset Dy
lower than expecteo usage in the tourth quarter.

Mow well it worked
Use ot banking and trading. From th~ ¥ery
beginninc 01 the trading provisions in 19&~,
between one titth and one third or the reporting
facilities found it either necessary or desira
ble to purchase lead rights tor use in demon
strat1n1 compliance with the re1ulation1. Tne
amount or lead involved in these transactions
was at first small, amountin1 to about 7~ or tne
tota1 lead used. By the end at 196" this r 1gure
nad cli~oed to 20~.
The trading provisions of the regulation
unintentionally permitted tacilities blending
aiconcl into leaded gasoline to claim and sell
lead r1gnts based upon tneir activity. These
tacilities, frequently little more than large
service stations, generated lead rights in tne
amount or the product or the 1.10 standard ano
tne number or cal Ions ot alcohol they blended.
Both the lead and the gallons ot leaded gasoline
into whicn the alcohol was blended had already
been reported by others. While these alcohol
01enders 1nczeased sharply In nu•ber starting in
the second quarter or 1984, their activities
g•nerated only a small amount ot lead rignt1.
This appearance ot a new "industry" as an unex
pected consequence ot the regulation should
remind the statistician or analyst that "ceteris
par1bus" is not always the case. Even with al i
the available information about the re1ulated
inaustry to analyze, all else will not be equal
since the regulation itselr wili cause pertur
bations, such as the new and previously non
existent class or blender "retiners".
The bankin1 program provided a 1reat deal or
rlexiDility to the industry, and accordingly was
neavily used fro• its outset in the t1rst
quarter ot 1965, even though the regulations
were not made tinal until atter tne end ot tne

The tnvironmental ettect at the reculation
nas been an unusually sharp and rapid decrease
in a major pollutant, one that health stuo1es
indicate may be more dangerous at lower con
centrations and to a broader segment ot the
nuean population than used to be believed. The
banking and trading appear to have done pre
cisely wnat tney were intended and expected to,
trading otl lead use lower than the standard 1n
1985 against higher use in 1966-1961 w1tn a
total lead use oYer the period about the same as
it the stanaards had been ri&idly neld to.
lt
may be the case·that a lead reduction this
severe could not have been achieved without the
aistrlbuted compliance approach that was usea.
It is certainly true that a transition to lower
standards was achieved with greatly reduced
economic impact.
Administration and enrorcement. The bankin&
and trading re1ulations were conceived with
every lntent that the Agency could keep a low
protile and let market •echanisms do most. ct the
work. While this was achieved to a substantial
degree, the need to ensure compliance 1nvo1ved
the Agency in processing more paperwork than tne
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quantities or gasoline and lead that tor con
venience all at the report torms used thousanas
ot gallons and kilograms of lead as units. To
report in saailer units would be to claim a
degree or precision lacking in the basic 1nror
mation available to the refineries' accounting
departments. The effect of rounding to thou
sands, trivial to larger refineries, was deri
nitely not trivial to the blenders, many or whom
only blended a thousand gal Ions ot alcohoi 1n a
quarte~.
The blenders used whatever units
optimized their profit with a tine disregard for
the proper placement or decimal points. ~here
their cal lonage was, liiay, 1,t>OO gal Ions, they
would take advantage of the rounding instruc
tions on the torm to claim credits based upon~
units ot a thousand gallons each.
If the amount
was l,400, they would report in gallons rather
than thousands of gal Ions, otten without
labelling the units or putting a decimal point
in the correct position.
All ot these ditficulties ot enrorcement
logistics came into being as a result or the
complexity ot the bubble or distributed com
pliance system. With a simpie set ot rigid
standards there wouid have been no blenders.
Fortunately, this walii a case where the environ
aent suttered almost no harm as a result or the
unforeseen consequences ot the regulations,
however embarrassing the situation may nave oeen
to Acency managers. This was probaoly mostly
good luck, and should not be counted upon to
happen routinely.

drarters ot the regulations anticipated. It is
probaoly worthwhile to examine briefly how this
happened.
The rlood oi alcohol blenders swellin1 the
ranks or the reporting population was not expec
ted. Blenoers nad tirst coae onto the scene
with the trading provisions. By the end of 1984
they numbered something over a hundrea, sel iing
smal I amounts ot lead credits, generated during
the quarter, to small and/or obsolete refineries
which were not otherwise· able to aeet the 1.10
gplg standard.
In the first quarter of 1985
well over 200 additional blenders reported,
drawn by the prospect ot either i•••diately
HI ling their lead usage rights at the sharply
higher prices that prevailed with bankinc or re
tainini them and speculating on the price. As
the word or this opportunity spread amonc dis
trioutors and service station chain1, the pop
ulation of these "refineries~ exploded, reaching
more than 600 by the third quarter of 1965 and
pushing the reporting population above 900.
The numbers themseives would not have been
such a problem tor the Asency if ail of the
reports had been made correctly. The blenders,
though, were new to this business. They didn't
understand the regulations, and they lacked the
accounting and legal departments which usually
handled reporting tor large refineries. The most
common error aade by the blenders was to attempt
to bank and immediately sell to another refiner
lead ri&hts that could not legitimately be
c1a1med. This frequently took the torm or
simply aultiplying the alcohol gallonage by the
standard 11.10 or 0.50 gplg, depending on the
quarter!, Ignoring the restriction mentioned
earlier that lead r1ghts could be banked only on
roregone lead usage above 0.10 SPI&. By the
time the blender.tiled a report and his error
was detected by the Agency's computer, tne
rights hao already been sold to another party
and potthaps resold or used.
In addition to the
obvious lega1 tangle caused by this, there was
the instabl lity ot the blender population--the
party responsible tor the improperly generated
rights could not alw•y1 b• round.
The enrorceaent machinery developea by th&
Agency to handle lead phasedown was shaped by
certain reasonaole expectations about the re
porting popu1at1on--scale or operations, nuaber
or report1nc entities, relative sopnist1cation,
etc. Tt1e blenders did not tit these expec
tations, and the entorceaent process developed
considerable congestion until some adaptation
couid take place. The computer system developed
to audit reports and especially to match up the
parties in lead rights transrers did precisely
what it was designed to do and cenerated thick
stacks ot error output where only a tew errors
had been expected. The further processing or
the errors had to be done manually and required
clerical and legal statf lng at a level that was
not anticipated. By the time these resources
were increased to the appropriate levels the
backlog ot errors was substantial and the ti•e
elapsed since the tiling ot the original reports
made sortin& things out more difficult.
A rurther illustration of how the crystal
bal I can tail is found in the ditterence bet111een
true reriner1es and the blenders in scale at
operations. True refineries deal in such large

Legai Considerations
The statistician frequently rinds himselr
with a well-thought-out concept tor a procedure
only to be raced with complications in the
implementation scheme. Banking and tradine
proved no exception to this problem. The idea
or tree trade of lead rights oetween parties in
order to increase tlexibility of each refinery's
planning was too good to resist. Tne government
even took great pains to stay at "arms distancert
in the trading process. Prior eKperience with
the Department of Energy's entitlements program,
in which the Federal governaent established
rormula upon rormula to assure that every reri
nery got its "fair share" demonstrated that the
Federal government was not the best broKer 1n
the refinery industry!
In this case the EPA was
staying out oi the business.
So, what could go wrong? Since lead rights
are valuable, there is an incentive to cheat.
The value of lead rights rose from 3t4 of a
penny to slightly oYer 4 cents per gram ot lead.
Trading and banklng transactions are trequently
in the ordet ot ZS to 50 mi Ilion grams. Thus
the dollar a•ounts are in the •1 to•~ miilion
dollar vicinity. Consequently, monitoring and
enforcement become maJor issues. Monitoring and
its requirement tor extra personnel ano computer
usage has already been discussed. Entorcement
and the leaai considerations are another matter.
~rior to banking and trading, the resulat1ons
were applied on a refinery by refinery basis and
entorcement was a fairly straightforward matter.
Under banking and trading the host or possible
violations increased exponentially. The types
ot violations incluoed trading rights that were
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the proole•s involved in day-ta-day imp1ernen
tation and enrorcement or the raqulatlons. He
must guard against being the party who susgestea
the program and tnen walked away wnen soae as
pect didn't work as planned.

iaproperly generated, selling the same rights
twice, and banking rights tor a future quarter
that were in tact required for the current
quart~r·s co•pliance.
Any or these trans
gressions, ot course, eay have ra111ticat1ons ror
the buyers ot such lead rights. The situation
becomes very coaplex from an entorce•ent stand
point since trequently rights are sold to an
intermediary who resells th••·
It the original
rights were bogus, or partly bogus, wno among
all the recipient5 has good rights and who has
bad ones? These are not like counterreit bilis;
they are entirely fungible, and determining it a
particular ri&ht is 1e1itimate can be a night
mare. Since banking lasts over several time
periods, bogus rights can be exchanged frequent
ly, and tracing the source of the bad r11hts can
be next to impossible. Further, what action, it
any, shou1d be taken against the 1000 taitn
purchaser ot such lead rights? This last ques
tion suodivides into possible ditterent act1ons
depending upon whether the purchaser just de
posits the rights Into his account or, alterna
t1vely, actually uses them berore they are
discovered to be bogus. The possibilities seem
endless!
An interesting sidelight to these ditficui
ties is that it is frequently a s•al I reriner
with •~•II amounts ot rl1hts that causes the
ditficulty. More ettort is expenoed to chase
saall intractions than can be imagined, ano
enforcement policies designed for use w1th a
saall number of large violators prove awkward
and unwleidy when dealin& with a larse nllllber ot
small violators. A second side ertect, though
no tault ox the de5lgner ot the regulation, is
that many refineries find theaselves bankrupt in
today's oil industry. Chasing after lead rights
or a bankrupt concern is generally tar iess than
truitlul.
Nevertheless, the system has tared remarkab1y
wet!. uver ten biil1on grams of lead rights
were banked, roughly two year's worth, and no
one is asking tor government intervention to
make lead rignts trading run more smoathiy.
however, the point to be made is that the sta·
t1stic1an can ill-atrord to wash his hands oi

Conclusions
we have tried to provide in this paper an
analytic rramework ror understanding the set or
. cospliance management mechanisms loosely ciassi·
tied as "bubb1es". we nave seen something or
the attractive reatures ot such approaches,
especially tro• the stanapoint or the economic
tlexibillty which they may •ake possib1e, but
have also seen some ot the ways in which things
may 10 otherwise tnan as the drafters or the
regulations intended. The lead phasedown
banking and tradin1 system was used to illus
trate so•e ot ·the concepts presented, even
though the statistical problems in this regula
tion were less extensive than those with soaa
other bubble regulations.
uistributea compliance schemes are tasci
nating to economists, and they are attractive to
higher A1ency •anagers trom other proressional
backgrounds because of their potential to blunt
tne resistance to needed environmental regula
tion ano sugarcoat the regulatory pill. The
statistician must have a place in the develop
ment ot these regulations--the questions or
measure•ent, estimation, and uncertainty that
are frequently involved demand it. The proper
role ot the statistician is not Just that of
picking up the pieces after thin1s begin to ao
wrong in i•plesentation. Neither is it to be a
nit-picking nay-sayer whnse business is to tel I
people why "you can't set there trom here".
R~lher the statistician's role shoula be an
arf irmat1ve one--that or a tut i partner in tn~
regulation development process. As such,
members or the proresslon must not only serve in
the critical roie ot assuring a regulation's
scient1t1c integrity <ano therefore lts entorce
aoilityl but must also lend their creativity ano
special insights to the funoamentai oesign ot
the regulation's compliance syste•, finding ways
to do things where others, perhaps, canhot.
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Figure 1
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Figure 3
Standards and predictQd• lead concQntrctions
under banking and trading
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Figure 5
PrQdictQd* and actual lead concentrations
under banking program
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DISCUSSION
N. Phillip Ross
us Environmental Protection Agency
ance. The bubble approach, even under
conditions of non-uniformity, provides
the needed incentives to encourage
voluntary compliance. Environmental
. standards which cause major economic
hardship for the regulated industry
will be difficult to enforce. Federal
enforcement resources are minimal.
Lack of a substantial enforcement
presence could result in greater pol
lution through noncompliance. Even
though the real world does not always
conform to the basic assumption of the
bubble model, the real world will use
the approach to achieve an overall
reductions in pollution.

The concept of bubbles is intrigu
ing: an umbrella under which trades can
be made which enable regulated indus
tries within the bubble to meet
environmental standards--standards that
they otherwise may not have been able to
satisfy. This paper describes such a
bubble; an umbrella of time for compli
ance with lead in gasoline standards.
The idea has loqical appeal. Unfor
tunately, the world in which it is
implemented is not always as logical.
There is an implicit concept of
uniformity that underlies the ideas of
trading and banking. It's okay to have
high levels of pollutants as long as you
balance them against low levels either
at a later point in time or by purchas
ing •credits.• Although the "average"
levels of the pollutant within the bub
ble's boundaries may be at or below the
EPA standard, there will be many points
within the bubble where levels are well
above the standard. From a public
health point of view, this may not be
desirable. It eventually translates
into periods when the population at risk
will receive exposures to levels greater
than the standard.

The lead bubble was very successful.
the authors have pointed out, there
were problems; however, overall the
levels of lead in gasoline did go down
rapidly. This probably would not have
happened under the more traditional
approach to enforcement.
As

I agree with the author's conclusion
that statisticians must learn to play
a greater role in developing the
strategies and in "finding ways to do
things where others, perhaps, cannot."
Statistical thinking involves the
consideration of uncertainty in
decisionmakinq. All problems cannot be
solved statistically; however, statisti
cal thinking can help solve problems.
Statisticians need to realize that their
roles are not limited to the design or
analysis components of a study. They
have a role to play in the process of
regulation development and in the
development of new an innovative ways
to deal with enforcement and compliance
problems--ways which are not necessarily
based on mathematically tractable
assumptions.

As pointed out by the authors, a
major advantage to use of the bubble in
the case of lead in gasoline was that
many refiners and blenders who could not
immediately meet the standard were able
to continue operations through the pur
chase of credits. Indeed, imposition of
the standard on many of these companies
may well have forced them out of busi
ness. This is not a minor concern.
Enforcement of environmental standards
is exceptionally difficult. The
regulated industry must be willinq to
cooperate through voluntary compli
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VAR !ABLE SAMPLING SCHEDULES TO OETERM I NE PM1 o STATUS
Neil H. Frank and Thomas C. Curran
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Research Triangle Park, NC 27711
Pursuant to the requirements of the
1977 «nendments to the Clean Air Act, EPA
has reviewed new scientific and technical
data and has promulgated substantial
revisions to the particulate matter
standards.2,3 The review identified the
need to focus from larger, total parti
cles to smaller, inhalable particles that
are more damaging to hunan health. The
TSP indicator for particulate matter has
tnerefore, been replaced with a new
indicator called PM10 that only includes
those particles with an aerodynamic
diameter smaller than or equal to a
nominal 10 micrometers. A 24-hour
concentration of 150 ug/m3 levels was
selected to provide a wide margin
of safety against exposure which is asso
ciated with increased mortality and
aggravation of respiratory illness; an
annual average concentration of SU ug/m3
was selected to provide a reasonable
margin of safety against long-term degra
dation in lung function. The secondary
standards were set at the same levels to
protect against welfare effects, The
EPA review also noted that the relative
protection provided by the previous short
term PM standards varied significar.tly
with the frequency of sampling, This
was identified as a fl aw in both the
form of the earlier TSP standard and the
associated monitoring requirements.
Fa llowi ny the recommendations of the EPA
staff review, the interaction ~etween
the form of the standard and alternative
monitorin~ requirements was considered
in developi ny the recently promul:iated PM
standards.
F onn of the New PMio Standards
The new standards for particu1 ate
matter are stated in tenns of a statis
tical form. The 24-hour standards were
chanyed from a concentration level not to
be exceeded more than once per year to
a concentration level not to have more
than one ex pee ted exceedance per year.
This form corresponds to the one promul
gated for the revised ozone stanaard in
1979.4 The annual standards were changed
from an annual average concentration not
to be exceeded to an expected annual
average concentration. To be more con
sistent with pollutant exposure, the
annual average statistic was also changed
from a geometric mean to an arittrnetic
mean.
The attainment tests, described for
the new expected value forms of the
particulate matter standards, are
designed to reduce the effects of
year- to-year vari abi 1 i ty in po 11 utant
concentrations due to meteorology.
and unusual events. For the new 24-hour
PM standard, an expected annual

Introduction
In Apri 1 1971, EPA set National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
for partkul ate matter (PM) and five
other air pollutants - nitrogen dioxide,
sulfur oxides, carbon dioxide. hydrocar
bons, and photochemical oxidants.l
There are two types of NAAQS: primary
standards designed to protect human
health and secondary standards designed
to protect public welfare. In recent
years, the standard for hydrocarbons has
been rescinded and standards for an
add i ti ona 1 po 11 utan t, 1ead, have been
added. The reference method for measur
i ny attainment of the PM standards pro
mulgated ;n 1971 was the "high-volune"
sampler. which collects PM up to a nominal
size of 25 to 45 micrometers (l.111). This
measure of PM was called "Total Suspended
Particulate (TSP)" and was the indicator
for the 1971 PM standards. The primary
(health-related) standards set in 1971
for particulate matter (measured as TSP)
were 26U ug/m3, averaged over a per1od
of 24-hours and not to be exceeded more
than once µer year, and 75 ug/m3 annual
geometric mean. The secondary (welfare
related) standard set in 1971 (measured
as TSP) was lSO ug/m3, averaged over a
period of 24 hours .and not to be exceeded
more than once per year.
The gaseous NAAQS poll utan ts including
carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide. ozone,
and sulfur dioxide, are sampled with
instr1.111ents which operate continuously,
producing data for each hour of the year.
This data is subsequently processed into
various statistical indicators necessary
to judge air quality status and attain
ment with their respective standards.
Lead and TSP are NAAQS pollutants sampled
on an intennittent basis. For these
pollutants, one integrated 24-hour mea
surement is typically scheduled every
sixth day. This is designed to produce
measur!!llents which are representative of
every day of the week and season of the
year. This approach has been shown to be
useful in producing unbiased estimates of
quarterly and annual aver aye air quality,
but has various limitations reyarding
estimation of peak air quality values.
One shortcoming of concern was that
attainment of the short-tenn 260 ug/m3
TSP standard could be judged using data
typically collected every sixth day and
there was no specified adjustment for the
effect of incomplete sampling. This was
recognized as a problE!lll in the early
197U's. If the second highest observed
TSP measurement was less than 260 ug/m3,
the primary health related standard was
judged as being attained. These stan
dards were ten11ed "detenni nistic ."
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n1.111oer of exceedances would be estimated
from observed data to account for the
effects of incomplete sampling followiny
the precedents set for the ozone stan
dard. With averaging of annual arithlle
t1c means and estimated exceedances over
a multiple-year time period. the forms of
these standards wi 11 permit more ace urate
i ndi caters of air quality stat us and wi 11
provide a more stable target for control
strateyy develo1J11ent.
·
The adjustments for incomplete data
and use of multi-year time periods are
s1gni ficant improvanents in the inter
pretation of the particulate matter
standards. These changes increase the
relative importance of the 24-hour stan
dard and play an important role in the
develoi:ment of the PM10 monitoring
strategy. They al so help to alleviate
the implicit penalty under the old form
that was associated with more complete
data. The review of alternative forms of
the 24-hour standards identified that
the ability to detect nonattainment
situations improves with increasing
sample size. This is true for the pre
vious "deterministic" form and the
current statistical form. With the
new 24-hour attainment test. however,
there is a significant increase in the
probaoility of failing the attainment
test with incomplete data sets. This
sets the stage for attainment sampling
strate\j i es.
Figure 1 presents the probability of
failing the 24-hour attainment tests for
the new PM10 NAAQS over a 3-year period.
These failure probabilities were based on:
(l) a constant 24-hour PM10 exceedance
probability from an underlying concentra
tion frequency distribution with a speci
fied characteristic high value (concen
tration whose expected nunber of exceed
ances per year is exactly one). and (2)
a binomial distribution of the nL111ber of
observed exceedances as a function of
sample size. Lognorrnal distributions
with standard geometric deviations (sgd)
of 1.4 and 1.6 were chosen for this
illustration to represent typical air
quality situations. The approach used
in Figure 1 and throughout this paper
are similar to analyses presented else
where.5,6,7 This facilitates examining
properties of the proposed standard in
terms of the relative status of a site to
the standard level (e.g. 20 percent above
the standard or 10 percent below the
standard) and the nunber of sampling days
per year. It is worth noting that the
percent above or below the standard is
determined by the characteristic high.
This is more indicative of the percent
control requirenents than using the
expected exceedance rates.
Samp l i ny frequency was judged to not
be an important factor in the ability to
identify nonattainment situations for
either the current or previous annual

standards. This is due to the generally
unbiased nature and small statistical
variability of the annual mean which is
used to judge attainment with this stan
dard. The change to an expected annual
mean form, however, would tend to provide
better estimates of the long-term pol
lutant behavior and provide a more stable
indicator of attainment status.
With the new 24-hour attainment test,
·one important consequence of increased
failure probabilities ls the potential
misclassification of true attainment
areas. In Figure 1, it can be seen
that these Type I errors are generally
higher for srnal l sample sizes, including
those typical of previous TSP monitoring.
This error is shown to be as high as 0.22
for a site which is 10 percent below the
standard and has a sampling frequency of
115 days per year.
During the review of the standards,
1t was recognized that the id ea 1 approach
to evaluate air quality status would be
to employ everyday sampling. This would
minimize the potential misclassification
error associated with the new PM attain
ment tests. From Figure 1, it can be
seen that this would produce the desir
able results of high failure probabili
ties for nonattainment sites and low
failure probabilities for attainment
sites. Unfortunately, existing PM moni
toring technology as well as available
monitoring resources do not make it
convenient to monitor continuously
throughout the nation. Moreover. wh i 1e
more data is better than less, it may not
be necessary in all situations. ~hen we
revisit Figure 1, it can be seen that
when a site is considerably above or
below the standard, small sample sizes
can al so produce reasonably correct
results with respect to attainmen~
nonattainment decisions. Thus, in order
to balance the ideal and the practical, a
monitoring strategy was developed which
involves variable sampling schedules to
determine PM10 status and attainment with
the new standards.
The new strategy will permit most
locations to continue sampling once in 6
days for particulate matter. Selected
locations will be required to operate
with systematic sampling schedules of
once in 2 days or every day. ioli th
approval of EPA Reyional Office these
schedules may also vary quarterly depend
in~ on the local seasonal behavior of
PMiu· Schedules of once in 3 days were
not considered because of the di scon
tinuity in failure probabilities occurin~
at 115 sampling days per year (95'.t data
capture). seen in Figure land discussed
elsewhere.5.7
Monitoring Stra teqy
The previous monitorin11 regulations
which applied to particulate matter
specified that "at 1east one 24-hour
sample (is required) every 6 days except
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during periods or seasons ex811pted by
the Regional Administrator."8 The new
PM10 monitoring regulations w:iuld permit
monitori119 ayencies to continue this sampling
frequency for PM1u but would require them
to conduct more frequent PM10 sampling in
certain areas in order to estimate air
quality indicators more accurately for
control strategy development and to
provide more correct attainment/nonat
taiment detenninations.9 The change in
monitorin~ practice is largely req•Jired
to overcome the deficiency of existing
sampling frequency in detecting exceed
ances of the 24-hour standard. The
operating scheaules proposed for the
measurement of PM10 wi 11 consist of a
short-term and long-term monitoring plan.
The short-term monitoring plan will be
based on the requirements and time
schedules set forth in the new PM10
ImplB11entation Regulations for revising
existing State Implementation Plans
(SIPs).10 The requirements ensure that the
standards will be attained and properly
maintained in a timely fashion. The
long-term requirements will oepend on
PM10 air quality status derived from future
PM10 moni taring data. These are designed
to ensure that adequate information is
produced to eva1 uate PM10 air quality
status and to ensure that the standards
are attained and subsequently maintained.
Consistent with the new reference
sampling principle, available PMrn
instrunents only produce one integrated
measurement during each 24-nour period.
Multiple instr1J11ents operating with
timers, therefore are necessary to avoid
daily vi sits to a given location. The
new standards, however, will per~it
approval of alternative "equivalent"
methods which include the use of contin
uous analyzers. Because of the new
monitoring requiranents, instrllllent
manufacturers are currently developing
such analyzers. This will alleviate the
temporary burden associated with more
frequent monitoring.
Short-term Monitoring Plan
The proposed first-year monitoring
requirements will be based on the
requirements for revising SIPs.
Areas of the country have been clas
sified into three groups, based upon the
likelihood that they are not currently
attaining the PM10 standards as well as
other considerations of SIP adequacy.11
Since PM10 monitoring is in the process
of Deing established nationwide and
is quite limited, a procedure was used
which estimated the probability that each
area of the country would not attain the
new standards using existing TSP data in
combination with available PM10 data.
This is described elsewhere.lz
Areas have been classified as Group I,
II or I I I. Group I areas have been
judged to have a high probability,
p ~0.95, of not being in attainment with

the new standards. Group I I areas have
been judged to be too close to cail, but
sti 11 very likely to violate the new
standaros (0.20 < p <0.95). Group I!l
areas have been judged to be in attain
ment (p <0.20).
For Group I areas, the value of a
first year intensified PM10 data
collection is most important. This
is because these areas are most likely
to require a revised SIP. Since the
24-hour standard is expected to be
controlling, the development of control
strategies will require at least l
complete year of representative data.
Consequently, everyday sampling for a
minimLrn of 1 year is required for the
worst site in these areas in oroer to
confirm a probable nonattainment status,
and to determine the degree of t~e
µrobl em.
The Group II category identifies
areas which may be nonattai nment (but
w~se air quality status is essentially
too close to call.) For such areas, the
value of additional PM10 information is
important in order to properly categorize
air quality status. For these areas,
more intensified sampling is desirable.
Based on the consideration of cost, and
available monitoring resources, however,
a more practical strategy of sampling
once in 2 days at the worst site is
required for the first year of monitor
; ng.
All remaining areas in the country
{defined in tenns of p<0.20) have been
categorized Group III and judged not
likely to violate the new standards. For
such areas, the value of collecting more
than a min imLrn amount of PM1u data i s
relatively low and intensified PM10 data
collection is not warranted. Recognizing
that there is still a small chance of
being nonattainment, however, a minimum
sampling program is still required at
these locations. Based on coisiderations
of failing the 24-hour attainment
test and estimating an annual mean value,
a minimt.m sampling frequency of once in 6
days is required.
The short-term strategy also contains
previsions far monitoring to !:le inten
sified to everyday at the site of ex
pected max imun concen tra ti on i f exceedd anc es of the 24-hour standard are
measured duriny the first year of moni
toring. This is intended to reduce the
potential for nonattairvnent misclas
sification (type I error) with the 24-hour
PM1u attainment test. With this provision,
the first observed exceedance is not
adjusted for incomplete sampling and is
aSSlllled to be the only true exceedance at
that location during the calendar quarter
in which it occurred. The effect on
misclassification error associated with a
3-year attainment test is illustrated in
Figure 2. It can be seen that the sites
most vulnerable to this error are slightly
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less than the standard. In these com-
pari sons, for sites which are lU percent
less than the standard and are sampling
once in 2 days. the type I error is
reduced from 6 percent to 1 percent. If
these same sites are sampling once in 6
days. the type I error is similarly
reduced from 12 percent to 0.5 percent.
There is, however. a correspondifl9
increase in the type II error associated
with the attainment test.for true nonat
tainment sites also close to the stan
dard, This compromise was judged to be
appropriate in developing the new rules.
Long-term Monitoring Plan
The long-term monitor1ny plan starts
with the second year of sampling. The
required sampling frequencies are based
on an analysis of the ratio of measured
PMJ.o concentrations to the controlling
PHJ.o standard. This determination depends
upon an assessment of (1) whether the
annual or 24-hour standard is controlling
and, i f it is the latter, (2) the
magnitude of the 24-hour PM10 problem,
Both i tans are evaluated in terms of the
air quality statistic called the design
concentration. For the annual standard,
the design concentration is the expected
annual mean; for the 24-hour standard,
the design concentration is the
characteristic high value whose
expected exceedance rate is once per
year. In both cases the design
concentration is the value the control
strateyy must be capable of reducing to
the level of the standard in order to
achieve attainment. The ratio to the
standard is defined in terms of the
design concentrations and the standard
level; the controlling standard is simply
the standard which has the highest ratio.
Tnis is a somewhat simplified definition
but is adequate for present purposes.
The long-term strategy specifies
frequencies of every day, every other
day, or every sixth day. The long-tenn
monitoring strategy is designed to
optimize monitoring resources and
maximize information concerni"9 attain
ment stat us. As with the short- term
strate<Jy, the increased sampling fre
quency provisions only apply to the
site with expected max imlJll concentra
tion in each monitorifl9 area.
For those areas where the annual
standard is controlling, 1 in 6 day
monitorin3 would be required~ this
frequency has been judged to be adequate
for assessing status with respect to
this standard. For those areas where the
24-hour standard is controlling, the
required minim1J11 sampling frequency for
the ca 1end ar year wi 11 vary according to
the relative level of the most current
maximll!I concentration site to the level
of the standard. In other words, the
sampling requirenent applies to the site
which drives attainment/nonattainment
status for the monitoring area. The

least frequent monitoring (l in 6 days)
would be required for those areas where
the maximllll concentration site is clearly
above the standard (>40 percent above) or
clearly below the standard (>20 percent
below). For such sites a minimun amount
of data collection would be adequate to
verify correct attainment/ nonattai nment
status. As the area approaches the
standard, the monitoring frequency for
the maximun concentration site would
increase so that the misclassification
of correct attainment/nonattainment
status can be reduced. If the area is
either 10-20 percent below or 20-40
percent above the 24-ho ur standard, 1 in
2 da.)' monitoriny would be required. li.'hen
the area is c. lose to the standard. i .e.
10 percent below to 20 percent above,
everyday sampling would be required in
order to improve the stability of the
attainment/ nonattai nment c 1ass i fi cation.
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate misclassifi
cation rates for a 3-year, 24-hour
attairrnent test as a function of the
relative status of a site to the standard
and in terms of alternative sampl i ny
frequencies. As with previous analyses,
underlying losnonnal distributions with
sgd's of 1.4 and 1.6 for attainment and
nonattainment sites are utilized.
For sites following the long-ter:n
inco:nplete sampliny schedules (1in6
days and 1in2 days) misclassification
rates can be maintained in or below the
neighborhood of 5-10 percent.
Sull'lllary
The revisions to the PM standards
improve the ability to identify non
attainment situations, provide for more
stable pollutant indicators, and change
the relative importance of tne annual
and 24-hour averaging times. with the
required adj us tmen ts for incomplete
samplfng in the interpretation of PM
data, the revised standard would correct
for the variable protection afforded by
the current 24-hour PM standard, and it
is expected that the revised 24-hour
standard wi 11 generally be controll iny.
Mon Hori ng re qui rernents have been
promulgated which will similarly correct
for the deficiency in the current
standards. Variable frequencies are now
required in order to reduce the uncer
tainty associated with attainment/
nonattai l'ITlent classification. This
provides more uniform protection by the
standards but at the s~ne time conserves
scarce monitoring resources. The initial
re qui renents wi 11 pl ace the most emphasis
on areas with the highest estimated
probability of violating the PM1u stand
ards while the long-term strategy will
allow sampling frequency to vary accord
ing to the relative status of an area
with respect to the standard concen
tration levels.
The operational difficulties
associated with implenenting the new
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requirements for everyday monitoring has
generated new research initiatives to
develop a continuous analyzer for PMio·
Once this is available, particulate matter
can be conveniently 111onitored eYerywhere
on the same basis as the gaseous NAAQS
po 11 utan ts •
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DISCUSSION
John Warren
us Envirorunental Protection Agency
Although there are small differences
in sampling protocols, comparison with
the new and old PM-10 standards would
seem to imply that a set of standards
devised on an expected basis would be
possible; however, it is not to be.
The problem lies with the very differ
ent objectives of the regulations, state
versus industry. The PM-10 standard
applies to a State Implementation Plan, a
negotiated aqreement between EPA and the
states enforced through the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards and used
to identify non-attainment areas. The
Effluent Guidelines, on the other hand,
apply to a specific industry and is not a
matter of negotiation.
The resolution of tha regulatory
problems will be as difficult as the
associated statistical problems of:
o Assumption of lognormality of data
o Stability of the process over time
o Potential autocorrelation of data
o Uncertainties of data quality
o The optimal allocation of monitoring
systems in non-attainment areas.
Despite these problems, it is clear
that a statistical approach, in this case
expected values based on an underlying
lognormal distribution, is probably the
way of the future: research should be
encouraged in this field. Neil Frank and
Thomas Curran have indicated a viable
approach: where will the next step lead?

The use of the statistical concept of
expectation for comparing monitoring data
with a standard is new and quite intri
guing as it offers promise of extension
to other standards and regulations. The
difference between existing standards and
the new statistical standards is illus
trated by tha PM-10 standards.
Existing standards:
o The 24-hour concentration is not to
~ceed 150 microqrams per cubic
meter more than once per year.
o The annual average concentration is
not to exceed 50 micrograms per
cubic meter.
New standards:
o The expected 24-hour concentration
is not to exceed 150 micrograms per
cubic meter more than once per year.
o The expected annual average concen
tration is not to exceed 50.
The advantages of the "expected" meth
odology over the existing methodology
include:
o It has been used in a similar fash
ion in generating the Ozone standard
and therefore "familiar" to the
public.
o It uses actual data to generate the
results.
o There is a reduction in year-to-year
variability.
o It enables the development of stable
control strategy targets.
The difference between the two method
ologies would therefore appear to be
small and hence readily adaptable to
other standards. One possible candidate
for the new methodology would seem to be
Effluent Guidelines and Standards,
Subchapter N, 40 CFR 400-471. These reg
ulations stem from the Clean Water Act
(1972) and are based on the engineering
standards of Best Practicable Technology
(BPT) or Best Available Technology (BAT).
These guidelines cover mining industries
(minerals, iron ore, coal etc.), natural
products (timber, pulp and paper, leather
tanning etc.), and the manufacturing
industries (pharmaceutical, rubber, plas
tics, etc.). A typical standard within
these guidelines is the Steam Electric
Power Generating Point Source Category
(Part 423.12, Effluent Limitations Using
BPT):

BPT Effluent Limitations
Avgs. of Daily
Maximum
values for 30
for any
consecutive
Pollutant
l day
days shall
or Property
not exceed
Total Suspended
Solids ••••..••.• 100.0 mg/l
30.0 mg/l
Oil and Grease •• 20.0 mg/l
15.0 mg/l
copper, total •••
l.O mg/l
l. 0 mg/l
Iron, total .••.•
l.O mg/l
i.o mg/l
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Jlf.ALYSIS OF TJIB JlEU.l'IORSHIP mawElll !UXIllJ!! A1'D AVEUGE IR 502 TIME S.EJUES

Thom.as Hammerstrom and Ronald E. Wyzga

1.

effects which motivate these infer
ences:
1. there is one effect in an
hour if any 5-minute exposure
level exceeds a threshold,
2.
each
5-minute
segment
corresponds
to an independent
Bernoulli trial with probability
of
an
effect eQual to some
increasing
function
of
the
current 5-minute level,
3.
each 5-minute segment is a
Bernoulli trial with the proba
bility of an effect depending on
the entire recent history of the
$02 process.

Introduction and Motivation

Several studies
have examined the
physiological
and ·symptomatic re
sponses of individuals to various air
pollutants
under controlled condi
tions. Exposures in these experiments
are often of limited duration. These
studies
demonstrate
response with
exposures as short as five minutes.
On the other hand, monitoring data
rarely exist for periods as short as
five
minutes.
Some measurement
methods do not lend themselves to
short term measurements; for other
methods, 5-minute
data
often are
collected
but
are
not saved or
reported
because
of
the massive
effort that would be reQuired.
In
general, the shortest time average
reported with monitoring data is one
hour, and for some pollutants even
this time average is too short.

Corresponding to these health models,
there are three possible parameters to
estimate:
1.
the distribution of the
maximum 5-minute level during an
hour,
2.
the distribution of an
arbitrary
5-minute
reading,
3.
the joint distribution of
all twelve 5-minute readings.
All three distributions are condi
tional
distributions,
given
the
average
of
all
twelve
5-minute
readings.
The first conditional
distribution is
the
parameter of
interest if one postulates that the
dose response
function for health
effect is an indicator function and
only one health event per hour is
possible; the second is the parameter
of interest if
one
postulates a
continuous dose response function with
each 5-minute segment constituting an
independent Bernoulli trial; the third
conditional
distribution
is
of
interest if one postulates that the
occurrence of a health effect within
an hour depends continuously on the
cumulative number of 5-minute peaks.

Where monitored data do not exist,
ambient concentrations can be esti
mated
by
the use of atmospheric
dispersion models.
The accuracy of
these models degrades as averaging·
times
decrease
and
they reQuire
meteorological
and
atmospheric
inputs for the same time average as
predicted by the model.
Thus, air
dispersion models are rarely used for
time averages less than an hour.
There is, thus, a fundamental mismatch
in
time
periods
between
health
response and exposure, with responses
occurring after only 5 or 10 minutes
of exposure while exposure data are
only available for periods of an hour
or more.
This paper attempts to
address this mismatch by examining
the relationship between a short-term
time average (5 minutes) and a longer
term time average (60 minutes) for
one pollutant (S02) for which some
data are available.
Understanding
the relationship between the two time
averages would allow the estimation
of response given longer term esti
mates of ambient concentration.
It
could also help in the setting of
standards
for
long term averages
which would help protect against peak
exposures.

This paper discusses some approach
es to each of these three estimation
problems.
Section 2 discusses why
the
problem· is
not amenable to
solution by routine algebra. Sections
3 and
4 present results for the
estimation of the maximum.
Section
3 presents some ad hoc methods for
modelling the maximum as a simple
function of the average when both are
known and discuss how to extend these
methods to estimate the maximum when
it is unknown.
Section 4 discusses
the error characteristics of these
methods.
Section 5 presents an ad
hoc method of estimating an arbitrary
5-minute
level
from
the
hourly

This
paper
explores the type of
inferences that can be made about
five minute 502 levels, given infor
mation on hourly levels.
There are
three possible models for
health
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average;
Section
6 discusses the
error characteristics of this method.
Finally,
Section
7
presents
an
estimation of the joint distribution
of
all
twelve 5-minute readings,
derived from a specific distribution-
theoretic model
for the 5-minute time
series and
discuss
some
of the
difficulties involved with extending
this.
2.

Monte Carlo methods.
To find maximum
likelihood
estimates
of
e,
one
must
numerically
evaluate
LH at
sufficiently many
values of e to
approximate the maximizing value.
e
is always at least three dimensional
(location, scale,
correlation) and N
will
be
in the
hundreds (or
thousands),
making numerical maximum
.likelihood
estimation
a
nearly
insurmountable task.
(Moreover, the
hourly averages in the observed must
not be consecutive hours but must be
far enough
apart in
time to be
effectively
independent; otherwise,
the likelihood function is even more
comp 1 i cated. )

Obstacles to Theoretical Analysis

A brief discussion of why we resorted
to ad hoc methods is needed to begin
with.
In theory, given a model for
the (unconditional) joint distribution
of
the
time-series
of
5-minute
readings,
it is straightforward to
write down the exact formula for the
joint conditional distribution of the
twelve 5-minute readings,
given the
average.

4

If

= (X1, ••• ,Xp)

f(x) and if

has joint density
"'5" X;/p



X=

,,-../

then the conditional joint
given by eQuation 1.
C 1)

An additional problem with parametric
modelling
is
the
choice of the
functional form of the joint density
f.
One can test hypotheses that the
hourly averages come from one of the
commonly used distributions: lognor
mal, Weibull, or gamma.
However, if
hourly average $02 readings are, say,
lognormal, then 5-minute averages are
not lognormal.
In general, one would
expect the hourly averages
to be
closer in shape to the normal distri
bution than are the 5-minute levels.
(At least,
this would be true if
the 5-minute levels have the same
finite
variance.)
There is no
techniQue for inferring the functional
form
of
the distribution of the
individual terms
in a sum from the
functional form of the distribution of
the sum.

h (.~:

J_s f(x)
. . . dx,. .,

x) = f

(x) I

.....,_,

density is

(J' xI/ p =x )

I

where Sis the simplex {x :Lx;/p =x}
and I is the indicator function.
The conditional distributi~n of the
maximum and the conditional distribu
tion of any 5-minute reading would
follow irrvnediately from the condition
al joint distribution of all twelve
5-minute levels.

As an
alternative
to theoretical
modelling of the relevant conditional
distributions, we have explored some
ad hoc empirical
methods of estima
tion.
It is important to bear in mind
that the objective of the exercise is
not merely to determine a functional
form for
the relationship between
5-minute levels and hourly averages;
but rather it is to provide specific
numeric estimates that can be used
when the five-minute levels are not
observed.
There are no unknowns when
the five-minute
levels are known so
the only
application
of
such a
technique is extrapolation to situa
tions where no data for new parameter
estimation are available.

Unfortunately,
estimation
of
the
unconditional
joint
distribution,
f(x), of the 5-minute time-series is
not easy.
Non-parametric density
estimation reQuires gigantic data sets
when
one
is
working in several
dimensions.
Parametric
modelling
also
poses
formidable computational problems.
If
f(x;e) is the joint density of the
5-minute levels,
then the log likeli
hood function, based on observing only
a seQuence of N hourly averages, x1,
XN , is given by

x2 ,... ,
<2 )

LN ( e )

=

Z'

Here S; "' {w:
2, ..• N.

f

log
WJ

f.5· f ( w ; e)

/p ='-

x1

dw .

3.

for i=1,

3.1

Estimation of the Maximum
Nature of the Data

The Electric Power Research Institute
has collected data relevant to this
inference from two different studies.
The first comes from
a group of
stations monitoring a point-source;
the second from a station monitoring
ambient levels in a populated area.
At these two sites, data were collect

Each term on the right hand side is
the integral
of
a 12-dimensional
density
over
an
11-dimensional
simplex.
For most reasonable choices
of
a
joint
distribution of the
5-minute readings, these integrals can
only be evaluated numerically, using
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ed 1n each 5 minute segment for long
periods of time,
permitting direct
comparison of the hourly and 5-minute
levels.
The first data set analyzed
was
from
18 monitors around the
Kincaid power plant in Illinois, a
coal-fired plant in Christian County,
Ill., with a single 615 foot stack and
a generating capacity of 1320 mega
watts.
The data set consists of nine
months
of
observations
from
18
stations around this plant.
S02
readings at these stations reflect the
behavior of the plume from the stack.
For a given monitor there are long
stretches where S02 levels are zero,
indicating that
the plume is not
blowing toward the monitor.
Such
readings constitute about 72~ of the
hours in the data set;
these were
discarded before any further analysis
was done.
The
second data set
consists of S02 data from a New York
City monitoring station not near any
dominant point source. The data were
collected between December 15, 1981,
and March 11 , 1984.
3.2

Outline of

~ethods

2. the method of short-term monitors,
and 3.
the method of change of
time-scale.
Estimates of the potential errors in
the method of universal constants were
obtained
by
using
the parameter
estimates from the New York data to
fit the Kincaid data and vice versa.
Potential errors in the method of
short-term monitors were estimated by
dividing both data sets into batches
100 hours long and then using each of
the hundred odd resulting parameter
estimates to fit 13 randomly selected
hours.
The hours were chosen by
dividing the range of hourly averages
into 13 intervals and choosing one
hour from each interval.
Potential
errors in the method of change of
time-scale were obtained by simply
comparing the maxima predicted using
the estimates from the 12-hour blocks
in each data set with the observed
maxima in the same data.
3.3

Parametric Models for the Maximum

The parametric models proposed here
are intended to give ad hoc approxima
tions to the maximum. One can show
that they cannot be the true theoreti
cal formulae.
Because the maximum
necessarily increases as the average
increases,
it is more convenient to
work·with the ratio of the maximum to
the average than with the maximum
itself. Previous authors (Larsen et
al.,
1971) working on this problem
have used models in which log(ratio)
is linear in 109 (average l.
Therefore,
we began by fitting such a model to
the two data sets by ordinary least
SQuares. These estimates are given in
Table 1.
As may readily be checked,
for both data sets,
this model leads
to impossible values, fitted ratios
which are less than one,
for large
values of
the average.
For the
Kincaid data,
this occurs at rela
tively low values of the average.

Used

we explored three empirical methods of
estimating
the
maximum
5-minute
reading from the hourly average. All
three methods
postulate
a simple
parametric model for the maximum as a
function of the average.
The methods
differ only in how estimates of the
parameters are obtained.
The first
method
obtains parameter estimates
from data containing 5-minute readings
and then uses these estimates for
other data sets collected elsewhere
(and containing on1y 1 hour readings).
This method is motivated by the theory
that there is a universal law govern
ing the
relationship
between the
maximum and the average of an 502 time
series, with the same parameters at
all sites. The second method requires
expending effort to collect 5-minute
data for a short period of time at the
site of interest and using the data
from this period to obtain parameter
estimates that will be
used over
much longer periods when sampling is
only on the 1-hour basis.
The third
method fits a simple parametric model
to the maximum hourly reading in a
12-hour block as a function of the
average over the 12-hour block and
then assumes
that the same model
with
the
same
numeric estimates
describes
the
maximum
5-minute
level in an hour as a function of the
hourly average.
(Daily cycles are
removed from the 12-hour block data
prior to estimation by dividing by
long-term averages over a fixed hour
of the clock.) For mnemonic purposes,
we will call these three methods:
1. the method of universal constants,

In fact,
it is not thought that a
single universal
set of constants
applies to
the regression of log
(ratio) on log(average).
Rather, it
is
thought . that
the atmospheric
conditions around
the monitor are
classified into one of seven stability
classes; and it may be more appro
priate
to
assume
the parameters
of the regression are constant within
a given a stability class.
It is
possible that the impossible values of
the fitted maximum occur because of a
Simpson's paradox in the pooling of
data from several stability classes.
Ideally, the above model should be
fitted separately to each stability
class. Unfortunately, there were no
meteorological
data
available
to
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permit such a partition of the data.
It is
possible that it would be
worthwhile to obtain such data and
redo the analysis.
The difference
b~tween the Kincaid and
New York City
s1tes
must
be
emphasized.
The
sources and variability of pollution
are very different, and it may not be
reasonable to extrapolate from one
site to another;
two data sets from
like sites should be considered in
subsequent analyses.
In order to prevent the occurrence of
impossible fitted
values,
we fit
models in which the log[log(ratio)] is
a linear function of the log(average).
The
ordinary
least
square (OLS}
estimates (for New York and Kincaid)
of this line are also given in Table
1. Flgures 1 and 2 show the scatter
plots of the maximum vs the average.
Both axes have logarithmic scales.
If
the log of the ratio were linear in
the log of the average, one would
expect
that
the
vertical
width
of
the
scatterplot
would remain
roughly
constant
as
the average
varied.
Instead, it appears that the
scatterplots narrow vertically as the
average
increases,
as
would
be
expected if the iterated logarithm of
the ratio were linear in the log of
the average.
For both data sets, it
appears that the iterated 109 log
model
more
accurately mimics the
real data than the only former model
shows the diminishing (on log scale)
spread of the maximum with increasing
values
of
the
hourly
average.
This model is the preferable one to
estimate the maximum.

(3) Prob(5-minute
average = y) =

for Kincaid.
Here
9?.
is the normal cumulative
distribution and G is the empirical
distribution function of the residuals
of the OLS regression of loglog ratio
on log average.
We recommend using G
in place of treating these residuals
as normal.
G is tabulated in table 2;
its histogram is graphed in figure 4.
Equations 2 and 3 do a reasonably good
job of modelling the observed maxima
in the two data sets from which the
values of the parameter estimates were
derived.
Inverting equations 2 and 3 gives
simple formulae for the percentiles of
the conditional
distribution of the
5-minute maxima.
Notice that equation
3,
table 2,
and
linear
interpol
ation permit astimat1on of percent
i 1es of the Kincaid maxima from the
S'th to
the 95'th.
Attempts to
estimate
more
extreme percentiles
would require foolishly rash extrapol
ation.
The log vs log
models provide a
competing
(and
somewhat inferior)
method of estimation.
They yield
conditional
distributions
of
the
5-minute maxima given by equations 4
and 5.
(4)
Prob(5-minute
average
y) =

=

FCx:y)

max~

x

hourly

F(x:y) :

~({log(x/y)+.077*log(y)-.499}/.2

for New York
(5) Prob(5-minute
average = y) =

max~

x

hourly

F(x:y) =
f:"<{log(x/y)+.21*1og(y)-1.07}/.69
for Kincaid.
In these regressions,
we found it
acceptable to use a normal approxima
tion for the residuals in both New
York and Kincaid.
4.

x

hourly

=

The main purpose of the analysis is to
obtain a formula for estimating the
conditional
distribution
of
the
unobserved 5-minute maxima from the
observed
hourly
averages.
The
iterated log vs log models yield the
following
two
formulae,
given in
equations 2 and 3.
max~

x

FCx:y)
G({loglog(x/y)+.258*1og(y)+.191}

In both data sets, the residuals were
slightly negatively skewed with the
skewness being greater in the Kincaid
data.
It seems reasonable to assume
that the residuals in the New York
data were approximately normal.
This
assumption is harder to maintain for
the Kincaid data.
Figures 3 and 4
show
the
histograms
and
normal
probability plots for the residuals
from these two regressions.

(2) Prob(5-minute
average= y} =

max~

hourly

Error Estimation

4.1
Errors in the Method of Universal
Constants.

=

It
is not feasible to use a conven
tional method to estimate the uncer
tainty in the maxima fitted with this

~({loglog{x/y)+.267*log(y)+.719}/.62

for New York
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method. The major difficulty is that
one is not looking for a well-behaved
estimator but rather for a particular
numeric value of the estimate for use
in all data sets. The standard error
of the estimate in one data set is
quite misleading as a measure of the
error that would result from using
that same estimate in another data
set.
A further exacerbation results
from the high correlation between the
observations used
to generate the
estimates.
The conventional formulae
for the standard errors will exag
gerate the amount of information in
the data set and yield spuriously
small standard errors. Finally, there
is the problem that one knows that the
model
is theoretically incorrect and
that the true underlying distribution
is
unknown
so
the
conventional
standard error formulae based on the
modeled distribution are necessarily
in error. One would suspect that even
if the model adequately approximates
the first moment of the maximum, it
approximates the second moment less
well.

greater interest.
For the New York
data, the first quartile of the ratio
of fitted over the actual maximum is
greater than t;
i.e. the estimated
maximum is too high three fourths of
the time.
The median of the fitted
over actual ratio is, for most hourly
averages over 1.2; i.e. the estimated
maximum is 20~ too high more than half
the time.
The estimated maximum is
30-40~ too high at least a
quarter of
the time. The situation at Kincaid is
essentially the mirror image of this:
for the higher values of the hourly
average, the third Quartile of the
fitted over actual ratio is below .9;
i.e. estimated maxima are at least 10~
too low nearly three fourths of the
time. They are 30-40~ toe low nearly
half the time; are 50-60~ too low at
least a Quarter of the time.
The proportionate error diminishes as
the hourly average goes up. This, of
course, is an artifact of using fitted
value/true value as the measure of
error. In absolute size (ug/mA3), the
errors would
not diminish as the
hourly average increases.

As an alternative method for estimat
ing the uncertainty in the method of
universal constants for all data sets,
a cross-validation method was pursued.
We used the estimated parameters from
each of the New York and Kincaid data
.sets to estimate the maxima for the
other data set.
For each hour, the
estimated maximum were divided by the
actual maximum, the resulting ratios
were grouped into 10 bins, according
to the value of the hourly average.
Within each of these bins, we computed
the three quartiles of the quotients
of fitted over actual maxima. Figures
5 and 6 show these three quartiles of
the fitted over true ratios, plotted
against the midpoint of the hourly
averages in the bin.

4.2 Errors in
term Monitors.

the

Method

cf Short

In
order
to estimate the errors
associated with attempting to estimate
parameters
of
the
ratio-average
relationship at a
given
site by
actually measuring 5-minute levels for
a short time, each
data set was
divided into batches 100 hours long
and OLS estimates were derived for
each batch.
There are 125 such
batches in the New York data and 158
batches in the Kincaid data.
It is difficult to judge the potential
in estimating the maxima by simply
looking at the uncertainty in these
parameters.
In order
to further
clarify the errors of direct interest,
we divided the hours into 13 bins,
according to the size cf their hourly
averages. For each OLS estimate from
a batch, we randomly selected one hour
from each of the 13 bins and computed
the Quotient of the fitted maximum to
the true maximum for each hour.
We
then computed the three Quartiles of
the resulting quotients in each of the
bins.
Figures 7-10 show these three
quartiles, plotted against the hourly
average.

One should recall that the Kincaid
data reflect the situation near a
point source while the New York data
reflects ambient levels far from any
point source.
Consequently, this
method
of
cross-validation
may
exaggerate the error associated with
this
procedure.
However, unless
additional 5-minute data are collected
and analyzed from a second plant and
from
a
second
population center
station, it is difficult to determine
how much of the error is due to the
disparity of sites and how much due
to the method.

In contrast to the previous method,
these estimators are nearly median
unbiased. That is, the median value of
the quotient is just about 1, corres
ponding to accurate estimation. For
hourly averages greater than 1 ug/mA3
one can see that the iterated log
models lead to estimates of the maxima

The most striking feature of these
plots is that the two cross-valida
tions are
biased (necessarily,
in
opposite directions).
The higher
values of the hourly average (the
right half
of the graph) are cf
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method, were so bad that we did no
further investigation for the Kincaid
data.

that are within 20 to 40~ of the
actual maxima at least half the time
for the Kincaid data and within 10X at
least half the time for the New York
data.
That is, the first and third
Quartiles of the fitted over actual
ratios fall at .9 and 1.1 for New
York, at .8 and 1.2 for Kincaid (at
least on the right half of the plots).
The log models have roughly the same
error rates.
It is
also worth
not1ng that, for the Kincaid data, the
log models continue to give impossible
fitted values in many cases.
Comparing
these
results to those
obtained from the method of universal
constants, one can see that the method
of short-term monitors offers some
improvement
in
accuracy over the
former method, where the estimates are
noticeably
biased
and
errors of
20~
in the estimated maximum occur
half the time. The increased accuracy
is much more noticeable with the New
York data.
At this time it is
impossible to say whether a comparable
difference
in
accuracy
would be
present at
most population center
stations and absent at most point
source stations.
4.3 Errors
scale

in

the

Method

A similar procedure was applied to
the New York data to predict the
maximum for the iterated log and log
models,
respectively, with results
similar to those obtained from the
Kincaid data.
The predictions are
biased high;
three fourths of the
time, the fitted value is at least 5
or 10~ too high; half the time, the
fitted value is at least 10 or 20~ too
high.
Somewhat surprisingly, the log
versus log model performs somewhat
batter than the iterated log versus
log model for this data set.
5.
Estimation
5-Minute 502 Level

of

an

Arbitrary

The second objective of the analysis
was to find a model for the condi
tional distribution of an arbitrary
5-minute S02 level, given the hourly
502 average.
As an alternative to the
theoretical calculation, the following
ad hoc method was considered.

of Time

1.
Use deviations of 5-minute
502 levels
from their hourly
averages,
rather
than
the
5-minute levels themselves.

The third method suggested was to
remove a daily cycle from the observed
hourly data and then assume that the
relationship between peak and mean of
twelve hourly readings is the same as
the that in twelve 5-minute readings.
A priori, one would expect that this
method to be the least effective of
the
three.
The correlation of
successive 5-minute readings will be
higher than that of successive hourly
averages; averages over longer time
scales should come from distributions
closer to Gaussian so the functional
form of the underlying distributions
will not be the same.
In fact, the
parameter estimates obtained this way
are seriously in error, as can be seen
by comparing the estimates in Tabla 3
with those in Table 1.

2.
Make deviations from dif
ferent
hours
comparable
by
dividing them
by
a suitable
scaling
factor.
The usual
scaling factors,
the standard
deviation or the interQuartile
range within an hour, cannot be
used because one wants a method
that can be used when knowledge
of variability within an hour is
not available. The scale factor
must depend only on the hourly
average.
we employed a scale
factor of the form
exp(B *1og(hour1y average) +A).
The slope and intercept, B and A,
were obtained by OLS regression
of log(hourly SO) on log(hourly
average),
in
each
data set
separately. In practice, it would
be necessary to use the parameter
estimates from these two data
sets in future data sets which
contain only S02 hourly averages.

Figure 11 shows plots of quotients of
the maximum estimated from the 1-hour
to 12-hour relation to the maximum
estimated from the actual 5-minute to
1-hour relation.
Results from both
sets and both the log vs log and the
iterated log vs log model are graphed.
At high levels, the estimates in New
York are too high by 10-20X; at low
levels, they are seriously biased low.
In the Kincaid data, estimates from
the iterated log vs log model are
too high by 50-60~; the performance of
the log vs log model is even worse.
These plots, which roughly correspond
to the median accuracy using this

3.
Pool
all
the
scaled
deviations together and fit a
simple parametric model to the
resulting
empirical
distribu
tion.
This three step method was applied
The
separately to each data set.
conditional
distribution
estimated
function is given by equation 6.
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( 6)
Prob(5-minute
hourly average 802 =

.5E (

level

502
y)

=

F(x: y) =
(x-y)/exp(B*ln(y} + A)

The numerical values of
given ln table 4.

A.

)

~

We grouped these scaled deviations
into 16 bins, according to the level
of the hourly average.
To quantify
how well the estimates performed, we
computed, for each of the 16 bins the
observed proportion,
0, of scaled
deviations which exceeded the values
-2, -1, -.5, +.5, +1, +2.
This
corresponds to using as thresholds the
5'th, 15'th, 30'th, 70'th, 85'th and
95'th percentiles
of the 5-minute
readings, computed using the correct
parameters. Figure 14 shows the plots
of these five O's against the hourly
average.
(The six curves correspond
to the nominal S'th through 95'th
percentiles; the ordinate shows the
percentage
of
scaled
deviations
actually less than that threshold.)
The whole procedure was then repeated,
reversing the roles of the New York
and Kincaid data sets.
Figure 15
shows the plots of the ~·s from New
York data with Kinca1d parameters.

x:

.

and

B are

we found that the standard normal
distribution worked acceptably well
for both the New York and the Kincaid
data.
An attempt to use a three
parameter
gamma
distribution
to
compensate for some skewness in the
scaled deviations did not lead to
enough improvement
to justify the
introduction of the extra parameters.
One should
note that there is a
systematic error in this procedure
that was not present in modelling of
the maximum.
Given
the serial
correlation of successive five-minute
readings, the readings in the middle
of the
hour will be more highly
correlated with the hourly average
than will the first or last readings.
The model
in eQuation 6 is intended,
at best, to predict the value of a
5-minute reading selected at random
from one of the twelve time slots
during an hour, not the value of a
5-minute reading from a specified time
slot.
6. Error in the
5-Minute 502 Level

Estimation

It can be seen from these two plots
that the 5-minute readings in the
Kincaid data are more dispersed about
their hourly averages than would be
expected from the New York data.
At
high values of the average, a thresh
old which one would expect to be the
70'th percentile is actually only the
55'th to 60'th percentile; what one
would expect to, be the 85'th percen
tile is actually between the 60'th and
the
70'th
percentile;
what
one
would expect to be the 95'th percen
tile is actually only about the 70'th
to the 80'th percentile.
ConseQuent
ly,
if one were using the New York
data for
parameter estimates, one
would
noticeably underestimate the
freQuency of exceedances of a thresh
old.

of Any

There are two types of error that one
may consider here. First, there is the
error in using eQuation 6 to estimate
the proportion of 5-minute readings
which exceed a given level of 502.
Second, there is the error in us1ng
the eQuation to estimate the level of
502 that corresponds
to
a given
percentile of
the distribution of
5-minute readings.
If one is con
cerned about the freQuency of exceed
ances of a
threshold
for health
effects, it is the first type of error
that is of interest. We will discuss
only the estimation of this first type
of error.

Necessarily, one finds the opposite
situation when 5-minute readings in
New York are inferred from the Kincaid
data.
As shown in figure 15, a
threshold that one would expect, on
the basis of the Kincaid data,
to be
only the 70'th percentile of 5-minute
read1n9s would actually be nearly the
95'th
percentile
in
New
York.
Consequently, if one were using the
Kincaid data ·for parameter estimates,
one would noticeably overestimate the
freouency of exceedances.

Cross-validation between the two data
sets was used to measure the error.
The estimated slope and intercept of
the scaling factor (the only unknown
parameters in the model) from the New
York data and the observed hourly
averages
~rom
the
Kincaid
data
to predict the scaling factors in the
Klncaid data. We then divided all the
observed deviations from the hourly
averages by these scaling factors.
If
the parameter
estimates are good,
these scaled
deviations should be
close to a standard normal distribu
tion.

7. Theoretical Modelling of the Joint
Distribution of 5-Minute Levels
We made some attempts
to explore
theoretically
motivated
paramet
ric models for the
third problem
listed in the introduction, namely
estimation of the joint distribution
of the 5-minute levels, conditional on
the hourly average.
The most popular
choice of marginal distribution for
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502 levels, when averages
over a
single length of time are observed, 1s
the lognormal.
We therefore tested
the goodness-of-fit of the lognormal
distribution to the 5-minute seQuences
at Kincaid and New York. The 5-minute
readings at New York appeared to fit a
lognormal distribution acceptably.
(A
formal test would reject the hypo
thesis of lognormality. However, it
appears that the deviation from the
lognormal is small enough to be of no
practical importance even though the
enormous sample size leads to formal
rejection of the model.) The 5-minute
readings at Kincaid appeared notice
ably more leptokurtic than a lognorma1
distribution.
We therefore did no
further work with the Kincaid data.

conditional distribution
eQuations 7A and B:

are given by

(7A) E(Z1 :tl =
)J + Cov(Z;,!)•(! -,,1-.-)/Var(t)

var<z:z> =
Var(Z)
,,.., - Cov(Z,%)Cov(Z,Zl'/Var(%).
....,
-....

(78)

In more detail, the i'th coordinate of
the vector of covariances of the logs
of the 5-minute readings and the log
of the geometric mean, Cov(Z; ,!), is
eQual to
<5z

* {1

+e

+

~

1l-i

+

e

2

+ ••• +

12

}/

e

and the variance of the log
geometric mean is eQual to

Estimation of the joint conditional
distribution reQuires three further
assumptions.
First, we assume that
the unconditional joint distribution
of all the logs of 5-minute levels is
multivariate
normal.
This seems
reasonable 1n light of the approxi
mate marginal
lognormality. Second,
we assume that the autocorrelation
structure of the seQuence of loga
rithms of the 5-minute levels is a
simple
serial
correlation,
the
correlation at lag i being just rho to
the i'th power. This is necessary to
keep the number of parameters in the
model down to three.
In fact, the
sample correlations at lags 2 to 4 are
not too far from the second to fourth
powers of the lag
1
correlation.
Third, we
assume that the hourly
average observed was the geometric
mean of the twelve 5-minute leve1s,
although it was in fact the arithmetic
mean.
This assumption is explicitly
fa1se:
the true geometric mean is
sma1ler than the observed average, but
the higher the correlation between
successive
5-minute
readings, the
smaller the difference between the
arithmetic and geometric means. This
assumption is made in order to get an
algebraically tractable problem and
with the hope that the high serial
correlation will make it close to
true. With these three assumptions,
it follows
that the logs of the
5-minute levels
and
the
log of
their geometric
mean come from a
13-dimensional
normal
distribution
with a rank 12 covariance matrix.

v =

{ , 2 + 2• [ 1 ,
) }/144.

e,

+

I - 1

p

+

of the

+ 1o

e

2

+

The problem of estimat1ng the joint
distribution of the 5-minute levels,
given the hour 1 y average,
is now
reduced to the problem of estimating
the three parameters (mu, sigma, and
rho)
in the above expressions, when
one observes only the sequence of
hourly averages. Because the s&Quence
of observed logs of geometric means is
also a multivariate normal seQuence,
it is· simple to estimate the mean,
variance,
and
covariance of this
seQuence.
Specifically, the log of
the geometric mean is normal with mean
equal to mu, with variance eQual to V
above.
Furthermore, the logs of the
geometric means in successive hours
are bivariate normal with covariance
equal to
C=:72*{e+2~2 + ••• + 12
22
,3 + ... + 2

+ 11

e
+

e

e

23

}

I

e

I 2

144.

The (computable) maximum likelihood
estimates of the mean mu, variance V,
and
covariance
C
of the hourly
averages uniquely determine the MLE's
of the parameters mu, sigma, and rho
of the 5-minute series.
The estimated conditional distribut1on
of the logs of the 5-minute levels in
New York, given their hourly averages,
is shown in Table 5. This distribu
tion is 12-dimensional normal with the
indicated numerical values for the
vector of conditional expectations of
the logs of the 5-minute readings,
given the hourly average, and for the
variance-covariance matrix.

One
now
finds
that the desired
conditional
distribution
of
the
vector of 12 log 5-minute readings,
given the log of the geometric mean,
is 12-dimensional normal with mean and
variance
given
by
the
standard
multivariate
regression
formulae.
Letting Z; =log of the i'th 5-minute
reading, we have that the mean and
variance-covariance matrix
of this

One can also attempt to elaborate on
the
above
computation
by making
approximate corrections for the fact
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12(exp(<:S2 e12)-1) +

that
one
actually
observes
the
arithmetic
mean
rather
than the
geometric mean.
All of the above
equations and distributional formula
tions are still valid.
The only
problem is that they cannot be used
for computation if the geometric means
are not observed. We suggest that the
following approximations be used when
only the arithmetic means are ob
served. First, compute the first and
second sample moments of the observed
sequence of arithmetic means and use
these values to get method of moments
est1mates
of
the
parameters mu,
sigma, and rho.
(The arithmetic means
are not lognormal so these are not
maximum likelihood estimates.) These
parameter
estimates
then
specify
numerically the joint distribution of
the
5-minute
levels,
given
the
geometric mean.
To complete specif
ication of this distribution, one need
only give a numeric estimate, based on
the arithmetic mean, of the geometric
mean.
A reasonable choice is to set
the estimated sample geometric mean
equal to the observed sample arith
metic mean times the ratio of the
estimated expectation of the geometric
mean to the estimated expectation of
the arithmetic mean.

= exP<j-i
EG = exp(_JJ
e = { 12

e

II

+7

2

+ 0 7 2 /2

+ 2* ( 11

e

e

z +

...

10(exp(<5 z t? 2 )-1) +
}/144.

Finally,
the
covariance
of
the
arithmetic means
from two consec
utive hours is &Qual to

= exp(2µ+

~ 2

)*{

(exp(~

2

e )-1)

23

)-1 )

} / 144.

Conclusions

If the expense is not prohibitive, the
best results are likely to be obtained
by taking the trouble to measure the
5-minute time series for a period of
100 or so hours.
Even this effort
cannot promise better than an even
chance of predicting future maxima to
within
± 20~.
Using parameter
estimates from one of the few sites
where 5-minute data have been collect
ed or from the relationship between
the hourly and 12-hourly averages at
the site in Question are likely to
lead
to
somewhat
less
accurate
predictions.
The magnitude of the
errors associated with attempts to
predict the proportion of 5-minute
readings which exceed a threshold are
comparable to those experienced in

VA :
exp(2_>1+cr2)•{12 + 2•[11(exp(::r2e>-1> +

CA

e

+

The variance of the arithmetic mean is

(exp(l'.7"2e,,>-1>

)-1 ) +

There does not seem to be any reliable
method for estimating the maximum S02
level within an hour from knowledge
only of the time series of 502 hourly
averages at the same site. The theory
that there is a simple relationship
between
the
5-minute
and hourly
averages,
governed
by
the
same
constants
at
a 11
sites,
is not
borne out
by the
two data sets
examined.
In fact, the functional
form of the marginal distribution of
5-minute levels is not even the same
at the two sites. One must recognize
that the two sites considered were
very different.
The analysis should
be repeated with data from similar
sites to determine the
extent of
extrapolation across sites that is
possible.

] }/144.

+

e14 )-1)

8.

where
+ 10

10(exp((f z
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It is important to note that all of
the above theoretical modelling is
heavily
dependent
on the assumed
multivariate
lognormality
of
the
5-minute levels.
If the 5-minute
levels
were
marginally
Weibull,
Gompertz, or gamma then none of the
above
manipulations
would
work.
Furthermore. in new data sets it will
not be possible to check for lognor
mal ity of the 5-minute sequence by
examining only the sequence of hourly
averages.
Thus,
the techniques
outlined in this section can only be
applied by either taking lognormality
on faith or by taking the trouble to
observe enough
5-minute levels to
perform at least a simple check on
lognormality.

and

/2)

e

+ . • • + (exp { O" z

Application of
the above protocol
requires only expressions, in terms of
mu, sigma, and rho, for four moments:
the
expectations
of
the
sample
arithmetic and geometric means, the
variance of
the sample arithmetic
mean,
and
the covariance of the
arithmetic means of successive hours.
Given that the logs of the 5-minute
readings
are
serially
correlated
norma 1 ( ).J,
er 2 ) 's, the expected
values of the arithmetic and geometric
means are, respectively,
EA

1 1 (exp ( 1" 2

+

... + 11(exp(".1"2€11)-1) +
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estimating the maximum.
If standards
are to be established with the inten
tion of limiting the health effects
associated
with
high
short-term
exposures, then these limits on the
accuracy in prediction must be borne
in mind in the setting of standards.

lognormal
distribution
for
the
unconditional distribution of these
readings.
There are data sets for
which this is demonstrably not true.
Thus, it again appears that the most
reliable estimates can be obtained
only by observing at least enough of
the 5-minute seQuence to check lognor
ma 1 i ty roughly.

Given the
ad hoc
nature of the
parametric models
used, one might
try
other
parametrizations--e.g.
estimate
the
transfer
function
between the time series of hourly
averages and the
time
series of
hourly
maxima--to
see
if better
approximations
can
be
obtained.
Because the iterated log model does a
fairly good job of estimating the
maxima in the data set from which the
parameters were estimated and because
the marginal distributions at the two
sites considered are not even of the
same form, we think it unlikely that
other choices of parametrization will
lead to much reduction in the cross
val idation errors.
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TABLE 1

Descriptive Statistics

Station

-------

Hr Avg

Hr Sd

NY

19. 61

Kincaid

20.78

NY

3.34

Kincaid
Log (Avg)

Log (SD)

Hean

NY

2.64

1.77

NY

.84
1.25

Skewne:s.s

--------

--------

2.8

15
3810

18
75

47

3.5

3.6
109

13. 71

Kincaid

Kincaid

S .. D..

109

.as
1.6

.84
1.4

Kurtosis

Max:iJltwa

-------257

2500

21

57

13000

5000

-.3

.o

.3
-.2

5.55
7.82

.3

-.2

4.04

1.01

.12

Regression of Log (Ratio) on Log (Average)

-------

Slope

NY

-.077

Kincaid

-.210

Station

-----

Intercept

BHSE

Ratio <1 When
Average >

-------------

--------.20

.499
1.07

.6 9

652
163

Regression of LogLog (Ratio) on Log (Average)
Station

Slope

-------

-----

NY

-.267
-.258

Kincaid

RMSE

Intercept

---------

Correlation

-----------

-.719
-.191

.62
1.06
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-.34
-.36

8.52

TABLE 2

Distribution of Residuals at Kincaid

Va1ue of

Percent

Log( log( ratio))

-2.03
-1. 43

•0 5
•10

-.10

.25
.50
.75
.90
.95

.23

.76
1. 24

1. 43

Table 3
Regressions from Method of Change of Time Scale

Model

Data Set

Slope

Iterated

New York

-0.0854
-0.0528

-0.415
0.716

-0.12
-0.170

0.606

Log

Iterated
Log

Kincaid
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Intercept

2.010

TABLE 4

Fitted Models for Spread of 5-Minute Levels

Regression of Log (SD) on Log (AVG

Station

------NY

SI.ope

----• 6 87

Kincaid

.645

Intercept

--------
- • 972
•1t 4

Correl.ation
Squared

----------
•49

.53

Regression of SD on Average

Station

------NY
Kincaid

Slope

Intercept

-----

--------

• 11 4
1 • 1 97

1 • 1 09
-11.169
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Correlation
Squared

----------
.33
.67

TABLE 5
CONDITIONAL MEANS AND VARIANCES OF LOG 5-MINUTE LEVELS

EC:Z!zbar)

2.G"'I
2.E."1
2.£"'1

2.G"'I
2.e."'I
2.G-t
2.£1

2.G-t
2 .e."I

2.6"'1

2.G"'I
2.G"'I

•Cl.981
+0.9'H
• 1.002
• 1.00i'
+1.012
+ 1.(IJ::I
• 1.013
•1.fl12
• 1.00?
• 1.002
+0.'::l'H

lll (zb-!!lr-2. e.•n
:.: (zb-8r-2. G"t.l
:. (zb,!'Jr--2.

e.·n
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"'(zbc.r-2. e.•n
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:.: (zb.eir--2. G•D
'II( (zb4r-2. e."t)
it (zbc.r--2. E-"'t)
'llE (zb.e.r-2. G"'I)
• o. '98•t lt (zb.e.r--2. &-t)
0

0

Vo111r(Z:zb~r)

.:..

N

0.05&
0.0"11
0.027
0.015
0.003
-0.007
-0.015
-0.022
-0.027

-O.O:S2

-o.o::M

-0.035

HQre
zbo111r

0. O"'t 1
0. 0"13
0.0213
o.01e.
0.00"1
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log~
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FIGURE 1
MAXIMUM VERSUS HOURLY AVERAGE:

NEW YORK DATA
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FIGURE 2
MAXIMUM VERSUS HOURLY AVERAGE:
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FIGURE 3
RESIDUALS OF ITERATED LOG MODEL:

NEW YORK DATA
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FIGURE 4
RESIDUALS OF ITERATED LOG MODEL:
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FIGURE 5
ERRORS WITH USING FIXED ESTIMATES
(NEW YORK DATA, KINCAID PARAMETERS)
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FIGURE 6
ERRORS WITH USING FIXED ESTIMATES
(KINCAID DATA, NEW YORK PARAMETERS)
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FIGURE 7
ERRORS WITH SHORT-TERM MONITORS
(NEW YORK DATA, ITERATED LOG MODEL)
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FIGURE 8
ERRORS WITH SHORT-TERM MONITORS
(KINCAID DATA, ITERATED LOG MODEL)
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FIGURE 9
ERRORS WITH SHORT-TERM MONITORS
(NEW YORK DATA, LOG MODEL)
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FIGURE 1 0
ERRORS WITH SHORT-TERM MONITORS
(KINCAID DATA, LOG MODEL)
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F!GURE 11
METHOD OF CHANGE OF TIME SCALE
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FIGURE 1 2

ERRORS WITH CHANGE OF TIME SCALE
(NEW YORK DATA, ITERATED LOG MODEL)
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FIGURE 1 3
ERRORS WITH CHANGE OF TIME SCALE
(NEW YORK DATA, LOG MODEL)
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FIGURE 14
OBSERVED PERCENTILES OF SCALED DEVIATIONS:
GRAPHS OF MODELLED PERCENTILES
(KINCAID DATA, NEW YORK PARAMETERS)
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FIGURE 15
OBSERVED PERCENTILES OF SCALED DEVIATIONS:
GRAPHS OF MODELLED PERCENTILES
(NEW YORK DATA, KINCAID PARAMETERS)
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DISCUSSION

A. CLIFTON BAILEY*

Health Care Financing Aanlnlstratlon,
2-0-2 Meadows East, 6325 Sectrlty Blvd., Baltimore, MD 2 t 207
A recent editorial suggested that there be no
new data collection until present data sets are
tho1"ot9lly analyzed. This a t~ standard. Even tr
one attempted to thorouglly analyze present data
sets there would always be the possibility for more
analysis. This Is especially true when one considers
analyses based on multiple data sets - meta
analyses.

The authors are to be commended for their
extensive data analyses. Of ccx.rse some of us
remain disappointed that certain parametric and
nonparametric models were not explored because or
complexity. In stating the reasons ror not doing
certain analyses, I think the authors take a narrow
view or what Is Possible. The Issues may be more
ones or cost, time or expected return. This In no
way oodermlnes the value or the extensive empirical
exploration or the data llldertaken by the authors.
The authors set a task of estabHshlng a
relationship between studies In which data are
recorded In short, 5-mlnute, Intervals and the more
common choice or hou'ly Stmmarles. They are
especially Interested In establishing this
relationship because they believe It Is necessary to
have Information on the short time records to
establish health errects.
When the basic process Is observed from
several paints or vlew--dlff erent measurements,
such as the 5-mlnute and the hou'ly measu-ements,
should be expressible In terms or the common
process observed. The perspective or a common
process being observed from different Points or
view provides the framework or model to wort< from
From this perspective, distinctly different
measlrements or measurement processes generally
are not equally Informative of the process and the
statistical properties of these meastrement
processes are not the same. In analyzing the data,
It Is lmpartant to remember that the measu-ement
process Is part of the observation and more than

one quantity may be needed to describe the process.
The model ror the process generally will be a
combination or stochasUc and deterministic
components. An Issue lMef'lytng the effort to
evaluate different methods of observation Is that
precision as well as costs differ.
To deal with the basic problem, It helps to
have a model that conststs or the ooderlylng
process to be observed and the the meaSll'effients
used to observe the process. lvl evaluation with
such a model may suggest altemattve measu-ement
strategies. For example, the meastrement strategy
may consist or obtaining a fixed quantity over a
random time Interval Instead or obtaining a measure
over a fixed time Interval. The Idea Is clearly
suggested by the analogy with a Poisson cOUlting
process. In tw'ltlng statistics, two strategies are
commonly used. One uses a fixed Interval and
obtains the cOt.llt while the other specifies a count
and meastres the time to obtain this cooot These
strategies can be evaluated to compare costs and
precision for a given situation.
The main concomitant meas\res explored
were time of day and a meteorological factor, wind
direction. These and other concomitant measures
need to be part or the model. I would I Ike to see
more attention paid to concomitant factors at the
two sites.
The authors state In their conclusions, • the
that there Is a simple relationship between
the S-mloote and hou'ly averages, governed by the
same constants for all sites, ts not borne out by the
two data sets examined:
theory

The conclusions and recommendations are
f\Jldamentally soood. The authors recommend
calibrating a model for each site. In this Wa:f
differences among observed processes are properly
recogllZed even If they are not explicnty modeled.
*Disclatmer

The opinions are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the opinions or the Health Care
Financing Aanlnlstrauon.
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Switzer Building, Room 2132, 330 C Street, S. W., Washington, D.C. 20201
·health. How are such matters to be developed in a
context of concern about protection of non-health
values, such as limiting the role of government in
controlling private behavior or in facilitating
compensation for harm actually inflicted (perhaps at
much lower overall cost to society), the effects of
unenforced or unenforceable directives on respect for
the law in other areas, and many other matters? I
recognize that such issues are generally to be dealt
with at the highest political and social levels, but their
resolution can have a profound effect on compliance
sampling, and compliance samplers should understand
the issues and express themselves as knowledgable
professionals. Whether an inspector chooses to return
to a plant that was in violation last month or to visit a
new plant may depend on how much the agency
depends on quiet negotiation vs. threats of legal
action. Whether limited resources are used to sample
for agents with acute, lethal, and readily Identifiable
toxicity or for more common but less characteristic
and less devastating chronic disease may depend on
what recourse is available when Injury is suspected.
Intensity of sampling (and of enforcement) in some
critical industry may even depend on the state of the
industry, and the state of the economy more generally.
The importance of defining the goals of compliance
sampling in the broadest way is clear. But we have not
dealt very well even with defining goals at . more
technical levels. Suppose that a well-conceived
regulation sets a maximum exposure limit of 10 ppm.
Should compliance sampling be designed to give only a
yes/no answer, perhaps expressed as a Bernoulli
variable, about whether some stream, or factory, or
city is in violation? Should we instead try to
determine the mean exposure over some defined region
of time and space? The mean and variance, or the
tails generally? Should we go only for the order
statistics, especially the extremes (which will
generally provide a moving target as problems are
solved and compliance improves)? Do we need the
whole probability distribution of values? Surely a
yes/no answer can lead to much nonsense, as it did In
some erroneous interpretations by the news media of a
recent NAS report on drinking water, and some aspects
of the probability distribution of values need more
attention than others, but surely there is also a point
where we have teamed enough about that distribution,
and must invest additional resources in the study of
other problems.
Gilbert et al. illustrate this general need for precise
goals in their discussion (9) of sampling soil for
radioactivity. Was the underlying goal to determine
whether radiation levels at any 1quare inch of surface
were above the standard? Was it to average, or
integrate, over some unspecified larger area? Was it
to determine means and variances, or other aspects of
the distribution? Here, maybe the goal was in fact to
determine means for small areas, but we would still
need to know more about the problem, especially about
the small-scale variability of contamination, to
determine an appropriate sampling plan. For example,
if contamination ts nearly uniform within each area for

This summary of the cenference is intended to
provide some brief and integrated commentary on the
eight papers and eight discussions presented here
(1-16), plus some perspective on broader issues raised
by the papers as a group but not covered by any one of
them.
I will say much about unsolved problems. Of course,
the more one knows about a situation, the easier it is
to critique specific points and point to things that
should be done. This is good for bringing out issues,
but it can be bad if it creates an impression that
problems dominate solutions. I do not want my
comments here to be taken as a general indictment of
compliance sampling, a field that has recently made
much progress and is clearly making more.
Compliance Sampling jn a Broader Context
The focus of the conference was compliance
sampling; this term includes both a} the general
assessment of how well we are doing in the
management of hazards and b) the generation of data
for individual action to enforce relevant laws and
regulations. My basic view, as a citizen and scientist
rather than a regulator, is that regulations should
provide and should be interpreted as firm limits rather
than targets, though they are often abused or
misinterpreted as targets. Examples include the
approaches of many states and cities to the control of
criteria air pollutants, and the apparent attitude of
parts of private industry that penalties for violations
are a business expense, to be balanced against
production volume and costs so as to maximize overall
profits. Carol Jones (17) has commented on the
effects of penalties on the probabilities of violations,
and at this Conference Ho11ey (11) has discussed such
approaches in the context of bubbles.
But these two purposes of compliance sampJing 
overall assessment and enforcement - are broad and
vague. There was very little said at the Conference
about the ultimate purposes, or even the penultimate
purposes, of these activities. This is a potentially
serious gap, because what we do (or should do) in
compliance sampling can be profotmdly affected by
matters beyond the short term goals of accurate
assessment of the distribution and level of specific
hazardous agents. Is our ultimate goal to protect
human health? If so, what does that mean for the
design of a program in compliance sampling, given our
limits on time, money, attention, and other resources?
How are concerns about cancer to be balanced against
concerns about (say} birth defects, or heart disease?
How are concerns about health in the U.S. to be
balanced against health In other countries? How are
we to balance short-term protection of our own health
against protection far into the future, even across
generations not yet born? How should we view and
assess the quality of outdoor (ambient) air vs. indoor
air (Hunt, 4)? There are similar very broad questions
about direct health effects vs. the indirect health
effects of unemployment and poverty, or restricted
choices of important consumer goods, on protection of
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which a mean is required, one test per sampled area
may be enough. Conversely, if there is much chance 3f
havJng one v~ry small, very hot rock (of, say, 10 •
10 , 0: 10 . pCi/g) one might have to sample on a
much fmer gnd. The general issue here is the scope or
range for averaging (or otherwise "smoothing") results.
Ches~n (10) has also commented on needs for relating
statistical procedw-es to specific problems and
contexts. Holley's work on the bubble (11) deals with a
kind of averaging, but this Conference as a whole has
given rather little attention to even this level of goals.
Likewise, there was little discussion of how
strategies for compliance sampling must accommodate
the likelihood of legal challenge. A probable freedom
from such challenge may well have given Gilbert (9)
considerable latitude to be complex, to use a great
deal of peripheral information, and to Interpret EPA's
raw standard as he settled on the scope and
distribution of sampled areas, to decide that he could
ignore possible variation over time, and to develop a
special sampling protocol.
At this point, one may begin to wonder about the
role of statistics (and statisticians) in compliance
sampling. 1 believe very strongly that the most visible,
and apparently the most characteristic aspects of
statistics - modeling of random variation, algebra, and
computation - are only a sman (though essential) part
of the field. Statistics is, rather, the art and science
of interpreting quantitative data that are subject to
error, and indeed, in the study of environmental
hazards, random error may account for only a tiny part
of the uncertainty. Ross discussion (12) brings out
clearly the real potential of statistics in the design of
bubbles as well as the way bubbles ignore some
important distributional issues.
I turn now to three sets of generic problems in
compliance sampling: those in policy and concept, in
unpredictable (stochastic} influences on the data, and
in applications of theory. These sets of problems are
broad and deep, and statistical thinlcing has a large and
critical role in each.

affect others, but that not all persons have the same
prob,ability of responding to some toxic agent.
. A relat~ po_int is "conservatism" in regulation, and
its reflections m compliance sampling. Conservatism
has . ~everal purposes, including the protection of
se~1twe subgroups, and the need to provide a cushion
against random and nonrandom excursions of exposure
to higher levels. I believe that its main use, however.
is .to protect us against ow- ignorance, not against ow
fallw-es. We simply don't know what goes on within
the human body at low exposw-e levels of carcinogens
and other toxic agents, and choice of the wrong
statistical model could lead to risk estimates that are
wrong by orders of magnitude.
Unfortunately
underestimates of risk wm tend to be far more seriou~
~ban overestimates if one works on a Jog scale, as is
implied by the phrase "orders of magnitude."
Implications of conservatism for compliance sampling
are substantial. It does little good to set conservative
limits for exposure if sampling, and hence
enforcement, do not fo11ow. h is not at all clear that
regulatory agencies have been consistently attentive to
the logical linlc between conservatism in risk
a5sessment and conservatism in enforcement; indeed,
some agencies may have it backwards, and believe that
conservative exposure limits actua11y reduce the need
for compliance sampling. There is scope here for a
new study of how to trade off the risks and costs of
(say) a higher exposure limit plus more rigorous
sampling to assure compliance vs. a lower exposure
limit that is to be Jess vigorously enforced.
Another policy and conceptual issue In compliance
sampling has to do with distributional effects. When
dose-response curves are linear at low doses, the mean
exposure level in a population determines the expected
number of adverse events, but it may still matter a
great ·deal how the risk is distributed over the
population. For example, it is no longer acceptable (at
least in the U.S.) to concentrate the risks of toxic
exposures on the lowest economic and social groups.
Nor does one often hear arguments in favor of placing
a new toxic hazard in an area already contaminated on
groimds that a little more would not make much
difference, even though this might be rational if there
is reason to think that the risk is concentrated on a
sma11, sensitive subpopulation that has already been
"exhausted" by prior exposures.
Time does not permit more than a listing of some
other policy issues in comp1iance sampling. How
should ambient "natural" exposures to some agents,
such as ozone, be accommodated in protocols for
compliance sampling?
What do we mean, in
operational terms, by an "instantaneous" exposure?
Marcus gave a strong start to the conference with his
discussion of the need to design compliance sampling
programs in light of the different time scales for
environmental exposure, biologic response, and
regulatory action (1), while Hertzberg (2) has pointed
to some of the practical problems of doing so. How
should, or how can, model wicertainty be built into
sampling plans, Including models of distribution and
exposure as well as models of outcome?

Pollcv and Conceptual Asoects of Compliance Sampling
The first set is related to policy and concepts. 1
have already referred to the differences between broad
public goals and more narrowly statistical goals but
there are many intermediate questions about wha~ it is
that one wants to accomplish, and what is feasible.
Approaches to evaluation in many fields fall rather
weU into three categories: evaluation of structure, of
process, and of outcome. Each can be defined at
multiple levels, but here it may be most useful to
equate sttuqture to the chemical methods, engineering
and mechantcal structures, and other aspects of the
generation of hazardous agent; ~ to the emission
or other release of the hazard into the community, its
transport after release, and exposw-e levels where
people are in fact exposed; and outcome to the human
health endpoints (or other endpoints) that are the more
fundamental objects of concern. Compliance sampling
focuses on process (in this context), but it is not clear
that there _ha~ been much hard policy thinking about
whether this is the best way to attain the still rather
fuzzy goals of the activity.
Oi:t~ aspect of this matter is the need to consider
sensitive subgroups of the population. Such subgroups
may not always be evident (as seems likely with some
carcinogens), and their existence may not even be
suspected, but somehow we must recognize not only
that some people get sick from exposures that do not

Stochastic A§pects of Compliance Sampling
Issues to this point have not depended on any aspect
of uncertainty in measurement or on random
variability in the substance wxierstudy. The steps
from a precise deterministic model to an uncertain
stochastic model introduce new issues. What are the
roles of deterministic vs. stochastic models, and how
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should those roles affect compliance sampling? It is
perhaps understandable that in enforcement actions,
compliance data are treated as free of random
variation, but surely this matter needs some careful
thought.
Another Issue arises from gaps in the data - gaps
that are sometimes by design and sometimes not.
There was little attention to this matter in this
conference. Though every applied statistician is
familiar with the problem, fewer are aware of the
theoretical and applied approaches that have been
worked out in recent years. These range from
modeling the whole data set and using iterative
maximum likelihood methods to estimate missing
values (the E-M algorithm) to the straightforward
duplication of some nearby value, which may be in
error but not as far off as ignoring the missing
observations, which in practice generally treats them
as if they had the mean value for that variable (''hot
deck" methods). little and Rubin (18) provide an
introduction to this topic, and techniques analogous to
kriging, a method often used in geostatistics, may also
be useful (19).
Unfortunately, the probability distributions of
greatest interest in compliance sampling may often be
hard to work with at a practical level. They tend to be
"lumpy" in both space and time, with extreme
variability, long tails to the right, and big coefficients
of variation. Correlation functions over space and
time (as in kriging) are important, but may themselves
need to be estimated anew in each specific application,
with detailed attention to local circumstances.
One practical consequence of dealing with "difficult"
distributions is the loss of applicability of the Gaussian
distribution (or at least loss of some confidence in its
applicability), even in the form of the central limit
theorem. Another is the loss of app1icabi1ity of linear
approaches, which have many well-known practical
advantages with both continuous data and discrete
(even non-ordered) classifications. Nonlinear analogs
of, say, the general linear model and the loglinear or
logit approaches have neither the theoretical
underpinnings, nor the range of packaged general-use
computer programs, nor the background of use and the
familiarity of the linear approaches.
Given a set of data and a need to "average," what
kind of average is appropriate? Some obvious
questions have to do with ordinary weighted averages,
others with moving averages. Stil1 other questions
have to do with the form of the averaging function:
arithmetic, harmonic, geometric, etc. Geometric
means are sometimes used in compliance sampling, as
Wyzga has noted here (15), but they may often be quite
unsuitable precisely because their advantage in some
other situations - that they reduce the importance of
high outliers - obscures the values of most concern.
When health is at Issue, I want a mean that will attend
more to the upper tail than the lower tail. If six values
on six successive days are (for example) l, 2, 3, 4, 6,
and 12, the geometric mean is 3.46, distinctly less than
the arithmetic mean of 4.67, but it is the 6 and 12 that
may matter most. An average that works opposite to
the geometric mean seems better, such as the root
mean square (5.92 in the example above) or root mean
cube (6.99 above). I was glad indeed to learn recently
that the geometric mean has been abandoned in
measures of air particulates.
Many
statistical
approaches incorporate an
assumption that the variance of an observation ls
independent of its true value. This may rarely be the
case. However, lack of uniformity in variance may

often have little consequence, and in some other cases
it can be readily dealt with (such as by log or square
root transforms).
But there may be serious
consequences if the nonuniformity or the statistical
methods have statistical properties that are not
understood, or are not acceptable. For example, in the
6-value numeric example above, if variances are
proportional to the observed values, a log transform
may produce values of approximately equal variance;
however, the arithmetic mean of logged values is
equivalent to the geometric mean of the original
values, so that a different approach may be better.
Problems are even greater, of course, when it is biases
rather than random error that may depend on the
unknown true values. Nelson's paper here (3} is rich in
these and other statistical questions as weU as policy
questions.
Empirical Aspects of Compliance Samp1ing
The compliance sampler must attend to a wide
variety of issues of direct, practical significance that
derive from the context in which the data are to be
collected and used. One is that results must be
prepared so as to withstand legal challenge and,
sometimes, political attack. A practical consequence
is that much flexibility and much scope of application
of informed judgment are lost. There may also be
extra costs for sample identification, replicate
measurement, and extra record keeping that help to
validate individual values but reduce resources for
other sampling that may contribute as much to the
public health. This is in part a consequence of
competing objectives within the general scope of
compliance sampling. What is the optimum mix of
finding indicators of many preventable problems and
applying gentle persuasion to remove them vs. nailing
down a smaller number of problems and ensuring that
the data can be used in strong legal action if need be?
A second broadly empirical issue is the whole range
of chemical and physical limitations on the detection
and accurate measurement of hazardous substances.
This is not the problem it once was - indeed, some
observers believe that increased sensitivity of methods
has led to the opposite problem of overdetection and
overcontrol - but some substances are still difficult
to measure at low concentrations by methods that are
accurate, fast, and inexpensive. Thus, measurement
remains a serious problem. An example is USDA's
program for assessing pesticide residues in meat and
meat products, which is limited by high costs to about
300 samples per year for the general surveillance of
each major category (e.g., "beef cattle.") Thus there is
a close link between the $.l:.lling of standards (what is
likely to be harmful, to whom, in what degree, and
with what probability?) and the enforcing of standards
(what violations are to be found, to what degree of
precision, and with what probability?). A standard not
enforceable because of limits on laboratory methods is
no better, and may be worse, than no standard at all,
and should be a candidate for replacement by some
other method of controlling risk (e.g., process
standards, or engineering controls}. Sometimes, of
course, deliberately insensitive methods can be
cultivated and put to use. An example is FDA's
"sensitivity of the method" approach to carcinogens in
foods. Another real example, though slightly less
serious here, was the step taken by the State of
Maryland to improve its performance in enforcing
federal highway speed limits: Move radar detectors
from the flat straightaways to places where many
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drivers slow down anyway, such as sharp cl.D"'Ves and the
tops of hills, as other states had done long before. The
incidence of detection of speed violations dropped
markedly, and Maryland was suddenly In compliance
with Federal standards.
Creative design of a
compliance sampling plan can produce pretty much
whatever the designer wants, and l take it that a part
of our task here is to develop approaches that
discourage, inhibit, and/or expose the cynical
manipulation of sampling procedures.
Sometimes, methods exist but for other reasons the
data have not been collected. One example is the
distribution of various foreign substances in human
tissues. These include heavy metals, pesticides, and
radioactive decay products; none of these had been
adequately studied to determine the probability
distribution of body burdens in the general population.
Reasons are varied and deep, but include cost,
problems of storage, control of access to banks of
human tissues (an expendable resource), and ultimately
the problems of procuring enough of the right kind of
material from a fully representative sample of people.
The need for detailed human data will surely grow with
the growth of new approaches to risk assessment
(especially of carcinogens), and compliance sampling
may well be involved. Toxicokinetics, in particular,
often demands human data; mechanisms can be
examined in other species, but human sensitivity,
human rate parameters, and human exposure can be
determined only by study of human circumstances and,
sometimes, human specimens.
Compliance sampling is indeed an activity loaded
with problems. Overall, there ts a clear need for
substantially more thought and research on the
empirical issues raised by compliance sampling. Wyzga
(15) and Bailey (16) provides a fresh view of many of
these.

local data are indispensable for understanding local
needs, monitoring local successes, and enforcing local
sanctions.
Another aspect of broadening our view of
compliance sampling is the need to optimize sampling
strategies for attaining specific, carefully elaborated
goals. Thus, there might be reason in public policy to
extend the use of weighted sampling, with more effort
to collect samples likely to be out of compliance. This
approach seems to have substantial informal use,
especially when inspectors have considerable latitude
to make decisions in the field, but has had less in the
way of formal attention.
Still another aspect is the need for empirical study
of the probability distributions that arise in the
samples, and the development of sampling plans and
analytic
approaches
that accommodate those
distributions. Should one take a "point" sample of just
the size needed for testing, or take a more distributed
sample, mix It, and test an aliquot? Is there a larger
role for two-stage sampling, in which the selection of
a general area for examination is followed by the
selection of sub- areas? Or a role for two-stage
testing, in which aliquots of several samples are mixed
and tested for the presence of some offending
substance, with further testing of individual samples
only if the group result is positive?
Perhaps the most fundamental need in developing a
more comprehensive view of compliance sampling is
for careful consideration of the role of genuinely
random sampling, as opposed to haphazard or
subjectively selected samples of convenience. One of
the biggest surprises to me at this Conference was the
lack of attention to the need to guarantee genuinely
random sampling, though it provides the only
acceptable justification for the statistical .measures,
such as p-values and confidence limits, that have been
tossed about quite freely here. As a part of this, there
is a clear need for new approaches to the computation
of variances and other functions of the data, which will
force demands for some kinds of randomization in the
sampling. Gilbert's problem in particular (9) calls for
highly sophisticated statistical modeling and analysis.
~ is a deeper consideration of how compliance
sampling can be made more productive than in just the
detection of violations, and how it can support broader
Agency and national objectives. 1 have already
referred to several aspects of this, but some points
still require comment. One is the value of designing
compliance programs (including sampling) that
encoUTage both more and better monitoring and also
encourage what might be called supercompliance.
Response to the findings of a particular sample or
pattern of samples may be yes-or-no, but surely one
should put greater weight on finding the bigger
violations. Frank has referred to this (13), with special
comment about the potential value of variable
frequency (and intensity) in sampling, while Warren
(14) has noted some practical obstacles.
Some statistical tools do exist to aid in increasing
the broad utility of data from compliance sampling.
Bisgaard (5) and Price (7} have each presented reasons
for more careful attention to the operating
characteristics (OCs) of programs for compliance
sampling. OCs might in fact be a good way to
communicate with Agency administrators and others
about the consequences of choosing one or another
approach to monitoring, though Johnson (6) has
emphasized the need for attention to the upper tall of
exposure rather than the mean. lt seems to me that
the question of tail vs. mean may well depend on the

Overview of the Overview
Where do we go from here? It is easy to call for
more and better compliance sampling, and to show how
we could then do more and better things. That will not
get us far in this age of constrained resources. I
believe that we need some other things first, or instead.
fir51 is a broader and deeper view of compliance
sampling. Many agencies and programs do such
sampling, but almost always with a narrow focus on the
enforcement of one or another regulation. This view
should be broader - to include other substances, other
agencies, and other objectives (including research) 
and it should be deeper, so that issues of compliance
sampling are considered at each stage from Initial
legislation onward, and plans are integrated with all
other relevant aspects of Agency activities.
Compliance sampling simply must not be treated llke a
poor relative - tolerated but not really welcome, and
largely ignored until its general shabbiness or some
genuine scandal forces a response.
A broader view of compliance sampling might, for
example, support Nelson's comments on extensions
from existing data to broader groups, even to national
populations (3). Nelson's paper as a whole is unusually
rich in both statistical questions and policy questions.
While the matter seems to have received little specific
discussion, it seems to me that the maximum useful
geographic range or population size for compliance
sampling, and maybe the optimum too, is the same as
the maximum feasible scope of specific control
measures. Thus, national data may be most critical in
drafting or revising national laws and regulations, but
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health endpoint in question; an effect such as cancer
that is considered a function of lifetime exposure may
well be approached by means, while effects that really
depend on short-term peaks should be regulated in
terms of peaks, though this may create some problems
when both kinds of endpoints must be managed in the
same exposure setting. Bisgaard and Hunter (5) are
firmly on the right track with their insistence on a
more comprehensive view that integrates sampling
protocols, calibration of the tools and processes, and a
decision function to determine responses. This also
underlines the need for clear articulation of goals;
otherwise,
Bisgaard's
approach
cannot
be
implemented. Johnson (6) also points to the need for
adequate attention to other matters, too, including the
political situation, pollutant behavior, sampling
constraints, and the objectives of the standard.
Flatman (8) also emphasizes the need for constant
attention to the practicalities of solutions to real, and
different, problems.
Other statistical tools of potential value in
compliance sampling can be found in the
epidemiologist's approach to diagnostic testing, with
an insistence that policy decisions about testing be
based on sound data on sensitivity, specificity, and
positive and negative predictive values. These
concepts have proved invaluable in policy decisions
about medical screening, and they have similar
potential to sharpen decisions about environmental
screening.
Ihird. and my final point, is a plea that regulatory
agencies explore the potential of statistical decision
theory in their approaches to compliance sampling,
including explicit consideration of the value of new
information. The emphasis this will put on such
matters as prior distributions, objective functions, cost
functions, and balancing of disparate endpoints - all
of which are already major elements in setting policy
about compliance sampling can only be good.
Among other benefits, decision theory will tend to
direct Agency attention to those points where the
biggest improvements can be made, and away from
both fine-tuning of little things with little potential
profit and spinning wheels over big things that can't be
settled anyway.
This would again direct attention to how prior
distributions for the probability, location, and degree
of violation are developed and used. Thus, Gilbert
samples from plots that are next to plots already
known to be In violation; the frequency of air sampling
Is tied to the frequency of past violations; and
experienced plant inspectors come to know where the
bodies may be buried and how to look for them.
Overall, this Conference was eminently successful in
bringing out a broad range of problems, issues, and
research needs. It has also provided some answers,
though the most important products of our work here
will continue to unfold for years to come. Our Chair,
speakers, and discussants deserve much thanks for a
job well done.
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9:00 a.m.

Distributed Compliance-EPA and the Lead Bubble
John W. Holley, Barry D. Nussbaum, U.S. EPA, OMS-Washington, D.C.
DISCUSSION
N. Philip Ross, U.S. EPA, OPPE-Washington, D.C.

10:15 a.m.

BREAK

V.

COMPLIANCE WITH AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

10:30 a.m.

Variable Sampling Schedules to Determine PM10 Status
Neil H. Frank, Thomas C. Curran, U.S. EPA, OAQPS-Research Triangle
Park
DISCUSSION
John Warren, U.S. EPA, OPPE-Washington, D.C.

12:00 noon

LUNCHEON

1:00 p.m.

The Relationship Between Peak and Longer Term Exposures to Air
Pollution
Ronald E. Wyzga, Electric Power Research Institute, Thomas S.
Hammerstrom, H. Daniel Roth, Roth Associates
DISCUSSION
R. Clifton Bailey, U.S. EPA, OWRS-Washington, D.C.

2:15 p.m.

BREAK

SUMMARY OF CONFERENCE

2:30 p.m.

John C. Bailar III, McGill University, Department of Epidemiology and
Biostatistics

This Conference is the final in a series of research conferences on interpretation of
environmental data organized by the American Statistical Association and supported by a
cooperative agreement between ASA and the Office of Standards and Regulations, under
the Assistant Administrator for Policy Planning and Evaluation, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency.

Conference Chairman and Organizer:
Paul I. Feder, Battelle Columbus Division
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